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The self-assembly problem involves designing individual behaviors that a col-
lection of agents can follow in order to form a given target structure. An effective
solution would potentially allow self-assembly to be used as an automated construc-
tion tool, for example, in dangerous or inaccessible environments. However, existing
methodologies are generally limited in that they are either only capable of assem-
bling a very limited range of simple structures, or only applicable in an idealized
environment having few or no constraints on the agents’ motion. The research pre-
sented here seeks to overcome these limitations by studying the self-assembly of a
diverse class of non-trivial structures (building, bridge, etc.) from different-sized
blocks, whose motion in a continuous, three-dimensional environment is constrained
by gravity and block impenetrability. These constraints impose ordering restric-
tions on the self-assembly process, and necessitate the assembly and disassembly
of temporary structures such as staircases. It is shown that self-assembly under
these conditions can be accomplished through an integration of several techniques
from the field of swarm intelligence. Specifically, this work extends and incorporates
computational models of distributed construction, collective motion, and communi-
cation via local signaling. These mechanisms enable blocks to determine where to
deposit themselves, to effectively move through continuous space, and to coordinate
their behavior over time, while using only local information. Further, an algorithm
is presented that, given a target structure, automatically generates distributed con-
trol rules that encode individual block behaviors. It is formally proved that under
reasonable assumptions, these rules will lead to the emergence of correct system-
level coordination that allows self-assembly to complete in spite of environmental
constraints. The methodology is also verified experimentally by generating rules for
a diverse set of structures, and testing them via simulations. Finally, it is shown
that for some structures, the generated rules are able to parsimoniously capture the
necessary behaviors. This work yields a better understanding of the complex rela-
tionship between local behaviors and global structures in non-trivial self-assembly
processes, and presents a step towards their use in the real world.
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Self-assembly processes are prevalent in nature [122]. At various levels of scale,
from the subatomic to the galactic, one can observe the seemingly spontaneous for-
mation of structures that are far more complex than their individual components. In
a nuclear fusion reaction, light atoms combine to form heavier elements. These ele-
ments may develop chemical bonds, and combine into molecules ever more complex.
It appears that the building blocks of life thus emerged, as amino acids combined
to form the proteins that constitute living cells. Beyond the level of the individual
organism, crowds assemble on streets, and insects form self-assemblages, as illus-
trated in Figure 1.1. Meanwhile, life feeds on the energy provided by the sun, which
itself formed from a cloud of gas, and produces this energy by fusing hydrogen into
helium.
What drives these various complex processes, in seeming contradiction to the
second law of thermodynamics? Of course, this law, which states that entropy
(roughly speaking - a measure of disorder) cannot decrease in a closed system, re-
mains unbroken: as self-assembling systems gain order, they “release” entropy into
the outside world. Still, how such processes yield complex structures remains, in
many cases, not entirely understood. It is almost as if some outside hand moves
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Figure 1.1: Weaver ants (Oecophylla longinoda) assembled into chains between
leaves. From [5].
individual components into appropriate locations, but like the “invisible hand” of
18th century economist Adam Smith, the overall effect is really the result of the
forces (in many cases, forces local in range) that the components exert upon each
other. Self-assembly is thus a fundamental form of natural self-organization [4, 24].
The fundamental relationship between individual forces and the global struc-
tures that they produce has been studied over many centuries by scholars in a variety
of fields. In more recent times, the advent of computer technology has provided a
novel and powerful angle of attack on the problem: self-assembling systems could
now be studied in simulation. In this context, a researcher has control of the in-
dividual behaviors of each component, and can vary them to observe their effects
upon the global outcome. For example, computational models have been developed
to better understand the self-assembly of a bacteriophage [112] and the formation
of protocell structures from lipid molecules [32].
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While computational approaches have been developed to better understand
nature, an “inverse” question arose: can natural principles be applied to govern
the self-assembly of prespecified structures, without any centralized, controlling en-
tity? In other words, is it possible to endow simulated, and eventually physical
components with the computational, sensing and actuation capabilities that will
allow them to form a given target structure? If it were possible to do this in an
effective manner, the methodology could potentially automate the production of a
wide range of useful objects. This would hold particular relevance if construction
is to take place in an environment that is dangerous, or altogether inaccessible for
human beings. Important examples of possible applications include solar power sys-
tems in outer space [101], bases on the lunar surface [22], and various structures at
the nanoscale [38, 39, 40, 87, 97].
Within this control context, the self-assembly problem can be defined as fol-
lows:
Given a set A of agents situated in some environment E, and a set S of acceptable
spatial arrangements of these agents, design local control mechanisms that each agent
a ∈ A can follow, subject to the constraints of E, such that the entire collection of
agents forms S.
Each agent a ∈ A is a physically embodied or simulated component that has some
degree of autonomy, i.e., control over its state and behavior [124]. Its embodiment
is part of the environment E, which is a set of laws that govern how the agents may
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act and interact. For example, the environment may prevent agents from moving
“through” each other, thus necessitating the use of obstacle avoidance behaviors.
The target structure S that must be assembled is one in a set of satisfactory arrange-
ments of these agents. Multiple arrangements may be allowed if the structure need
not be built precisely. Additionally, the given framework accounts for situations
where the agents are physically identical: swapping the positions of two agents will
not make a difference, so long as the agents occupy all and only locations that must
contain them; also, if there are excess agents available, it may not matter where
they are located after the construction is completed.
An effective solution to the self-assembly problem entails finding the relation-
ship between the local behaviors of these agents and the global, structural prop-
erties. But formalizing this relationship can be a formidable task: as the agents
move through space, interacting with each other and the environment in an at-
tempt to form the target structure, they present a complex system with behavior
that is difficult to predict. Here, it is useful to step back and ask: what is the
advantage of a distributed control methodology, where the operation of the system
is governed by the components themselves, rather than a centralized machine, such
as a robot arm that manipulates these components, or a server that receives state
information from them, and then sends each component a set of instructions to
be executed? Arguably, most self-assembly in nature happens in a non-centralized
fashion. Like many natural processes (and unlike the operation of most software
systems), distributed self-assembly can potentially exhibit properties such as par-
allelism (components act simultaneously, without being tied down by a centralized
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controller), parsimony (at the level of an individual component, behaviors are simple
and elegant), robustness (the failure of a single controlling entity does not lead to the
failure of the entire system) and adaptability (the system can respond to changing
conditions). Nature’s ability to find solutions that have such attributes has inspired
the broad area of biologically-inspired computing, which includes paradigms such as
neural networks [73], evolutionary algorithms [11, 75] and of particular relevance to
this work, swarm intelligence [17, 53].
As elaborated further in Chapter 2, swarm intelligence studies collections of
relatively simple, spatially situated agents whose behavior is inspired by that of
social animals [17, 53]. In nature, there is a variety of animal species where each
organism is relatively simple, in terms of its individual capabilities, but where a
population of these organisms is capable of self-organizing [4, 24] in order to perform
tasks of surprising complexity. For example, species of wasps exist that construct
rather intricate nests [51], such as the one shown in Figure 1.2, in spite of the fact
that an individual wasp is not believed to have sophisticated behaviors or a blueprint
of the desired structure. Instead, when it is in the vicinity of the nest, a wasp is
able to locally detect particular structural patterns, which may trigger a simple,
material depositing behavior. By this action, the wasp changes the structure of the
nest, possibly creating a new pattern, which may serve as a cue to other wasps; this
results in a process of implicit self-coordination known as stigmergy [111].
While this nest construction process is not self-assembly, because there is a
physical distinction between the agents (i.e., the wasps) and the material (pulp),
the two types of processes are very much related [4]. (In fact, if the number of
5
Figure 1.2: A nest of the paper wasp Polistes dominulus. From
http://www.coopext.colostate.edu/TRA/PLANTS.
building agents is high enough such that all material components can be manipulated
simultaneously, then they can be equivalent). Thus, computational models of wasp
nest construction [18, 110] served as direct inspiration for a class of approaches to
self-assembly, where an agent/component chooses to deposit itself at a given location
(adjacent to the growing structure) based on the local conditions (i.e., the pattern)
around that location. Importantly, it was shown that in order to build arbitrary
structures, this pattern must be more than just geometric; specifically, it may be
necessary to differentiate between otherwise identical components that are already
part of the structure by color or by the value of some symbolic, numerical variable
(which can be stored within each component and somehow made locally readable
to other components) [2, 48, 49]. Methods were also developed for generating a set
of patterns (encoded as rules) that enable the assembly of any connected, discrete
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arrangement of such components [2]. However, they were limited in that they could
only apply in very simple environments with idealized conditions. Typically, such
an environment is a two-dimensional or three-dimensional cellular grid, where the
agents/components move randomly from cell to cell, with no constraints on their
motion; thus, it is very far removed from the real world, which is continuous and
heavily constrained. Furthermore, the number of generated rules was typically equal
to the number of self-assembling agents; in other words, these rules were unable to
parsimoniously capture any inherent order within a structure.
For continuous environments, other approaches have been developed. Some
involve defining a set of local “forces” between the individual agents that guide them
into a desired structure [35, 104]. To some extent, these studies take inspiration from
another class of swarm intelligence techniques, which were originally developed to
model moving groups of animals such as flocks of birds or schools of fish [91]. These
models have shown that if each agent in a group tends to move in the same direction
as its neighbors and to stay close to them while avoiding collisions (these tendencies
can be implemented as force equations in a computational setting), then the col-
lective tends to form a moving flock. The concept has been applied in an attempt
to solve the self-assembly problem; however, the “tuning” of forces to achieve some
desired structure (whose specification is typically much more precise than that of a
flock) was found to be a difficult endeavor, and for all but very simple structures,
the approach was inadequate, on its own.
As the next chapter will discuss, a variety of other self-assembly methods
emerged, some of them conceived as hybrids of existing techniques from swarm in-
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telligence as well as other fields. These methods have been developed for a variety of
different environments, which range from aforementioned cellular spaces to the real
world, where self-assembly is accomplished by physical robots [14, 80, 81, 120, 121].
However, a general trend remains: the complexity of the environment E greatly af-
fects the range and sophistication of structures S that can be assembled. Oftentimes,
the same methodology can produce a diverse set of structures within a theoretical
context, or in an idealized simulation, but when faced with the physical world, or
even with non-trivial simulated conditions, the structures become limited to very
simple arrangements of just a few components.
In particular, a limitation exists in the methodologies for dealing with envi-
ronmental constraints on the agents’ motion. As Chapter 3 shall demonstrate, such
constraints translate into ordering restrictions on the self-assembly process. For
example, consider the self-assembly of a building that contains internal columns
surrounded by walls. If the assembly of the walls is begun prior to the completion
of the columns, it may become impossible for components (which, in any realistic
scenario, are impenetrable) to finish them. The self-assembly process must there-
fore be conducted over a number of stages. In the work reviewed, there is a lack of
well-defined and general approaches for determining what those stages are, and how
to employ local behaviors in achieving the appropriate, global sequencing between
them.
This dissertation seeks to overcome these limitations by achieving the self-
assembly of a wide variety of prespecified structures in a continuous environment
that simulates important physical constraints that one would expect to encounter
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in real world scenarios. In particular, the agents are embodied as different-sized
blocks that are impenetrable (this is ensured via collision detection), and have very
restricted vertical motion, as if in the presence of gravity. The latter constraint ne-
cessitates the assembly and subsequent disassembly of temporary structures such as
staircases, at appropriate points in the process. Given such constraints, the environ-
ment considered here presents significantly greater complexity than environments
where the self-assembly of a broad range of structures (albeit, structures not very
realistic in appearance) has been achieved in the past [2, 48, 55, 57]. Nonetheless,
I hypothesize that a large class of interesting structures resembling real world ob-
jects (e.g., building, pyramid, etc.) can indeed self-assemble under these conditions
through appropriately specified local behaviors, and moreover, that this specification
can be done automatically: in other words, given a structure, appropriate control
rules (to be followed by blocks) can be generated algorithmically, without human
intervention.
In testing this hypothesis, I essentially seek to understand the aforementioned
correspondence between local behaviors and global structures. In a continuous,
constrained environment, the relationship between the two is more complex than
in environments where rules for a variety of structures have been generated auto-
matically in past work [2, 48, 55, 57], because the individual behaviors must involve
non-trivial movement capabilities and lead to the emergence of explicit, higher-level
coordination over a number of process stages. Studying this relationship leads to
two broad goals. From a purely scientific perspective, the first goal is to gain a better
understanding of the processes that underlie self-organization in general. Such pro-
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cesses are fundamental to natural systems [4, 24], and a study of their dynamics may
help us to obtain a better sense of our surrounding universe. From a more pragmatic
point of view, the second goal is to achieve the self-assembly of arbitrary prespeci-
fied structures in the environment presented here. This will bring us closer to the
development of a methodology for assembling such structures in physical environ-
ments, and ultimately, to the aforementioned possibility of applying self-assembly
as a useful construction tool.
To achieve these goals, a self-assembly methodology is developed by extend-
ing and integrating existing swarm intelligence approaches in order to address their
individual deficiencies. Specifically, stigmergic pattern matching (which can be gen-
eralized to a wide range of structures, but has originally been developed for discrete
environments) is combined with “force”-based movement control (which is limited
in the structures that it can form, but is useful for guiding agents with local sensing
capabilities through continuous space). In addition, the agents’ behavior is enhanced
with the use of internal state variables, which can be shared between nearby agents
to achieve simple but explicit communication. The use of memory and communi-
cation has recently made its way into swarm intelligence systems, allowing them
to perform more complex tasks [94, 95]; within the system presented here, it gives
rise to higher-level coordination in the self-assembly process, allowing it to com-
plete in spite of the aforementioned environmental constraints, namely gravity and
impenetrability.
Importantly, these various techniques are applied in a local, distributed fashion
(i.e., each block governs its own behavior based on limited information), allowing
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the agents to retain the self-organized (rather than centrally controlled) nature of
swarm intelligence systems. However, in the vein of other recent work [94, 95], the
methodology is adapted towards the specific task at hand. The self-assembly prob-
lem, as studied in this dissertation, requires structures to be formed precisely, up to
the global, block-by-block specification (which is not given to the individual blocks).
Thus, while general capabilities such as pattern matching, movement control and
communication remain the same between different target structures, they make use
of a distinct set of distributed control rules for each structure. These rules encode
the stigmergic patterns to be matched as well as the changes made to a block’s
internal memory in response to locally detected events, and control the system’s
behavior in a “bottom-up” fashion. Initially, the rules were designed by hand; how-
ever, the later chapters of this dissertation present a methodology for generating
them automatically, given a specification of the desired structure. The procedure
determines when the different parts of the structure must be built, and produces
rules that not only yield the self-assembly of these substructures, but also enforce
the overall sequencing of the process through its various stages. Importantly, for
some target structures, it was possible to generate sets of rules that parsimoniously
describe the required agent-level behaviors, allowing the agents to be simpler in
terms of their knowledge and memory requirements. This serves as an additional
improvement over past rule generation procedures [2, 48, 55, 57], where parsimony
was not achieved.
The research presented in this dissertation combines both theoretical and ex-
perimental approaches. The former involve an effort to build abstract, high-level,
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environment-independent models of the self-assembly process. These models do not
take into account details such as block geometries and the non-linear interactions
between moving blocks; due to such interactions, it is generally infeasible to guar-
antee that the collection of blocks is always guaranteed to converge to the target
structure. However, the models can be used to formally show that under reason-
able assumptions, certain aspects of the self-assembly process (in particular, those
relating to its sequencing through the various high-level stages) are correct. These
assumptions are then verified experimentally by performing repeated simulations,
where the methodology is applied towards the self-assembly of a diverse set of target
structures, under various conditions and with different streams of random numbers.
(The self-assembly of one such structure is illustrated in a video that can be down-
loaded at http://www.cs.umd.edu/˜reggia/grushin.html). These experiments not
only demonstrated the effectiveness of developed techniques, but also yielded im-
portant insights into the complex dynamics of self-assembly.
1.2 Contributions
The five key contributions of the work presented in this dissertation are as
follows:
• Three distinct swarm intelligence techniques are integrated into a unified, gen-
eralized methodology for the self-assembly of prespecified artificial structures
in a continuous and constrained environment. These techniques are stigmergic
pattern matching, force-based movement control, and coordination through a
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limited amount of memory and simple (but explicit) communication. Impor-
tantly, a combination of these techniques is able to handle a significant degree
of both structural and environmental complexity.
• A procedure is designed and implemented that automatically specifies individ-
ual, local control rules for the self-assembly of a given target structure. This
procedure allows the adaptation of swarm intelligence techniques described
above to perform precise self-assembly in an environment that models gravity
and component impenetrability. These constraints exist in a variety of real
world environments, and therefore, the approach presents a step towards the
goal of using self-assembly to automate practical construction.
• A formal, abstract model is developed of environmental constraints and the
requirements that these constraints place upon the overall sequencing of the
self-assembly process (where different parts of the structure must be built in
different stages). Within the context of this model, it is proved that under
reasonable assumptions, the control rules generated by the automated proce-
dure ensure that the resulting process correctly follows these stages, allowing
a target structure to self-assemble in spite of the constraints.
• It is empirically demonstrated that the developed methodology effectively
achieves the self-assembly of a broad range of structures. Through repeated
experiments, the dynamics of the self-assembly processes are studied in de-
tail. In particular, observations are made of the complex interplay between
the need to make blocks available in regions where they are required and to
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reduce interference between them, and it is shown how various aspects of block
control can affect the satisfaction of these objectives.
• A stigmergic framework is created that enables some structures to self-
assemble using relatively parsimonious sets of rules, allowing for simpler
agents. An individual rule is specified such that it can apply at multiple
locations within a target structure. By taking advantage of local and global
structural patterns, the automated procedure is able to generate such rules.
1.3 Overview
The rest of the dissertation is structured as follows. The next chapter presents
an introduction to the field of swarm intelligence (which has inspired much of this
work), and reviews past research in self-assembly. Directed by the limitations in the
current literature, Chapter 3 begins by defining a non-trivial simulated environment,
along with a diverse set of target structures that will be used as test cases throughout
the dissertation. It then presents an integrated methodology for controlling self-
assembly within this environment, and demonstrates that a hand-generated set of
control rules leads to the correct self-assembly of an interesting target structure.
The self-assembly process is studied in detail, through repeated experiments under
various conditions. Chapter 4 then presents a procedure that generates control rules
automatically, given a target structure. It states theorems which show that certain
formal aspects of the rule generation methodology are correct (the proofs are given in
Appendix A), and experimentally demonstrates that this methodology is successful
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for all the target structures presented earlier. A limitation is that while the generated
rule sets are correct, they are quite large (particularly, as compared with sets of rules
designed by hand). Thus, Chapter 5 presents a modified procedure, which uses more
sophisticated pattern matching to produce rule sets that are considerably smaller,
but still achieve effective self-assembly. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the results of




As suggested by its title, this dissertation deals with the application of swarm
intelligence techniques to the control of self-assembly processes. Thus, the first sec-
tion of this chapter presents an overview of swarm intelligence, with a focus on
those aspects of the field that are particularly relevant to the endeavor. When it
benefits the discussion, references are made to related disciplines, such as cellular
automata, neural computation, evolutionary algorithms and robotics. The second
section will outline existing approaches to self-assembly and certain related prob-
lems. The chapter will conclude with a discussion of limitations in the current
methodologies, setting the context for the work presented here.
2.1 Swarm Intelligence and Related Disciplines
Since its first appearance in a 1989 paper on the control of cellular robots [13],
the term “swarm intelligence” has been used to describe a variety of distributed (i.e.,
multi-agent) computational systems [17, 53], which solve problems in domains rang-
ing from computer animation [91] to network routing [29]. The diversity suggests
that beneath these applications is a powerful computational paradigm; however, it
also makes this paradigm somewhat difficult to define and characterize. Before dis-
cussing its various aspects in greater detail, let us attempt to determine what sets
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swarm intelligence apart as an emerging field.
As the name itself suggests, the field derives inspiration from collections of
social insects such as wasps, ants and termites (and, more generally, other animal
groups such as flocks of birds or schools of fish). Although each member of an insect
swarm is believed to have relatively simple behavior [51], groups of such insects have
been known to achieve tasks of great complexity, from the computation of shortest
paths by ants [41] to the construction of elaborate nests by paper wasps [17, 18,
50, 51, 110]. Presumably, such intricate system-level behavior arises as a result
of appropriately-evolved local interactions between the individual organisms within
a swarm. Thus, a key idea behind swarm intelligence is that complex, organized
behavior should not be programmed to be executed by some monolithic entity, but
rather, should arise as a result of interactions between a number of relatively simple
agents. At a given point in time, an agent can observe only a limited subset of its
environment, and can interact with only a few other agents. The interactions are
typically simple, and in some cases, are limited to observing the results of another
agent’s actions, rather than explicitly communicating with said agent.
Given the local and distributed nature of the computations within an artificial
swarm, what differentiates it from other systems, such as neural networks [73] or
cellular automata [100], where such computations also take place? Here, I argue that
in a swarm intelligence system, it is natural to view the behavior of agents (at least,
in part) in terms of motion through a space; in other words, the agents operate in an
inherently spatial environment. As the subsequent examples will show, the under-
lying space may be Euclidean or graphical, discrete or continuous, high-dimensional
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or low-dimensional. The dichotomy between spatial and non-spatial environments
is not rigorously defined, but rather, depends on the conceptual framework that
is most convenient for reasoning about a system. For example, consider a neural
network, which is a topologically connected set of simple nodes, where each node
has an activation level (which abstractly models the firing rate of a biological neu-
ron), and influences the activation values of its neighbors through excitatory or
inhibitory connections (synapses) [73]. The entire network can be viewed as a single
agent (rather than a collection of agents) moving along some trajectory through
a high-dimensional space, where each dimension is an individual activation level.
Conversely, the individual nodes in the network can be thought to operate in a one-
dimensional, continuous space of possible activation levels; however, this is typically
not the best way of thinking about the network’s dynamics.
A related (albeit typically discrete) computational device is a cellular automa-
ton, which consists of cells on a grid, where each cell repeatedly updates its internal
state as a function of its previous state and the states of its neighbors [100]. A well-
known example is the two-dimensional Game of Life (invented by John Conway;
first introduced in [36]), where each cell has has the state of being either “alive” or
“dead”. A dead cell becomes alive if precisely three of its eight adjacent neighbors
are alive, but subsequently dies if fewer than five or more than six of its neighbors
are dead. These very simple rules lead to highly complex behavior and the formation
of patterns that appear to “move” across the grid. However, this “movement” is in
fact an emergent property of stationary agents that become alive and die; for this
reason, I do not apply the term “swarm intelligence” to such cellular automata sys-
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tems. It is the underlying notion of spatial movement that makes swarm intelligence
a particularly well-suited paradigm for the control of self-assembly processes, where
individual components must obviously traverse space in order to form a structure.
In summary, I propose the following definition:
Swarm intelligence is the study of computational systems consisting of relatively
simple agents, which move and interact locally within a simulated space to achieve
complex behavior and self-organization at the system level, and whose design is (typ-
ically) inspired by the ethology of social animals.
The following will give a more detailed discussion of swarm intelligence systems that
are particularly relevant to this work.
2.1.1 Stigmergy
As stated above, the agents in a swarm intelligence system (a.k.a. swarm) are
generally simple in terms of their structure, behavior and interactions. In some cases,
these agents are in fact unable to communicate directly (e.g., by sending messages),
but only leave each other clues by making local environmental modifications. This
form of implicit communication through the environment is known as stigmergy
[111]. The term was originally formed as a compounding of “stigma” and “ergon”
(Greek for “mark” and “work”, respectively) by the zoologist Pierre-Paul Grassé
in 1959 to denote the two-way relationship between the agents’ actions and their
environment [42]. Subsequently, it became an inspiration for models of construction
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and other behaviors by insects such as wasps [17, 18, 50, 51, 110], ants [28, 41] and
termites [16]. Because of the inherent similarity between this collective construction
and self-assembly [4], some of these models served as inspiration for a number of
self-assembly approaches (e.g. [48]), including the one presented here.
An insect such as the paper wasp (e.g. Polistes dominulus) is not believed to
“know” the global properties of the nest that it builds (see Figure 1.2), but rather
engages in reactive, stimulus-response type behaviors, which were presumably de-
veloped over long periods of time through evolution. Here, the stimulus consists of
local observations of discrete arrangements/patterns (called stimulating configura-
tions in [110], and stigmergic rules in this dissertation) of existing nest elements, and
the response, which may be probabilistic [50], is the deposition of a new element in
a particular location. As wasps thus build, the structure of the nest changes: new
arrangements are created, triggering construction at new locations. The process is
self-coordinating in that by the results of its actions, one wasp gives others clues
about what should be done in the future.
A computational model of wasp nest construction appears in [18, 110], where
agents representing “wasps” move randomly in a discrete, 3D lattice, and match
stigmergic rules when they are close enough to detect some part of the existing
structure. Initially, this structure consists simply of one block (the word “brick”
is used by the authors), which is called a seed. When a rule matches, an agent
deposits a block (which is either grey or black) in a location that corresponds to the
center of the encoded pattern, as shown in Figure 2.1a. The authors suggest that
no interesting structures can be produced when all blocks are identical; this claim
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a. b. c.
Figure 2.1: A computational model of wasp nest construction. In (a), a simple
stigmergic rule is illustrated schematically (top), along with the result of its appli-
cation (bottom). The rule, drawn as three horizontal “slices”, states that a black
block (denoted by the black square in the center) should be deposited at a location
that has nine grey blocks above it (grey squares), but nothing around or below it
(white squares). Combined with other rules, it results in the structure depicted in
(b), which grows indefinitely, from top to bottom. In (c), two other structures (con-
structed via other sets of rules) are shown; these bear resemblance to wasp nests
encounted in nature. From [18].
is further examined in [2]. On the other hand, when two block colors are employed,
a number of interesting structures have resulted (e.g. Figure 2.1b), some of them
bearing a considerable resemblance to wasp nests found in nature (e.g., Figure 2.1c).
In [110], the stigmergic rule sets were designed and fine-tuned by hand to yield
these structures. However, in the later study [18], they were evolved via a genetic
algorithm [75]. Sets of rules were represented via an encoding that could be modified
via “genetic operators” such as mutation and recombination. These operators were
more likely to be applied to sets with a higher “fitness”, which was affected by a
number of factors, such as the proportion of stigmergic rules actually used during
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construction, and the modularity of the resulting structure. Through a “survival
of the fittest” process, stigmergic rules eventually emerged that were able to build
novel and interesting structures.
A central theme of this dissertation is the relationship between local rules and
global structural properties. In [110], the authors made an attempt to analyze this
relationship within the context of their simple, stigmergic model, with an emphasis
on outlining conditions under which emergent structures have coherent features. A
key result is that coherence is typically achieved by sets of stigmergic rules that
can be partitioned into non-overlapping subsets, where each subset corresponds to a
disjoint stage in time, as well as a modular substructure. This requirement severely
constrains the range of “interesting” structures that can be built, and therefore,
the methodology of [18, 110] is primarily useful as a computational model of nest
formation, rather than as a general method for constructing arbitrary prespecified
structures. However, as discussed later in this chapter, their model has inspired
extensions that are substantially more powerful.
It is worth noting that the focus here is primarily on qualitative stigmergy
(i.e., where the stimulus is qualitative in nature), of the kind found among wasps.
This can be contrasted with quantitative stigmergy [4], which is observed in the
pillar-building behavior of termites [16] and trail-following behavior of ants [41]
that react to pheromone concentrations. As ants collectively test various paths to a
food source, they deposit pheromones along each path, and the shorter path tends
to accumulate a greater concentration of these pheromones, because ants are able to
return to it faster. In turn, the pheromones attract additional ants, and often allow
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the entire colony to converge on the shorter path, in a process of positive feedback [4].
This basic principle has been successfully applied to solve computational problems
such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [30] and network routing [29].
Another application of stigmergy includes the clustering and sorting of objects
on a two-dimensional surface [28], inspired by corpse clustering and brood sorting
behaviors among ants. An agent is more likely to pick up an object if it is different
from those that it has detected in the recent past, and conversely, will put it down
sooner if it is similar to past observations. Through these indirect interactions,
agents are able to separate and place different objects into separate clusters. It is
worth noting that this type of stigmergy is somewhat difficult to classify as qualita-
tive or quantitative [4], because the stimulus (i.e., the number of objects in a local
region of space) is a numerical, yet discrete quantity. Subsequently, methods were
developed for clustering via physical robots [12, 70, 74]. More complex stimuli are
used in an approach to the modeling of city growth, where agents interact directly
with the environment (but not each other) by placing roads where they appear to
be needed, according to observations of local environmental characteristics, such as
road density [65]. Finally, it is worth mentioning that methods somewhat analogous
to stigmergy are used in synthesizing textures for computer graphics, where an im-
age with some texture is “grown” from a seed pixel, and the choice of a pixel to be




Recall from the beginning of this chapter that swarm intelligence systems are
characterized by a well-defined notion of movement through space. The ability
of agents within a swarm to effectively engage in collective motion behaviors is
thus critical to their proper functioning. The general nature of movement control
depends on the agents’ environment and the problem to be solved by the swarm.
In the examples given previously (except robotic implementations [12, 70, 74]), the
agents typically operate either in a discrete, cellular lattice (in the case of qualitative
stigmergy and collective construction) or a (non-Euclidean) graph/network (in a
number of quantitative stigmergy applications). In the latter case, the probability
of moving from one node to the next is affected by the pheromone concentration on
the edge between the two nodes, but in the former case, the agents typically engage
in very simple wandering, by moving randomly from cell to cell. In a more realistic
environment, such motion can be ineffective [15, 81], due to the continuous nature of
space and the presence of various physical constraints. The following is an overview
of movement control techniques for operating in various continuous environments.
In 1987, even before the term “swarm intelligence” came into use, a novel
approach was presented for the computer animation of social animals that display
collective movements in continuous space [91]. It was shown that without the use of
scripting or a group leader, remarkably realistic flock-like behaviors can be achieved
(as illustrated in Figure 2.2) through an appropriate combination of three simple
behaviors:
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Figure 2.2: Simulated flocking behavior, emerging through simple, local interactions.
From [91].
1. Direct movement towards the center of neighboring agents (cohesion).
2. Attempt to match the velocity of neighboring agents (alignment).
3. Avoid collisions with neighboring agents (avoidance).
These behaviors are based strictly on the positions and velocities of nearby agents,
which are referred to as boids (for “bird-oid” objects), allowing for purely local
and distributed control. In fact, locality is essential to the model, whereas global
perception would have undesirable consequences, such as the rapid convergence of
the entire flock towards its center. A theoretical treatment of flocking is given in
[54], which rigorously analyzes the effects of attractive and repulsive forces between
agents.
In [92], additional behaviors are outlined, such as avoiding stationary obsta-
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cles, pursuing moving targets and goal locations, and wandering/exploration. The
behaviors can be implemented as local “forces”, where a particular stimulus, such
as the presence of an obstacle, results in the computation of a force. These forces do
not actually exist within the environment, but rather, serve as internal influences
that guide an agent’s motion. It is emphasized that a linear combination of the
forces can be inadequate, because there are situations where some behaviors (such
as avoiding a nearby obstacle) must take precedence over others [91, 92]. Thus,
prioritized combination approaches are proposed, where low-priority behaviors may
be inhibited, or ignored completely. The net (combined) force F directly affects the
agent’s acceleration, by Newton’s second law: F = ma.
Originally intended for use in computer animation, the boids model has been
extended for solving a number of other problems. In [94], it was shown that flocking
is beneficial in expediting the performance of a search-and-collect task as compared
with the use of independently-moving agents. In the reported experiments, a “pull
effect” was observed, where an agent that discovers a deposit of material tends
to draw the rest of the flock towards this deposit. This implicit sharing of goal
information has been further studied in [26], where it was shown that a large group
can be led by a small number of informed individuals, even without having knowledge
of who these individuals are. Another study demonstrated the application of the
force-based approach to the collective transport problem, where heavy objects must
be transported by multiple agents [95]. Once again, it was shown that a collective
dynamic is beneficial, for example, in effectively steering an object around obstacles.
As early as 1990, [22] suggested the use of these sorts of interactive behaviors
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in robots that would perform construction atop the lunar surface. However, it is
known that methods which work well in simulation can fail when confronted with
the control of physical devices [23]. Still, the individual behaviors can be realized
via other control mechanisms, such as motor schemas [8, 9, 10], where tendencies
such as goal pursuit and obstacle avoidance are used to govern motor velocity or
direction of travel, rather than acceleration. “Flocking” behaviors similar to [91]
have been realized in [72] by a group of 20 physical robots. In general, robot control
techniques inspired by animal behavior are covered in [9]. For combining behaviors
in the physical environment, the subsumption architecture [21] can be quite relevant.
Rather than producing a classical decomposition of the controller into functional
units for world modeling, planning, execution, etc., this architecture proposes a
behavioral partition, where each unit is by itself capable of a small set of behaviors.
These units can be viewed as “levels of competence”, where lower levels correspond
to more primitive behaviors (e.g. obstacle avoidance), but with a potentially greater
priority, while higher levels (e.g. exploration of the environment) can use the data
and enhance the functioning of the levels below them.
While the original, simulated approach to multi-agent motion has inspired
mechanisms for the control of multiple moving robots in a very concrete, physical
environment, it has also been extended to high-dimensional, abstract spaces. A
well-known example is the particle swarm optimization (PSO) model, where agents
swarm within a space of decision variables, in order to optimize some continuous
function of these variables [52, 53]. Each agent tends to accelerate towards the best
solution (i.e., point in space representing a combination of variables) observed thus
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far, but is also attracted to the best solution found by agents within its neighbor-
hood. Unlike in studies mentioned earlier, this neighborhood is not spatial (i.e.,
neighboring agents may in fact be occupying very different regions of the space) but
topological, where each agent’s set of neighbors remains fixed. Analogous to the pull
effect observed in [94], this allows an agent to gradually draw other members of the
swarm towards a more optimal region of the search space. The approach has been
quite effective at optimizing a variety of functions. Recently, swarm intelligence has
also been extended towards the high-dimensional problem of abductive diagnosis,
where agents that represent manifestations (e.g. symptoms) move towards regions
of space containing stationary agents that correspond to the disorders (e.g. diseases)
that are likely to have caused them [63]. Possible causal links between disorders and
manifestations are represented as topological connections between corresponding
agents, allowing them to influence each other. While these abstract applications are
not as closely related to the problem of controlling self-assembly (which takes place
in a constrained, low-dimensional environment), they illustrate that the solution to
a wide range of problems can be viewed in terms of collective motion through space.
2.1.3 Memory and Communication
Early swarm intelligence systems such as the boids model [91] demonstrated
the emergence of complex, life-like behavior through the use of very simple interac-
tions. However, the application of such systems towards performing concrete tasks
is not trivial, if the system’s low-level behaviors are to vary over time, in response
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to a change in the environment, or the completion of a particular subtask. For
example, when a grazing herd of animals encounters a predator, it must escape to a
safer location (which obviously requires a very distinct movement dynamic); subse-
quently, it may return to feeding. It can be argued that in order to thus coordinate
their behavior over a large temporal scale, the agents should carry an internal model
of the current state of the process, and to store this model, they must be endowed
with memory.
The original boids model has been thus extended in [93], by implementing
a finite state machine (FSM) within each agent. In the presented example, the
agents model a flock of pigeons, and the FSM can be in one of two states: “walk”
or “fly”, each corresponding to a different set of low-level movement behaviors. A
user can interact with the system and frighten the walking pigeons, causing one or
more of them to take off the ground, and enter the “fly” state for a period of time.
A pigeon also enters the “fly” state if the percentage of nearby pigeons that have
recently taken off exceeds some threshold; thus, a frightening stimulus can cause
a large part of the flock to lift into the air, even if it is detected (locally) by only
a few of the pigeons. This example, though very simple, illustrates two important
concepts, namely: (a) the state of a pigeon’s internal memory can represent aspects
of the global state of the world that it cannot detect via local perception (i.e., it
knows the presence of danger without detecting it directly); and (b) this state can
be communicated to other pigeons, even if it is done in an indirect fashion (i.e.,
when a pigeon takes off, others may do so as well).
Similar concepts have found application in the aforementioned study of a
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Figure 2.3: The indirect communication of state via the pull effect. Each agent is
shown with its state value (“0” for “spreading” and “1” for “seeking”). The first
agents to discover a deposit of material (top right hand corner of each frame) “pull”
the rest of the flock with them. As subsequent agents see the material, they switch
their state from “spreading” to “seeking”, which allows them to pick up the material.
From [94].
search-and-collect task [94], where the FSM includes (as states) the high-level be-
haviors “spreading”, “seeking”, “caravan” and “guarding”. Each state is associated
with a distinct combination of low-level behaviors (cohesion, alignment, etc., as
discussed earlier). State changes occur in response to locally detected events: for
example, when an agent detects a deposit of material, it switches from the “spread-
ing” state (which is best for searching) to “seeking”, which allows it to pick up the
material. State changes can propagate to other agents via indirect communication
through movement (specifically, the aforementioned pull effect), as illustrated in
Figure 2.3. In another study, it was shown that agents (which did not implement
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an FSM) moving through an environment were better able to avoid difficult terrain
by maintaining a limited memory of environmental observations [123]. Each agent
attempts to avoid the few areas of the environment that it recalls as undesirable,
and through movement dynamics, influences nearby agents (whose memories may
be quite different from its own) to avoid these areas as well.
Apart from this implicit sharing of information, the agents in [94] were also
capable of directly reading each others’ memory contents when in close proximity.
This allowed an agent to determine whether or not another agent was guarding a
deposit of material, or whether it was simply moving nearby. In the subsequent
work on collective transport [95], further use was made of this explicit communi-
cation between agents. Specifically, when items of a product must be transported
to several destinations, a more even distribution of the items amongst these des-
tinations is achieved when agents share with each other the number of items seen
at destinations encountered in the past. The use of memory sharing thus allows
agents to communicate more abstract information that what can be conveyed with
simple signaling via stigmergy (i.e., a modification to the environment) or move-
ment behavior (e.g. goal pursuit), and is particularly relevant to the work of this
dissertation.
While memory sharing as a model of communication has only recently made
its way into swarm intelligence systems [94, 95], it is by no means new. In particular,
it serves as the basis for cellular automata models, where, as discussed earlier, the
change in the state of any cell depends on the states of neighboring cells. Given an
appropriate (even if simple) set of rules, the cells in a cellular automaton can ex-
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hibit highly coordinated behavior, and transmit information over large distances [62]
(this is illustrated by the apparently “moving” patterns in the Game of Life [36]).
These ideas have found application in the control of self-reconfigurable (metamor-
phic) robots [15, 46, 60, 106], which consist of multiple modules that can rearrange
themselves (provided that connectivity between modules is preserved), and where
these modules can share their state with each other. Similarly, memory sharing is
used within the amorphous computing paradigm [1, 79], which studies collections of
spatially distributed, locally interacting agents, but with a much more limited range
of motion than swarm intelligence systems.
On a final note, it is worth mentioning that depending on an agent’s local
neighborhood of communication (whether fixed or changing over time), information
can spread very rapidly through a system. This is observed in social networks, where
a link indicates that two people know each other directly, and the path between ar-
bitrary pairs of individuals typically contains only a few links (this is known as the
small world phenomenon) [82]. While communication in these networks typically
occurs through directed message passing, rather than memory sharing, the latter
means of communication similarly has the potential for quickly transmitting infor-
mation over large distances via local means. This allows the overall system to repond
promptly to locally detected events, which, as shown later in this dissertation, can
be quite useful in the control of complex self-assembly processes.
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2.2 Self-Assembly, Collective Construction and Related Problems
This section will discuss a variety of proposed solutions to the self-assembly
problem, as defined in the previous chapter, as well as the closely related problem
of collective construction (where there is a distinction between the agents and the
building material). Researchers who studied these problems have used different tar-
get structures as test cases (examples are shown in Figure 2.4), and have conducted
their experiments in distinct environments that range from idealized spaces to the
real world. The developed control methods are therefore very diverse. In the fol-
lowing, an attempt will be made to classify methods according to the set of swarm
intelligence techniques (as given earlier) that they most closely resemble, namely,
stigmergy (generalized for arbitrary structures), force-based movement or communi-
cation of state. Subsequently, the discussion will include approaches that are either
hybrid in nature, or make use of techniques that are sufficiently distinct from those
mentioned previously.
2.2.1 Stigmergic Approaches
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, computational models of qualitative stigmergy
have been developed to explain how complex wasp nests are constructed through
primitive, local behaviors [18, 110]. While the emergent structures often exhib-
ited complex patterns, and sometimes resembled natural wasp nests, the range of
such structures was relatively narrow, in the sense that the model was not pow-
erful enough to describe (let alone construct) most arbitrary structures. This can
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Figure 2.4: Examples of structures assembled in past work. In (a), a somewhat
arbitrary structure self-assembled from square agents in a discrete environment;
the seed agent (labeled “S”) is in the center. In (b), a cluster of robots formed in a
simulated, but somewhat more realistic environment, with some distinction between
the robots at the periphery vs. the center. From [48] (a) and [99] (b).
be shown formally with a simple counting argument: there is a finite number of
stigmergic rules (such as the one shown in Figure 2.1a), because each location in a
rule is either empty, or specifies a block of one of two colors. Thus, the number of
possible rule sets is also finite, even if very large, whereas the number of possible
structures is infinite. During the construction process, the pattern surrounding a
desirable location (where a block should deposit itself) may be identical to a pattern
that surrounds an undesirable one; a rule that fills the former location may fill the
latter one as well, resulting in an incorrectly built structure. To extend stigmergy
to arbitrary, prespecified structures, either the agents or the material components
(which are one and the same in self-assembly) must be enhanced with additional
information, typically encoded in the form of state variables (while still stigmergic,
the resulting model thus incorporates certain features discussed in Section 2.1.3).
To my knowledge, the first such enhancement has been described only a few
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years ago [48]. The agents, embodied as squares, move randomly on a 2D lattice,
and assemble into structures such as the one shown in Figure 2.4a. While the
term “stigmergy” is not used by the authors, the process is inherently stigmergic,
as an agent decides to deposit itself at some location if the pattern around it is
matched by a pre-stored rule. However, this rule specifies not only the presence of
(already stationary) agents adjacent to this location, but also, the values of integer
state variables within the memories of these agents. As in the work presented in
this dissertation, agents do not have prespecified positions within the structure;
thus, the rule also specifies the state value that the matching agent sets when it
deposits itself. During the self-assembly process (which begins with a seed agent as
in [18, 110], with state value 0), the presence of state variables thus allows agents
to differentiate between otherwise identical structural patterns.
This study further presents a simple rule compiler, which automatically gener-
ates rules, given a structure [48]. Each location in the structure (except for the one
occupied by the seed) is assigned a separate rule, which assumes that certain nearby
locations have already been filled. This places an implicit, local ordering constraint
on the deposition of agents; through such constraints, the generated rules ensure
that the order of self-assembly does not result in the development of internal holes,
which cannot later be filled (if the agents are assumed to be impenetrable). How-
ever, because of this restriction, there exist certain structures that are not accepted
by the compiler.
In the following year (2005), an entire Ph.D. dissertation was devoted to this
generalized model of stigmergy [2], where agents build structures from multi-colored
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blocks. It was shown that rules can be automatically generated to describe any
discrete, connected structure, provided that there is a supply of blocks with an
arbitrary number of colors (essentially, colors encode variable values). As in [48],
the number of generated rules is generally the same as the number of deposited
blocks, although the number of necessary colors has been optimized somewhat via
a genetic algorithm [75]. Assuming an idealized environment, where there are no
physical constraints on the agents’ motion (such as the impenetrability of blocks),
the rules can be used to construct the given structure. By contrast, the methods
presented in this dissertation can achieve self-assembly in a constrained environment.
Although it is quite different from the above approaches, it is worth mention-
ing a system where quantitative, rather than qualitative stigmergy was employed
[71]. A swarm of brick-laying agents builds chain-like and arc-like shapes in a 2D
environment. The agents’ actions are guided by simulated pheromone concentra-
tions, and in turn, can affect these concentrations through further depositions of
pheromones. Although [71] did not directly inspire the research of this disserta-
tion, it helps to illustrate the variety of stigmergic approaches that can be used in
controlling self-assembly and collective construction.
2.2.2 Force-Based Approaches
An early attempt to control self-assembly was presented in a 1992 paper, de-
scribing a system where potential methods are used to guide a set of spheres into
simple, 2D arrangements, such as a 15-sphere equilateral triangle [119]. A potential
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function defines a scalar field over the space of all possible sphere arrangements
(this is called a configuration space [64]), and each sphere moves along the negative
gradient in this field, with an attractive tendency towards its goal location, and
a repulsive tendency to avoid collisions. This early study presented an important
step away from the traditional manufacturing paradigm, where all components are
manipulated by a centralized entity; however, it was limited in that the agents re-
quire access to to the global state of the environment and have prespecified positions
within the structure.
Some later approaches overcame these limitations by defining movement forces
locally, as in the boids model [91], without a explicitly computing a potential field.
For example, in [35], these forces are modeled as virtual “springs” between memori-
less agents. When two agents are within a radius of visibility, a spring can “appear”
between them, with a certain probability. The spring impacts the motion of the
agents on both ends, and different agents may have a different number of springs
attached. Simples structures such as triangles, ladders and hexagons have been as-
sembled, although the tuning of parameters such as spring lengths and constants can
be difficult. A different study defined forces somewhat akin to gravity (but with a
localized range, and repulsive at short distances) to guide agents (called “particles”)
into hexagonal and square lattices [104]. Each particle may have a binary “spin”
property, such that particles of like spin have stronger repulsion between them; it
was discovered that randomly “flipping” spins under appropriate conditions helped
to repair flaws in the lattice.
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2.2.3 Communication-Based Approaches
A different approach to self-assembly was taken in [6, 7] where FSM-controlled
agents engage in random (rather than “force”-guided) movement and communicate
explicitly by sending messages with hop counts. For example, a row can be built
by propagating “build a row” messages across the existing structure as agents at-
tach themselves, and terminating the assembly once the hop count on the messages
reaches a certain threshold, which corresponds to the desired length [6]. (This model
of communication is thus somewhat different from the memory sharing discussed in
Section 2.1.3; however, memory sharing could, in principle, be used to convey infor-
mation in a similar manner). The authors extend their approach towards the simple
repair of structures, by giving agents the ability to fill cavities within a structure [7].
The assembled structures are fairly simple shapes, such as 2D squares. However, in
some cases, these structures are not specified in detail, but rather must adhere to
certain higher-level requirements; for example, “roads” are built to maintain con-
nectivity between two regions, without prespecifying their exact path [6]. These
roads are constructed by extending rows of assembling agents in various directions,
until the regions are connected. Subsequently, the unnecessary rows (called sacrifi-
cial components in [6] and temporary substructures in this dissertation) disassemble.
The use of a FSM, along with message passing, allows for this sort of higher-level
sequencing through time, as discussed in Section 2.1.3.
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2.2.4 Other Approaches
Over the years, a variety of other approaches have been developed for solving
certain variants of the self-assembly and collective construction problems. Most of
these make use of a combination of techniques, some of which include those men-
tioned earlier. For example, the authors of [48] have further developed an approach
to collective construction, where agents deposit multi-colored blocks to build a sim-
ple structure [49]. Here, color information is used in the specification of patterns
(as in [2]); additionally, the agents themselves now store a state variable. A rule
applies if a particular stigmergic pattern is observed and if the matching agent is in
the appropriate state; the consequent of the rule specifies a state change and/or a
block deposition. Although state is not communicated between agents within the
simple context of the problem, it allows for greater control over the sequencing of
the construction process.
In another study, stigmergic rules are purely geometric in nature (as in
[18, 110], but they also allow blocks to be placed at non-integral positions rela-
tive to each other), but an attempt is made to approximately build prespecified
structures in continuous space [113]. This is done by evolving rule sets along with
movement dynamics, which are inspired by the boids model [91]. As the fitness
function depends on how accurately a target structure is built, the agents evolve to
quickly move away from the structure once it has been roughly approximated, to
avoid placing blocks at locations where they do not belong. This stands in contrast
to the other stigmergic approaches discussed earlier (as well as the approach pre-
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sented in this dissertation), where the system does not rely on movement dynamics
to prevent the incorrect placement of blocks.
For more complex environments, another set of methods for collective con-
struction has been recently developed [116, 117, 118]. These methods are classified
as stigmergic by the authors, since an agent determines whether or not a block
should be attached at a particular location within the growing structure by the lo-
cal conditions around it; however, each agent or each block stores a global map of
the entire target structure, rather than a set of local rules. Assembled structures
are two-dimensional; agents generally traverse the perimeter of the structure as it is
built, and attach blocks in a way that will prevent the development of internal holes.
However, unlike in [48], it is assumed that such holes are never desirable; thus, a
structure such as the one in Figure 2.4a cannot be built. Four different methods
for determining block placement have been developed and compared. According to
the simplest method, agents determine their location by measuring distances as they
move around the structure; this is done by counting the number of stationary blocks
passed on the way from the seed block (it is ensured that this block is at the edge
of the structure), which serves as a point of reference. The internally stored map
of the structure can then be used to determine whether or not a block should be
placed at a particular location. Another method makes use of static (but distinct)
block labels, where agents store information regarding the labels of blocks deposited
in particular locations. This increases the efficiency of the process, because an agent
is no longer required to find the seed block prior to determining its position; rather,
it can measure distances from the nearest known label. In the third method, the
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labels are writable (much like the variables used in [48]), and allow a block to store
its position within the structure. Finally, a distinct method is presented, where the
task of determining whether or not a block should be deposited is shifted almost
entirely from robots to blocks that are already part of the structure. A robot simply
queries the blocks surrounding a potential goal location, which determine whether
the location should be filled, possibly communicating with other blocks in the pro-
cess. This last method was found to be most efficient (via experiments [117] and
through analysis [118]), both in terms of the overall distance that must be traveled
by robots, and in terms of the number of locations that can (potentially) be filled
simultaneously. However, the first three methods are easier to implement via phys-
ical devices; in fact, a prototype system is presented in [117], where a single robot
builds simple structures consisting of a few blocks.
Systems of multiple, self-assembling physical robots are presented in [120, 121];
these robots are moved by external, environmental forces, and thus do not require
independent actuators. In [120], three robots move on an oscillating air table. Com-
puter simulations were also performed with a larger number of square-shaped com-
ponents. While the free-floating components are largely passive, components that
are already part of the assembling structure can attract them by activating “bonding
sites” on their edges. Stationary components are also able to exchange state infor-
mation, in order to determine whether or not to activate a bond. In a subsequent
study [121], the methodology has been extended to 3D structures, and (once again)
tested both in simulation and via physical robots. Stationary block-shaped modules
are situated in a fluid (thus, the effects of gravity are negligible), and attract free-
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floating modules via short-range magnetic forces or by pumping the surrounding
fluid; modules can also be released. When a module is attached, it is communicated
a piece of state information by the neighboring modules; based on this information
(which allows a module to identify its role in the structure), it performs specific ac-
tions, such as attempting to capture another module. Furthermore, communication
between modules allows the process to occur over a number of disjoint stages, where
no modules are attached (or released) in a given stage until the previous stage has
been completed. The approach potentially allows the formation of a wide range of
3D shapes, although only relatively simple structures (for example, consisting of 13
modules in simulation and two to four modules in physical experiments) have been
presented thus far.
Another class of approaches is based on graph grammars [14, 55, 57, 58, 80].
Abstractly, a graph grammar consists of a set of rules, where each rule specifies
how a collection of labeled nodes can change by developing new edges, breaking
old edges, or modifying their labels [57]. In the context of self-assembly, the nodes,
labels and edges correspond to agents, states and topological connections, respec-
tively. Each agent stores a representation of the grammar, and attempts to apply
rules based on local observations. To “connect”, two agents must simply main-
tain close proximity to each other, and need not come into physical contact, which
simplifies the problem substantially. Structures are, in fact, free to move through
space, so long as the proximity constraints are preserved. The individual agents can
govern their movement through attractive and repulsive forces [55], as in some of
the aforementioned systems [35, 104, 119]; however, they can also engage in more
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random motion [14, 57, 80], as if situated in a stirred fluid (e.g., [120, 121]). In [55],
a method is given for generating a set of rules that allows disk-shaped components
to form various tree-like structures in a 2D continuous space, although the approach
has somewhat high memory and preprocessing requirements. A theoretical exten-
sion to arbitrary graphs (rather than only trees) is proposed in [57], but it is shown
that this requires non-trivial communication schemes, where each part must have a
unique identifier (in addition to modifiable state). Further theoretical treatment of
graph grammar behaviors is given in [58].
Notably, the graph grammar approach is often applied to the assembly of mul-
tiple topologically identical structures from a large number of agents, much like a
chemical reaction tends to form a number of identical molecules. In [80], a methodol-
ogy is presented for approximating the rate at which a particular grammar will yield
these structures. In addition to simulations, this paper presents experiments with
ten physical devices known as programmable parts (discussed further in [14]). An in-
dividual programmable part is triangular, and is represented by three nodes/agents
in a graph grammar rule, each corresponding to one of its three latches. The ap-
proach succeeded in forming very simple structures from these devices, such as a
chain of four parts [80] or a hexagon of six parts [14]. As in [120], the self-assembly
takes place upon an air table, but the otherwise static parts are moved by air cur-
rents generated by fans, rather than by the table’s vibrations.
The vast majority of work in self-assembly involves components that are iden-
tical and interchangeable. Some degree of heterogeneity is found in [99], where a set
of simulated robots (known as s-bots individually and as the swarm-bot collectively;
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the concept is further described in [78]) can assemble, via simple attractive and
repulsive behaviors, into clusters where the robots at the periphery are somewhat
distinct from those at the center, as shown in Figure 2.4b. In a more complex collec-
tive construction system mentioned earlier [116], simulated robots build structures
from blocks of different types. Notably, the notion of type used here is somewhat
different from the notion of color in [2]: whereas a given location within the target
structure can, in principle, be filled with a block of any color (colors are merely
used as qualitative variable values when defining stigmergic rules), the system of
[116] places constraints on the type of a block necessary at some location. These
constraints may be somewhat abstract, such as “two blocks of a given type must
not be adjacent”. While the system is unable to handle all such constraints, it has
successfully assembled a number of structures with interesting type patterns, by
determining whether or not any given constraint is satisfied locally.
A few additional studies should be mentioned. Of historical relevance is a
1990 paper, where simulated robots are able to form circles or simple polygons in
the plane by engaging in simple motion behaviors relative to other robots [107].
This approach was not fully automated, in that it required some robots (e.g., those
representing the vertices of a polygon) to be moved manually; furthermore, each
robot made use of global information, such as the relative position of the farthest
robot. A somewhat similar direction is pursued in [115], where simulated robots
follow behaviors (encoded via an FSM) to arrange material blocks into outlines of
2D shapes, where multiple corners are connected with straight or curved lines. The
system is fully automated, but is limited in that the robots rely on a globally detected
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beacon, which serves as a reference point for each robot; furthermore, the robots are
assumed to be capable of measuring distances. The work of [44] presents a system of
self-assembling squares, where each of a square’s four sides has a positive, negative
or neutral polarity, which affects whether or not two squares can become adjacent.
This system bears some resemblance to the aforementioned work of [120], but is
much simpler, because the squares do not communicate with each other. However,
the polarity can change in response to local events (an implementation of a somewhat
similar device is proposed in [56]), according to a set of rules; the possible number of
such rule sets is finite (as in [18, 110]), and therefore, the approach cannot be used
to assemble arbitrary structures. Still, the rule space has been explored via a genetic
algorithm, and some interesting structures were produced. In [114], a 1D barrier is
constructed in a 2D environment by a single physical robot, or a team of simulated
robots. Each robot is capable of simple, reactive behaviors such as wandering,
picking up or depositing a block, etc. Finally, [81] discusses the development of a
system of self-assembling, helium-filled blimps for artistic and research purposes. In
the coming years, we can almost certainly expect to see an even greater diversity
of approaches for the control of self-assembly and collective construction in various
situations.
2.2.5 Related Problems
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the goal of earlier research in self-
assembly and collective construction was oftentimes not to control the production
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of prespecified structures, but rather, to model processes that occur in nature. Ex-
amples of computational models of collective construction among wasps [18, 110] and
termites [16] have been given earlier, in Section 2.1.1. Chapter 1 also made brief
mention of a study where the self-assembly of a bacteriophage was modeled via
movable finite automata (MFA) [112], an extension of the cellular automata model
[100] that incorporates biological functions such as movement. Another relevant
example is a model of protocell structure formation, where the simulated particles
have hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic tails, and their self-assembly is driven by
simulated inter-particle forces [32], somewhat similar to the later work by [35, 104].
In an effort to make advances within the field of nanotechnology [31], extensive
research is being conducted in physical and molecular self-assembly of small-scale
objects [19, 38, 39, 40, 87, 97]. At present, the computational capabilities of in-
dividual components in such systems are somewhat limited; however, approaches
are proposed for the development of nanoscale processors that will allow these com-
ponents to autonomously control their own behavior [31, 38, 40]. Conversely, it
is interesting that self-assembly can in fact be used to used to perform universal
computation, as investigated in [96] and demonstrated in [97], where self-assembly
in two dimensions simulates the operation of a one-dimensional cellular automaton
(with one of the spatial dimensions representing time).
Related to self-assembly and collective construction is the process of self-
replication, where a structure generates a copy of itself; the relationship between
self-assembly and self-replication is discussed in [103]. The latter has been studied
within the context of computer simulations in [86], where cellular automata rules
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are evolved to generate self-replicating patterns, and in [103], where self-replication
takes place in a simulated continuous space. It was also implemented in simple
physical systems of both passive (i.e., moved by forces in the environment) [20, 43]
and active (moved via actuators) [125] components.
Also relevant are various studies of pattern formation in agent swarms [3, 102];
while the emerging patterns are not specified precisely a priori, they are oftentimes
quite intricate. On the other hand, in the aforementioned field of amorphous com-
puting [1, 79], there is (in some cases) a desired global pattern. Specifically, in a
paper by [79] (who, in fact, uses the term “self-assembly”), a 2D “sheet” of agents
is able to fold itself into a variety of shapes through local interactions. The de-
sired shape is specified imperatively by the user, as a series of global folding actions
necessary to produce it; subsequently, a rule compiler generates the local actions
necessary on the part of individual agents. While the approach is related to the
work of this dissertation, the underlying dynamics are quite different, because the
agents within a sheet always remain connected to each other. On the other hand, in
the self-assembly systems discussed earlier, individual components are initially sep-
arate, even if they must eventually form and maintain physical contact (although
in some systems such as [35, 55, 104], they must simply stay in close proximity to
each other).
Within the context of robotic systems (whether real or simulated), it is
thus suggested by [99] that self-assembly falls between the related areas of self-
reconfigurable robotics, where (as discussed in Section 2.1.3) multiple modules must
typically maintain connectivity at all times [15, 46, 60, 106], and collective robotics,
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which is an umbrella term that refers to systems of multiple robots that may interact
with each other, but that generally do not come into prolonged physical contact. (Of
course, this terminology is not consistent between all researchers; for example, [120]
uses the term “self-reconfigurable” to refer to self-assembling structures). Collective
robotics has been studied in the context of a variety of problems. For example,
the problem of formation control requires multiple robots to move in an organized
pattern [10, 88, 89]; this pattern can be thought of as a moving structure, although
its specification is generally not nearly as strict as the specification of structures
for self-assembly problems. Further, physical robots have been used to perform the
clustering of objects [12, 70, 74], which can be viewed as a relaxed form of collec-
tive construction. These various examples demonstrate that self-assembly is not an
isolated problem of study, but one that bears much relation to research in a variety
of other areas.
2.3 Discussion
This chapter began by defining swarm intelligence as a growing field of study,
and discussing three classes of techniques from this field that are of particular in-
spiration to the work of this dissertation. Since the underlying goal here is that of
controlling self-assembly, the next section gave an overview of past solutions to this
problem, as well as the related problem of collective construction. In the presenta-
tion, parallels were drawn between existing control methodologies and the swarm
intelligence models that inspired them, either directly or indirectly. Self-assembly
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was also placed in a wider context by discussing related problems, which differ either
in the underlying research goal (e.g., building a prespecified structure vs. modeling
a natural process) or the nature of the task (e.g., self-assembly vs. self-replication).
An analysis of the reviewed literature on self-assembly and related problems
revealed a very important trend: the difficulty of controlling self-assembly is strongly
correlated with the complexity of the environment in which it takes place. Given
idealized environmental conditions, where the assembling agents can move in an
unconstrained and primarily random fashion, some of the existing approaches are
able to achieve the self-assembly of a wide range of structures, such as the one shown
in Figure 2.4a. Most notably, the stigmergic models of wasp nest construction have
been enhanced with qualitative variables (e.g., “colors”) to assemble blocks into
any discrete, connected arrangement [2]. Even so, the resulting structures would
typically consist of geometrically identical components, and bear little resemblance
to real world objects. In more complex environments, the diversity of assembled
structures is far more restricted. In a continuous (even if generally unobstructed)
space, if self-assembly is driven primarily by inter-agent forces [35, 104, 119], then
these structures are limited to very simple shapes (such as triangles or hexagons),
which may be repeated in a lattice. More sophisticated methodologies are able to
extend the range and complexity of structures, but once physical constraints are
introduced into the system, these once again become limited to simple formations
(e.g. Figure 2.4b). For example, while graph grammars can be specified for a wide
variety of tree-like structures [55, 57], their application to robotic self-assembly has
thus far yielded structures of only a few components [14, 80]. Thus, a key limitation
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of the existing approaches is their inability to tackle structural and environmental
complexity at the same time.
This limitation is particularly pronounced when an attempt is made to gener-
ate agent-level behaviors automatically, given a desired structure to be assembled.
Once again, the automatic specification of these behaviors has typically been ac-
complished only for very simple environments [2, 48, 55, 57] (there have also been
some attempts to use evolutionary computation for the endeavor [44, 113]). The
underlying assumption of these methods is that the generated, low-level behaviors
can be applied fairly indiscriminately over the course of the self-assembly process.
(A partial exception is found in [49], but only the construction of a very simple
structure in a predefined, block-by-block sequence is demonstrated; relevant work
on rule generation in other problem domains includes [79] for amorphous computing
and [106] for self-reconfigurable robotics). Conversely, systems exist where the pro-
cess can be explicitly sequenced through a number of stages, with different low-level
behaviors [6, 121]. However, it remains up to the human designer to determine what
these stages are, and to hand-design the coordination schemes for ensuring that one
stage is not begun until the previous one has been completed.
The automated design of individual control rules for achieving complex, coor-
dinated behavior remains a difficult, and largely unsolved problem not only within
the context of self-assembly, but in swarm intelligence systems at large. The problem
becomes yet more difficult if the agent-level behaviors are to be encoded parsimo-
niously. In the stigmergic rule generation procedures, the number of rules is equal to
the number of deposited components [2, 48]; for graph grammars, the representation
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complexity can be even greater [55, 57]. The procedures are thus unable to take
advantage of the order that may be inherent within a given target structure.
Taking these various limitations as a starting point, the following chapters will
take the self-assembly problem along a number of interesting research directions.
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Chapter 3
Controlling Self-Assembly through Swarm Intelligence
As discussed in the previous chapter, the problem of controlling self-assembly
processes has received considerable attention in recent years. A number of inter-
esting methodologies have been developed; some of them are quite general, in that
they can (in theory) assemble a very wide range of target structures, whereas others
are much more specialized. However, it is apparent that no past approach is capa-
ble of building a diverse range of complex structures if faced with a non-idealized
environment that presents a continuous, constrained space. There appears to be a
fundamental tradeoff between structural and environmental complexity.
Given these limitations, I set out to design a distributed control methodology
that will succeed at assembling a substantial variety of interesting target structures
in a non-trivial environment. Although it is simulated, this environment makes the
endeavor quite challenging, having a 3D continuous space with a number of con-
straints on the motion of the agents, which are embodied as different-sized blocks.
From an initially random distribution on a 2D surface, these blocks must collectively
assemble themselves into various 3D structures while subject to a gravity-like re-
striction on vertical movement (a block can climb onto/off another block by coming
into contact with it, but cannot scale a stack of several blocks), collision detection
(which ensures that blocks cannot simply “pass through” each other), and other
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constraints, such as limitations on the velocity and acceleration. The fundamental
problem addressed here is how to design distributed control mechanisms based on
solely local interactions that will effectively accomplish the self-assembly of struc-
tures in such an environment. The goal is to better understand the underlying
principles and algorithms that this entails, and not to implement a veridical model
of physical robotic construction.
The approach given here modifies the stigmergic models described in [2, 48, 49]
to allow prespecified structures to be built with a parsimonious set of rules, where
possible. I hypothesize that these stigmergic mechanisms would be able to provide
an effective solution to the problem if they are integrated with continuous movement
control techniques [35, 104, 119] and memory-based temporal coordination [6, 7]. In
this chapter, the hypothesis is tested by applying the developed methodology to the
self-assembly of a non-trivial, 3D “building” having internal columns, a door and a
roof, and requiring temporary staircases (such that a block is able to move vertically,
one “step” at a time). The self-assembly of this structure is studied in some de-
tail, investigating the dynamics of the system both qualitatively and quantitatively.
In particular, it is shown that the use of a stochastic component in determining
acceleration can benefit the process by mitigating situations of persistent interfer-
ence between blocks, and that flock-like behaviors [91] can improve efficiency by
increasing the availability of blocks in the regions where they are needed.
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3.1 The Problem
The generalized self-assembly problem given in Chapter 1 is too abstract to
guide a specific research endeavor; thus, we begin by defining a more concrete ver-
sion. To this end, it is necessary to specify the target structures S that will self-
assemble, as well as the environment E where the self-assembly must take place.
3.1.1 Target Structures
The basic components of the self-assembly processes studied here are small
(1 × 1 × 1 units), medium (2 × 1 × 1) and large (4 × 1 × 1) blocks, which can be
conceptually partitioned into 1, 2 or 4 cubic sections, respectively. For simplicity,
it is assumed that the structures that self-assemble from these blocks are discrete
(the external face of any cubic section of any block either completely overlaps some
other such face of another block, or overlaps nothing), connected (a path can be
traced between any two blocks through face adjacencies) and stable (each block is
supported underneath by either the ground or at least one other block). Under this
definition, if a structure is connected, and at least one block is touching the ground,
then it is considered stable. Figure 3.1 shows six example target structures that are
used as test cases for the methodology developed in this dissertation (although this
chapter will focus specifically on just the third structure, to illustrate the concepts
in detail). These structures are:
1. A barrier is constructed primarily from medium blocks, as shown in Figure






Figure 3.1: Example target structures: a barrier, shown (a) from the outside and
(b) from the inside; (c) a bridge; a building, shown (d) whole and (e) with most of
the roof removed, to reveal one of the two inner supporting columns; (f) a fence; (g)
a pyramid; and (h) a road.
thickness) is made by using (for each layer of the wall) a small block instead of a
medium block, and covering it above with a large block. A set of protuberances
leads to each hole, formed by medium blocks. The side walls of the barrier are
formed by a zigzag pattern of medium blocks. Additional small blocks fill in
the “joints” between the front wall and the side walls.
2. A bridge is supported by 15 columns that stand directly on the ground, and
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consist of small blocks (Figure 3.1c). Its surface is composed of large blocks,
and has “guard rails” assembled from medium blocks. Large blocks form
permanent staircases that allow access to both ends of the bridge.
3. A building has two small block columns standing upon a small block floor,
walls formed from medium blocks laid out in a “brick-like” pattern, and a roof
consisting of large blocks (Figure 3.1d,e). There is a door in the front wall of
the building, its frame formed from two medium blocks and one small block
on each side, as well as a single large block above.
4. A fence consists of medium and large blocks, with the latter forming inter-
locking “beams”, and the former in place for support (Figure 3.1f).
5. A pyramid is formed out of progressively decreasing square layers of small
blocks, and has an internal passage (of height 2 and depth 5), covered with
large blocks (Figure 3.1g).
6. A road is elevated to a height of 4 units, and contains a series of segments
of varying lengths and widths, formed from large blocks (Figure 3.1h). The
“joints” between the segments are built from small blocks. At either end of
the road, medium blocks are arranged as permanent staircases.
Structures self-assemble from an initially unstructured arrangement, where
blocks are scattered on the ground with random positions and orientations. The
only initially present structure is a seed, which consists of four stationary blocks
located at the center of the world (in subsequent chapters, the seed will consist
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of just one block). This seed “grows” into the structure via blocks arriving and
coming to rest adjacent to blocks that are already stationary. Individual blocks
have no prespecified locations within a structure, and one block can be used in
place of any other block of the same size.
3.1.2 Environmental Features
The self-assembly process takes place in a simulated, continuous environment
with a number of constraints on the blocks’ movements. This environment is not
designed to be an accurate representation of reality, and it is not intended that the
developed control mechanisms be directly applicable in the physical world without
significant extension; such an extension is almost never trivial [23]. Rather, by
incorporating simplified models of certain physical phenomena, an attempt is made
to uncover fundamental (i.e., independent of how the models are implemented)
issues that will need to be addressed when the self-assembly of complex objects is
attempted in the real world.
For concreteness, the agents are embodied as blocks of three different sizes
and operate in a world with dimensions 200× 100× 20. At any point in time, each
block is marked as either stationary (it is part of the emerging structure and thus
immobile) or non-stationary (it is free to move). Non-stationary blocks move either
on the ground (at height 0), or atop a horizontal surface that consists of one or
more stationary blocks. A block’s acceleration at at time step t affects its velocity
vt and position pt, which are updated via Euler step integration: vt = vt−1 + ǫta
t
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and pt = pt−1 + ǫtv
t, where ǫt = 0.1 is the duration of the time step. Prior to
these computations, the acceleration vector is truncated, if necessary, such that its
magnitude does not exceed amax = 10.0, and ‖vt‖ ≤ vmax = 4.9 is also enforced.
Somewhat like a wheeled vehicle, each block is always oriented (with a real-valued
orientation ωt) such that vt is orthogonal to its leading side, which is the forward side
relative to the block’s motion. However, this can be any of a block’s four sides, and
it can switch between them, by abruptly changing its velocity such that vt−1 ·vt ≤ 0
holds. This is only possible at low velocities, due to amax.
An important constraint on the motion of blocks is their impenetrability: at
each time step, all collisions are resolved by returning any inter-penetrating blocks
to their previous positions pt−1 and orientations ωt−1, and setting their velocities
to 0; collisions are thus completely inelastic. Furthermore, a gravity-like constraint
is used, but it is not realized as a force (in fact, the vectors at and vt are two-
dimensional); rather, it is implemented as a restriction on vertical movement. The
vertical dimension is essentially discrete, and a block can increase its vertical position
by a single unit by climbing onto a stationary block. For simplicity, the change in the
vertical position is made automatically, when the former block comes into contact
with the latter, provided that it does not collide with any other block(s) at its new
location. In a practical setting, this could be implemented, for example, via physical
robots that are able to lift each other [46]. Similarly, a block can descend from a
stationary block, so long as it is still supported below at its new position; thus, a
block cannot “jump off” a structure that is more than 1 unit in height; such attempts
are treated as collisions. To greatly simplify the implementation, the area of contact
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between the supported block and the supporting block(s) is allowed to be arbitrarily
small, and there is no notion of “center of gravity”. Even so, as demonstrated below,
the problem is made quite challenging by the existing constraints.
Apart from these constraints, which are physical in nature, there are also
limitations on the blocks’ sensing capabilities. A controller for a block b can detect
other blocks b′ if their centers, denoted by c(b′), fall within a 15×15×4 neighborhood
centered at c(b) (i.e., b can “see” 7.5 units in each of the four horizontal directions,
and 2 units above and below). While a detailed discussion of possible physical
implementations is beyond the scope of this dissertation, one can imagine that in
addition to being able to detect each others’ relative positions, blocks would also be
capable of engaging in short-range communication in order to exchange information
about their velocities, orientations, etc., share their memory contents, and determine
the positions of nearby blocks that may be obstructed from direct view. A block
can also detect the boundaries of the world, if they fall within its neighborhood.
For convenience, in the simulations reported below, the neighborhood of visibility is
always aligned with these boundaries, irrespective of b’s orientation. The same holds
for the initial seed, and therefore, for the assembling structure. However, blocks
do not fundamentally require an absolute sense of direction, since the direction is
encoded by the orientations of the seed blocks, and can propagate to additional
blocks as they align themselves with the existing structure and become stationary.
In some of the experiments, blocks are allowed access to a single piece of global
information, which is the relative direction of the center of the world; as Section 3.4.3
will show, this expedites the self-assembly process, but is by no means necessary for
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its completion. Otherwise, anything that lies beyond a block’s local neighborhood
remains undetected.
3.2 An Integrated Approach to Distributed Control
Since any given block has no direct representation of the global structure be-
ing built, no preassigned location in this structure, and can only perceive and act
within a local neighborhood, it seems improbable upon first consideration that a
collection of such blocks could be made to self-organize into a relatively complex
predefined structure like those shown in Figure 3.1. However, as discussed in Chap-
ter 2, recent computational models provide evidence that wasp nests are constructed
in this fashion [18, 110], and their extension to other geometric structures assembled
by randomly moving agents or components in discrete cellular spaces [2, 48] sug-
gest the feasibility of such an approach. Still, generalizing the control mechanisms
of these past models to work for predefined structures consisting of different-sized
components, to support movement through a continuous space, to avoid collisions
between blocks as they move, to construct temporary staircases for access to higher
level parts of a structure, and in general to sequence events properly (e.g., columns
should be built before the walls and the roof) remains a formidable task, whose
resolution requires a diverse set of methods. The control mechanisms used by indi-
vidual blocks in the given approach are described below, and can be characterized
as distributed (each block has its own control program), localized (blocks can only
perceive and act locally), and homogeneous (the same control algorithm is used by
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Figure 3.2: Influences on block behavior. The physical constraints are provided by
the environment, while the remaining influences are internal to the block.
each block, although there are three physical block types).
3.2.1 Top-Level Block Behavior
The different factors that influence a block b’s behavior, outlined in Figure
3.2, include the physical constraints mentioned earlier, “forces” that direct a block’s
movements through physical space, and a variety of if-then rules that assign it goals,
change internal state variables, and trigger various actions. As is generally the case
in agent swarm systems such as [92, 94, 123], the term “force” here refers to inter-
nally generated influences on movement and not to an external physical force that
acts on the block. For simplicity, it is assumed that each block has a mass of 1 unit
(i.e., F = a), so the terms “force”, “acceleration” and “influence” are used inter-
changeably. The resultant force on block b is computed based on the characteristics
of the environment within b’s local neighborhood. For example, local influences may
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If b is non-stationary:
• Consider stigmergic assembly rules that are applicable in the current mode,
computing a goal location where b could settle to become part of the emerging
structure.
• If some other non-stationary nearby block of the same size as b is closer to
the goal, or if there was difficulty pursuing goals in previous time steps, then
ignore the goal.
• If no goal has been found, or if the goal is ignored, then compute the resultant
influence F to perform the following possible behaviors (in accordance with
the current mode):
– Avoid obstacles.
– Climb up or down staircases.
– Move with other blocks in a collective fashion.
– Engage in random motion.
• Otherwise, if b is not properly oriented as it is pursuing the goal, then change
the leading side.
• Otherwise, if b is at the goal, then stop, and become stationary.
• Otherwise, if b is close enough to the goal to reach it within the next time
step, then do so.
• Otherwise, compute F to perform the following possible behaviors:
– Pursue the goal.
– Avoid obstacles.
– Engage in random motion.
If b is stationary:
• Consider stigmergic disassembly rules that are applicable in the current mode,
determining whether local conditions warrant disassembly.
• If a rule is matched and b is not supporting other blocks above it and there
are no non-stationary blocks nearby, then become non-stationary and begin
moving in an unobstructed direction.
Test variable change rule antecedents against local conditions and modify memory
variables as appropriate.
Figure 3.3: Overview of a single iteration of block b’s control loop.
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attempt to direct a block away from nearby obstacles and towards a specific location,
such as a goal. Goals are determined via the use of stigmergic rules [2, 17, 18, 110]
whose antecedents are matched against local structural patterns (i.e., local arrange-
ments of stationary blocks already part of the emerging structure). While no block
has an explicit representation of the desired structure that is to be built, this struc-
ture is implicitly encoded by these rules. If a part of the emerging structure falls
within b’s local neighborhood, b will match it against the antecedents of stigmergic
assembly rules, to determine whether there is some adjacent location where b itself
can belong. This goal can change between time steps. The disassembly of sacrifi-
cial components (i.e., the staircases) is controlled by stigmergic disassembly rules;
similar to the assembly rules, they specify the local conditions around a stationary
block that cause it to begin moving again (see Figure 3.2).
At any given point in time, the specific stigmergic rules that are applied when
attempting to match a pattern, as well as the parameters used for force computation
(given later, in Table 3.3), are determined by a block’s mode, which is a variable
in its memory. Typically, in some modes, a block attempts to climb up staircases
and follow assembly rules, while in others, it tends to move down and away from
structures. Mode changes generally occur in response to locally detected events, such
as the completion of some part of the structure. These events are communicated
via one or more message variables: when a block sees that a message variable of a
nearby block is set to some particular value, it may choose to set its own message
variable to that value; in this fashion, a message can propagate through the system,
through memory sharing. Such modifications to a block’s memory are governed by
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a third, distinct set of variable change rules.
One iteration of the control loop (as performed at each time step) is sketched
in Figure 3.3, which shows how the distinct mechanisms are combined. It should be
noted that the integration of these methods is not trivial. For example, even if a goal
location is found by the stigmergic algorithm, it is sometimes best to temporarily
ignore it when computing the force vector F, as stated in Figure 3.3 (a similar
strategy is reported in [115]); otherwise, a block might spend a great deal of time in
attempting to pursue a goal that is currently difficult to reach, and may repeatedly
collide with other blocks in the process.
3.2.2 Stigmergic Goal Recognition
A block is not only limited to local perception, but also holds no explicit
or direct global representation of the desired final structure. How, then, is it to
decide where it belongs? In simulations of wasp construction behavior reviewed in
Chapter 2, structures were encoded via sets of stigmergic rules, where each rule
defines a goal location (i.e., a location where a block should be deposited) by the
local arrangement around it [18, 110]. Subsequent studies have extended the model
to a much wider class of structures by using blocks with an arbitrary number of colors
(i.e., qualitative variable values) [2, 48, 49]. However, apart from the assumption of
a very simple environment, a disadvantage of this approach is that the generated
rule sets are unable to compactly capture large-scale patterns: for example, to
build a 1D row of n blocks, at least n
2
rules are required in order to be able to
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“measure” the distance from the center of the row to its end points, and to ensure
that the construction terminates there [2]. By contrast, in the approach given here,
an integer variable is used, so a single rule can state that a block b can be placed
adjacent to the right of another block b′ if the value of this variable for b′ is less
than n. Unlike the set of colors, the set of integers is ordered; thus, relations such
as < are defined. When b is placed, it sets its own variable to the value stored
in b′ plus 1. Thus, while blocks have no global coordinate representation of the
world around them, they can incrementally learn their positions relative to each
other through local interactions. For three-dimensional construction, stigmergy is
enhanced by endowing the memory of each block b with three positional variables xb,
yb and zb. The four initial seed blocks (Section 3.1.1) are assigned arbitrarily chosen
constants (xo, yo, zo), (xo, yo+1, zo), (xo+1, yo, zo), and (xo+1, yo+1, zo) as respective
values. As another block b deposits itself adjacent to the emerging structure, it
reads the memory of a nearby stationary block b′ and sets its own variables to
the correct relative position within the overall structure. This is somewhat similar
to an approach given in [117, 118] (discussed briefly in Chapter 2), although the
methodology presented here was developed independently, and differs in that blocks
store a set of stigmergic rules, rather than a global blueprint of the structure.
Here, the notion of a stigmergic rule is presented through somewhat informal
descriptions and examples; a more precise and general definition is provided in
Appendix B. Each stigmergic rule is structured as an antecedent-consequent pair,
specifying a target goal location g for a block when its antecedents match a specific
local arrangement (pattern) of stationary blocks around g. Blocks of different sizes
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follow different rules. In general, a rule’s antecedents can be represented by a three-
dimensional grid of sites, where the inner sites correspond to a potential position
for block b, and the outer sites must cover all locations adjacent to this position (see
Figure 3.4). Thus, for a small block, the antecedent grid’s typical dimensions are
3 × 3 × 3; for a medium block, they are either 4 × 3 × 3 or 3 × 4 × 3 (depending
on the required orientation of the block in the goal position); and for large blocks,
they are 6 × 3 × 3 or 3 × 6 × 3. However, in some cases, the dimensions may be
somewhat higher; for example, if a rule specifies the placement of a small block
adjacent to a large block (the latter is 4 units in length), it may be necessary to
use the dimensions 5 × 5 × 3, in order to ensure that the adjacency occurs where
it should. Each grid site in a rule is either empty, indicating that there must be
no block at that location; wildcard, allowing either the presence or the absence of a
block; or full, denoting the presence of a stationary block. A full grid site can specify
the dimensions of the block at the corresponding location; if the dimensions are not
given, then the site simply states that there should be some block section present at
that location. The site can also impose certain memory conditions on the memory of







= k or ab
′ 6= k, where ab′ is a variable and k is an integer value, and all such
conditions must hold if the rule is to be applicable. As in the simple, 1D example
given above, these conditions are useful for assembling structures with prescribed
dimensions, preventing, for example, the floor of the building from growing beyond
12× 8 blocks.
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τ b ← wall
b.
Wildcard
Block Section (of b′)
Small Block (b′)
Matching Block (b)
Figure 3.4: A graphical representation of two stigmergic rules used by medium
size blocks for (a) constructing the wall staircase and (b) initiating the walls. The
antecedents (to the left of the arrow) show the arrangement around a potential goal
location before the matching block deposits itself; the consequents (to the right
of the arrow) show the arrangement immediately after. The rules consist of three
horizontal cross sections above (top), at the same level as (middle), and below
(bottom) the goal location. In each rule’s memory conditions and assignments,
which are explained in the text, b′ refers to a matched block that is already present
(open square), and b refers to the matching block.
a. b.
Figure 3.5: The construction of the wall staircase at a point where the top step is
required (a), and subsequently when the next block is about to be deposited (b).
Climbing blocks are marked by an asterisk (*).
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(using notation somewhat similar to Figure 2.1a) shows a rule used by medium
blocks that results in the construction of the temporary staircase (Figure 3.5) em-
ployed during the assembly of the walls, and built concurrently with them. In the
antecedents, three horizontal slices are given, specifying the arrangement of blocks
above a potential goal location (top), around it (middle), and below it (bottom).
Wildcard sites are denoted by dashed lines, while the sites that must be empty are
unmarked; since a goal location must leave room for a block, the two inner sites
are empty in the antecedents. Solid lines mark the two full sites, which specify that
some block sections must be present just “behind” the goal location, both at the
same level and above. This rule creates a natural procedure (somewhat similar to
[46]) for stair assembly where the steps are deposited as needed: since a barrier
that is two or more blocks in height cannot be scaled, a block deposits itself just
in front of that barrier, creating a step that other blocks can climb. Other steps
will be deposited using this same rule, and in this way a new, diagonal “layer” of
the staircase is laid down, beginning with the top step and propagating down the
emerging staircase, as shown in Figure 3.5. Irrespective of its height, the assembly
of a staircase can thus be accomplished in a very parsimonious fashion, with a single
rule. It should be noted that the three vertical grid sites to the upper left of the
goal location are empty to prevent the staircase from being built at a wall location
other than what is shown in Figure 3.5. Even with this restriction, it is still possible
that blocks could begin to assemble staircases adjacent to the columns after they
are completed; this is prevented by the memory condition yb
′
< yo−1 (Figure 3.4a),
since column blocks b′ have values of yb
′
that are either yo or yo + 1. Finally, the
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consequent states that when a block reaches a goal location that was matched by
this rule, and becomes stationary, it sets the value of the substructure type variable
τ b to wall stair (the value is actually an integer, but is provided mnemonically for
convenience). This allows a block to determine the substructure to which another
block belongs, which can play a role in force computation, as described in Section
3.2.3.
An additional example of a stigmergic assembly rule is shown in Figure 3.4b,
in this case for initiating the walls. At most vertical levels, the first wall block is
placed in the far right corner of the structure; subsequently, the wall layer expands
as other blocks become adjacent. The rule in Figure 3.4b exists specifically to begin
the very first layer. The full sites are emphasized with thick lines, to indicate that
the blocks below the goal location must be of a small size (i.e., floor blocks), with
the empty sites to the top and to the right denoting the far right corner of the
floor. The memory condition τ b
′ 6= columns ensures that a medium block is placed
on the floor, and not on top of a column; thus, the rule is further restricted to one
specific location within the entire structure. Such rules are sometimes necessary:
not all features of a structure can be encoded parsimoniously; in fact, by a Kol-
mogorov complexity argument [67], the vast majority of possible structures cannot
be described compactly. Structures can encode strings of information (DNA is a
quintessential example), and it is known that most strings have a high Kolmogorov
complexity, meaning that the string cannot be generated by a program whose size
is much smaller than the length of the string itself. However, it is expected that
many “useful” or “interesting” structures will have repeating patterns, allowing the
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parsimony that is potentially allowed by the approach to be exploited.
In contrast to assembly rules, such as the ones discussed above, there are also
disassembly rules that are used to dismantle parts of the structure that are no longer
needed. The two types of rules are structured in a similar way, the difference being
that the former specifies where a block should be, while the latter describes the
conditions around the block where it already is. The block begins to move again
only if these conditions hold and if it is safe to do so. If a stationary block begins
moving, xb = yb = zb = τ b = null is set, as these variables are only relevant for
stationary blocks.
At every time step, each block b scans its neighborhood for existing parts of
the structure to determine whether any rules are matched. If some rule is matched,
the algorithm produces a vector g = p(c(b), g) to the goal location g, relative to
c(b). While structures are discrete, the components of g are real-valued because the
current position of b relative to any block within the structure need not be integral.
For a given rule, it is possible that several locations may be matched; in this case,
preference is given to locations at the same level as b. If there are several locations
that are vertically closest to b, then the one with the minimal horizontal distance
to c(b) is chosen. Locations that are not supported immediately below (by other
stationary blocks, or the ground) are ignored. If several different rules match valid
locations, then the actual goal location g to be pursued is chosen such that ‖g‖ is
minimized. For disassembly rules, g = 0.
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3.2.3 Force-Based Movement Control
While destination goals are determined by stigmergic rules, reaching these
goals can be a difficult task due to the continuous nature of space, coupled with
block impenetrability. In fact, many classes of motion planning problems with
multiple impenetrable components are known to be PSPACE-hard [64]. Rather than
resorting to computationally expensive approaches such as path planning [64], the
control of a block’s movements (regardless of whether or not it currently has a target
destination) is force-based, along the lines of systems discussed in Section 2.1.2. At
any given point in time, a non-stationary block is influenced by a number of forces
that combine in a non-linear fashion into a resultant force F. As in many swarm
intelligence systems such as [92, 94, 123], these forces do not actually exist in the
simulated environment; rather, they are influences computed internally that allow
the block to determine its movement. Most individual force definitions are given
in Table 3.1. The formulas, which are explained below, were typically developed
empirically, through an extensive trial-and-error process, with past studies serving
as guidelines.
If a goal location g has been found by the stigmergic matching procedure, the
goal approach force Fga guides a block towards it [92]. (Note that the subscript ga
here stands for “goal approach”, and is not a product of g and a). This force acts
in the direction g = p(c(b), g) of the goal g relative to a block’s center c(b), and is
offset by b’s current velocity. Without the addition of ǫg
g
‖g‖
, goal approach would
be asymptotic and the goal would never be reached, so the block “aims” slightly
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Table 3.1: Forces Influencing a Block’s Movements ∗
Force Description Formula







Fsu Step Up V (b) · p(c(b),s(Tsu,0))‖p(c(b),s(Tsu,0))‖
Fsd Step Down V (b) · p(c(b),s(Tsd,−2))‖p(c(b),s(Tsd,−2))‖




































∗Vector p(x, y) is the position of y relative to x; pb and po are reference points on the block and the obstacle, respectively.
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past the goal, to the extent determined by the parameter ǫg. Because a block’s
orientation depends directly on its velocity (Section 3.1.2), it is often necessary to
first approach a temporary location near the actual goal, chosen such that when the
goal is subsequently reached, Fga results in an appropriate orientation (details are
omitted for brevity).
If no goal has been detected but the block is near some part of the existing
structure, this structure may offer clues as to where assembly takes place. In partic-
ular, if a block detects a staircase, it may choose to ascend or descend it depending
on the stage of the assembly process. This is accomplished for block b via the step
up and step down forces Fsu and Fsd, which are based on the nearest cubic section of
a block s(T, z) that supports no stationary block above it, is at level z relative to b’s
current position, and has substructure type τ s(T,z) ∈ T . The set T can be specified,
for example, such that in computing these forces, staircase blocks are considered,
but all other blocks are ignored. For Fsu, cubic sections on the same level (which can
be climbed) are considered; similarly, Fsd considers block sections two levels below,
which can be descended upon. The magnitude of these forces is not dependent on
distance, but is proportional to the volume (size) V (b) of the block.
To prevent a block from becoming “stuck” in a local attractor, it is potentially
useful to add a degree of probabilistic behavior to its motion. This is achieved via the
random motion force Frm whose components are independent, normally distributed
random variables. The global centering force Fgc, similar to what is used in [35], is
based on the only piece of global information known to the block controllers, namely
the normalized relative direction of the world’s center cworld, where the construction
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takes place. One can imagine a long-range beacon existing at the center of the
world that all blocks can detect and have a tendency to move towards, although the
global position of the beacon is not known and the force is distance-independent.
This exception to the principle of locality [88] is made for efficiency and because
one can conceptually separate the task of finding the assembled structure from the
task of finding and reaching goal locations within that structure. The former task
has been studied in earlier related work, such as [94]. Here, the primary focus is
on the more guided (by elements of existing structures) yet more constrained (by
obstacles) search that is specific to self-assembly; thus, in the simulations of this
chapter, the process of reaching the regions near the structure is typically expedited
by incorporating Fgc.
The obstacles that must be avoided during movement may consist of other
moving blocks, stationary structures, or world boundaries. Thus, b computes a
block avoidance force Fba, an obstacle avoidance force Foa and a limit (boundary)
avoidance force Fla, respectively. Furthermore, an edge avoidance force Fea applies
to blocks that are near the edge of a high structure. It is implemented by defining a
“virtual obstacle” that pushes the block away from the edge. The formulas for these
forces are somewhat detailed, and thus omitted for brevity, but all are based on the
inverse square law R, given in the last row of Table 3.1. The parameter δ is an offset
which is sometimes used in computing Foa (it is then called δoa) for intensifying the
force near obstacles. Several vectors R are sometimes combined for a given force:
for example, when b detects another moving block b′, it computes Fba by summing
R over (possibly) multiple pairs (pb, po), where pb is the center of a 1× 1× 1 cubic
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section of b, and po is the center of a cubic section of b
′.
The force Fba is an interactive force in that it creates a mutual repelling in-
fluence between non-stationary blocks. Two other interactions between blocks are
defined here, and they are referred to as the neighbor cohesion force Fnc, which
attempts to move an agent towards the center of the group of neighboring blocks,
and the neighbor alignment force Fna, which attempts to match their velocity. As
discussed in Section 2.1.2, an appropriate combination of cohesion, alignment, and
avoidance forces can lead to realistic flock-like (or herd-like, school-like, etc.) col-
lective movements. The forces Fnc and Fna increase quadratically with the aver-
age distance and velocity of neighbors, respectively, as shown in the table, where
Nx = Ny = 7.5 is the maximum range of visibility along the x or the y-axis. Since
blocks of different sizes are used for different purposes, the set Bf includes only
blocks that are of the same size as b. (Chapter 5 will present experiments where this
restriction is removed). This causes the emergence of collectively moving groups of
like-sized blocks.
At every moment in time, each block computes a resultant force F acting on
it using:
F = f (wga,Fga, wsu,Fsu, · · · , wna,Fna)
where f is a prioritized non-linear vector sum of the weighted individual forces.
Non-linearity arises in that certain forces can sometimes be ignored to prevent them
from interfering with forces of greater importance [91, 92, 94]. For example, the
collective forces Fnc and Fna are suppressed when either Fsu or Fsd is non-zero, so
that a block that wishes to climb a staircase is not pulled away from it by nearby
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blocks. The computation of F also varies depending on the situation that a block
is currently facing, as has been done in past collective movement systems such as
[94, 95]. In particular, when a block is searching for goals, all forces can come into
play with the exception of Fga; on the other hand, when a block is actively pursuing
a goal, Fba, Fsu, Fsd, Fnc, Fna and Fgc are not used. Furthermore, parameters (such
as the weights wi) depend on the block’s current mode, as discussed below.
3.2.4 Temporal Coordination
Environmental features such as gravity and impenetrability can impose high-
level ordering constraints on the self-assembly process: it may be necessary to com-
plete the assembly or disassembly of certain parts of the structure before commenc-
ing the assembly/disassembly of others. Stigmergy is sometimes insufficient for this
purpose: when deciding whether to deposit itself at a particular location, a block
that only uses stigmergy may not be able to detect whether particular substructures
have been completed, due to a limited neighborhood of perception. As a result, some
parts of the structure (such as the outer walls of the building) may begin to self-
assemble before others (such as the inner columns) are completed, causing a problem
later in the process. At the same time, it is also possible that blocks (which are
initially on the ground) will be unaware that a remote part of the structure (such
as the roof) must now be assembled, and will not assume appropriate movement
dynamics (e.g., allowing them to climb a staircase). Therefore, certain information
must somehow be communicated throughout the system, allowing blocks to coor-
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dinate their behavior over time [6, 94, 95, 121], which makes the design of control
methods more challenging.
To address this issue, self-assembling blocks can display simple messages (sig-
nals) to neighboring blocks and thus affect each others’ mode of operation, which
permits the temporal sequencing of top-level events. A block’s mode variable mb
determines both the subset of stigmergic rules that are considered by a block dur-
ing pattern matching (somewhat akin to [49]) and its movement dynamics (as in
[93, 94, 95]). The modes used during the various stages of assembling the build-
ing are given mnemonically by the entries in Table 3.2. Modes regular assembly
and regular disassembly are used for general assembly and disassembly tasks. They
have distinct associated movement dynamics: for example, with respect to stair-
cases, in the former mode blocks attempt to climb up, while in the latter they climb
down. The frame assembly mode is associated with rules that are used specifically
for placing the lower parts of a door frame (Figure 3.1d). To prevent the premature
disassembly of the wall staircase (Figure 3.5), an additional wall stair disassembly
mode is used. Stages which are not separated by a horizontal line in Table 3.2 are
not necessarily disjoint in time: for example, the staircase of a finished column may
be disassembled while the other column and its staircase are still being completed.
Furthermore, a block may switch from its typical mode into a different mode if con-
ditions warrant. This can be useful in situations when some blocks wish to climb the
wall staircase while others try to descend it. To avoid conflicts, descending blocks
are given a “right of way”: when an ascending block b detects a nearby block b′ such
that mb
′
= regular disassembly (i.e., b′ is trying to descend), it temporarily switches
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Table 3.2: The Stages of Assembling a Building
Stage Small Medium Large
Assembly of Floor and Columns regular assembly null null
Disassembly of Column Staircases regular disassembly null null
Assembly of Lower Door Frame frame assembly frame assembly null
Assembly of Walls regular disassembly regular assembly null
Placement of Door Frame Top regular disassembly regular assembly regular assembly
Assembly of Roof regular disassembly regular disassembly regular assembly
Disassembly of Wall Staircase regular disassembly wall stair disassembly regular disassembly
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IF b is non-stationary AND mb = regular assembly AND
∃b′ within a 5×5×3 neighborhood of b such that zb′ > 0 AND τ b′ = wall stair
THEN mb ← on wall stair
Figure 3.6: A variable change rule for changing modes when block b is on top of the
wall staircase.
to mode regular disassembly as well. However, this behavior is only desired when
b is actually on the staircase. Thus, when it detects a wall staircase block, it first
temporarily switches to the special on wall stair mode (not given in Table 3.2), and
the switch to regular disassembly can only be made from this mode.
State variable changes like the above are primarily specified via non-stigmergic
variable change rules, such as the one given in Figure 3.6. As stated more formally in
Appendix B, such rules can impose memory conditions (as well as size and whether
or not it is stationary) on the block b itself as well as other nearby blocks b′ within a
prescribed neighborhood. For a given rule, when all internal conditions are satisfied
and a certain number (no lower than some given threshold) of nearby blocks satisfy
the external conditions, some variable in memory is set to a given value. For exam-
ple, the rule in Figure 3.6 states that if a block b detects at least one other block b′
such that τ b
′
= wall stair, and b is currently in mode mb = regular assembly, then b
should switch to mode mb = on wall stair. It is specified that only blocks within a
5×5×3 (rather than 15×15×4) neighborhood should be considered; together with
the memory condition zb
′
> 0, this restriction prevents the rule from applying unless
a block is very close to (or on) the staircase. If a rule is matched, the corresponding
variable change does not take effect until the next time step. Sometimes, several
rules may be applicable for a given variable; in this case, only the last such rule will
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have an effect, so rule order provides a prioritization mechanism.
Finally, one or more message variables µb are used to properly transition be-
tween modes. Typically, a block sets µb to some specific value when it detects
that a particular part of the overall structure is complete. Through variable change
rules, other nearby blocks take on this message variable value, which thus propa-
gates through the system. In assembling the building, a single message variable is
sufficient, though it takes on multiple values. For example, when the left column
staircase is completely disassembled, the last block of the staircase to commence
moving sets the message µb = left column done. The message right column done
is used similarly to signify the completion of the right column. The first of these
messages to be produced propagates through the rest of the system via another
rule. When the second message appears, the two combine and a third message,
columns done, is produced. This in turn causes small and medium blocks to switch
to mode frame assembly, and to begin assembling the door frame. In the general
case of detecting the completion of n substructures, where the order of completion
can be arbitrary, it is preferable to use n message variables (as shown in later chap-
ters); otherwise, the number of rules necessary to combine the messages (which can
be produced in any order) becomes intractable, along with the number of variable
values that are used to represent intermediate combinations.
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3.3 Experimental Methods
Thus far, the self-assembly process was presented from the “microscopic” view-
point of an individual block. At a more “macroscopic” level, which views the entire
collection of agents (blocks) interacting with each other and with their environment,
we are dealing with a complex dynamical system whose behavior is difficult to pre-
dict. The existence of mutual influences between blocks gives rise to an n-body
problem and chaotic effects, such that a slight change in a local variable (e.g., the
position of a block) can send the system on a distinct trajectory and result in differ-
ent global properties (such as the number of time steps to completion). It is possible,
however, to gain insight into the typical collective functioning of the system through
repeated empirical observations under various conditions.
In the experiments discussed below, the focus is specifically on the self-
assembly of the building illustrated in Figure 3.1d,e, which consists of 146 small
blocks, 116 medium blocks, and 27 large blocks. Furthermore, 10 small blocks are
used to build each temporary column staircase, while the temporary wall staircase is
assembled from 28 medium blocks. In practice, additional small blocks and medium
blocks can be necessary. If the number of small blocks is too low, then a deadlock
situation is possible, where both columns are partially completed, but neither can
be finished, because all small blocks that are not part of the floor or the columns
are currently assembled as column staircases. Deadlock can also potentially occur
if all medium blocks are on top of the walls, but the wall staircase is not high
enough for them to climb down and continue its assembly, although this situation
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was never actually observed. In the experiments, block numbers are generally kept
small: there are 164 small blocks, 150 medium blocks, and 27 large blocks, except
where indicated. The movement control parameter values (Section 3.2.3) used in
the experiments are listed in Table 3.3, unless explicitly noted otherwise. For each
experiment described below, 30 trials are performed, each trial making use of a dis-
tinct stream of (pseudo-) random numbers, and beginning with a different initial
arrangement of blocks.
In any trial, the system’s progress P (t) is defined as the number of assembly
and disassembly steps in the construction process that have been completed by time
t, measured as the total number of times (thus far) that some non-stationary block
became stationary, plus the number of times that some stationary block became non-
stationary. For example, the completion of the building floor and column assembly
(including column staircase disassembly) and lower door frame assembly occurs at
P (t) = 184, the roof assembly at P (t) = 353, and the task is complete at P (t) = 381,
which is equal to 146+116+27 = 289 (the number of blocks in the target structure)
plus 2 times (10 + 10 + 28) = 48 (the number of staircase blocks) minus 4 (the
number of seed blocks). At this point, it is verified that the structure adheres to all
specifications (i.e., it is ensured that no stationary blocks are missing, or occupying
incorrect locations), and the completion time is noted. Also recorded is the number
of collisions that occurred during a trial, which is defined as the number of times that
some block had to be forcefully stopped and returned to its previous position and
orientation, as described in Section 3.1.2. If the self-assembly task is not complete,
but progress P (t) remains unchanged for more than 30000 time steps, then the
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Table 3.3: Movement Parameters for Experiments
Parameter Value(s)
Tsu {floor, column stair, wall stair} if b is small; else {column stair, wall stair}







woa 5.0 if m
b = regular disassembly; else 20.0
δoa 0.75 if m
b = regular disassembly; else 0.0
wgc 2.0 if m
b ∈ {regular assembly, frame assembly, on wall stair}; else 0.0
wsu 17.0 if m
b ∈ {regular assembly, on wall stair}; 3.0 if mb = frame assembly; else −5.0
wsd 22.0 if m
b ∈ {regular disassembly, wall stair disassembly, null}; else −5.0
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trial is terminated and considered to be unsuccessful (all trials reported below were
successful, unless explicitly stated otherwise). However, quantities measured up to
termination time in unsuccessful runs are included in the computed statistics for
the set of trials. These statistics are the average completion time (µt), the standard
deviation of completion times (σt), the average number of collisions per time step
(µc/t), and the standard deviation of collisions per time step (σc/t). In comparing
differences between means, all reported p-values are determined via a two-sample,
two-tail t-test assuming unequal variances.
While metrics such as µt give an overall idea of the system’s performance, they
do not show where time was lost or gained when comparing sets of trials. An indica-
tion of the performance at various points in time can be given by the progress curve,
which plots P (t) over t. Since the completion time varies between trials, a given
value t could correspond to distinct stages of the self-assembly process. Due to this
non-uniformity between time scales, it is difficult to present an entirely meaningful
average progress curve. For this reason, rather than computing the average progress
at some time t, it is instead asked: for a given progress level P , how many time steps
pass before the next progress level is reached (i.e., before some non-stationary block
is deposited, or some stationary block begins to move again)? For a given trial, the
progress level duration d(P ) is defined as d(P ) = |{t ∈ [1,∞] : P (t) = P}|. A fixed
level of progress still does not necessarily correspond to some specific stage of the
assembly process, as the sequence of assembly is only partially ordered. However,
because the number of times that a non-stationary block becomes stationary and
vice-versa is fixed between trials, one can take the average value of d(P ) for any
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P ∈ [0, 380]. Furthermore, d(P ) allows the total completion time, which can be
expressed as 1 +
∑380
P=0 d(P ), to be broken down into components (it is necessary to
add 1 to the sum in order to account for the final time step at P = 381). A plot of
d(P ) over the range of progress values is typically very “jagged” in appearance, with
sharp spikes, and comparing two or more such plots is therefore difficult. Thus, it











where L (an odd integer) is the smoothing level, which is 5 in all given plots unless
otherwise indicated.
The environment simulator and block controllers are are implemented in
JavaTM. In the experiments discussed in this chapter, two sets of 30 trials typi-
cally require about 9 hours on a Dell Precision WS machine running Linux, with
two 3.2 GHz Intel Xeon processors and 1.0 GB of memory. Each block makes use of
its own instance of the random number generator (RNG) provided by the standard
JavaTM libraries. (In experiments not reported here, a more sophisticated RNG im-
plementation was used [69], but this yielded qualitatively similar results). Another
RNG instance is employed to determine the initial arrangement of the blocks. To
generate seeds for these RNGs, random numbers are first obtained from a “master”
RNG instance, which is seeded with the current time. The Virtual Reality Model-




This section describes a number of experiments performed to evaluate and
analyze the performance of the system during the self-assembly of a building (Figure
3.1d,e) under various conditions.
3.4.1 Self-Assembly at a Glance
Initial experiments focused on the question of whether the self-assembly pro-
cess outlined above, based on self-directed block movements through continuous
space guided by local forces and rules, could reliably and repeatedly construct the
specific building structure shown in Figure 3.1d,e. The force definitions, parame-
ters, rules, etc. described above were initially established through a trial-and-error
process, guided by observing the required structural and behavioral patterns; this
process required a few person-months of effort. The correctness of the control meth-
ods was verified by performing a large number of simulations with distinct random
number streams. A key experimental result is that the building structure could
successfully self-assemble, even in the absence of any global information (wgc = 0).
It was found that this can be accomplished with 66 stigmergic rules (6 of which are
used for disassembly) and 77 variable change rules.
The progress through time of a typical and representative self-
assembly process is depicted in Figure 3.7. (A short video at
http://www.cs.umd.edu/˜reggia/grushin.html provides an animation of some






Figure 3.7: The self-assembly of a building at various points in time: (a) P (151) = 15
(i.e., at t = 151, 15 blocks have been added): floor assembling; (b) P (919) = 121:
columns assembling on completed floor; (c) P (2253) = 173: columns complete and
left column staircase disassembling; (d) P (2727) = 183: lower parts of door frame
almost complete; (e) P (4273) = 223: walls assembling (note staircase on lower left);
(f) P (7914) = 296: wall assembly continues with a large block just laid over the
door and another already in place for the roof; (g) P (12205) = 346: roof assembling;
(h) P (14383) = 357: wall staircase disassembling. The completed building is seen
in Figure 3.1d.
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remaining blocks are randomly distributed on the ground. In Figure 3.7a, the seed
“grows” to become the floor, as incoming blocks position themselves adjacent to
seed blocks and to one another. Two columns then begin emerging from specific
locations in the floor, as shown in Figure 3.7b. As these columns grow in height,
some small blocks assemble into staircases that partially wind around the columns
in order to allow small blocks to reach higher levels (recall that blocks can move
at most one vertical level at a given time). Each diagonal layer of steps on
these staircases is deposited “backwards”, from top to bottom. Once a column is
complete, its staircase disassembles (Figure 3.7c); as in assembly, this disassembly
is also done layer by layer, in a top to bottom fashion.
After the floor and the columns are complete, the door is marked by depositing
the lower sides of its frame, consisting of a small and a medium block each as shown
in Figure 3.7d. The walls, which consist of medium blocks, are then begun along
with the wall staircase, which allows other blocks to reach higher levels on top of
the growing structure (Figure 3.7e). As these walls reach an appropriate height,
large blocks begin to climb the staircase. One such block eventually places itself
over the door, to form the top part of the door frame (Figure 3.7f). In some trials,
roof assembly is not begun until after the top of the door frame is in place, while
in others, a number of large blocks deposit themselves as part of the roof (in this
particular trial, only one such block is observed) before one of them finds the door
frame and deposits itself over it. Once the door frame is covered, any excess non-
stationary large blocks remaining on top of the structure climb down the staircase,
allowing the walls to be completed without excessive interference between large
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Figure 3.8: Progress curve P (t) for the simulation shown in Figure 3.7. Labeled
points denote the completion of the major substructures.
and medium blocks. When the walls are finished, large blocks begin to climb the
staircase once again to build the two-layer roof. The second roof layer (Figure 3.7g)
forms perpendicularly to the first layer; it begins near the edges farthest from the
staircase and extends towards the staircase. When the roof is complete and there
are no blocks left moving above it (variable change rules are in place to ensure that
this is the case), the wall staircase disassembles (Figure 3.7h), resulting in the final
structure (Figure 3.1d,e).
Let us now analyze the self-assembly process quantitatively. Figure 3.8 de-
picts the progress curve for the same simulation, plotting the values P (t) versus t.
This curve is particularly steep for the first 500 time steps or so while the floor is
assembling. This indicates a high level of efficiency, which arises from the inherent
parallelism and accessibility of floor assembly: at any given point in time, there
exist a relatively large number of goal locations that are easy to reach, as these lo-
cations are on the ground and unobstructed by stationary obstacles. Subsequently,
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the task becomes more difficult, and the curve is typically considerably less steep:
fewer goals are available and they are less accessible. Minor periods of efficiency are
observed in places, but only at the very end of the assembly does the curve develop
a high rate of change again for a substantial amount of time. This corresponds to
the disassembly of the wall staircase, which is quite efficient, with little interference
between blocks.
Flat regions in the curve that extend over many time steps indicate periods
of particular difficulty where the system struggles to accomplish something useful.
For example, at progress level P (t) = 327 (about t = 10000), the walls are almost
built with the exception of one location and the remaining medium blocks have
some difficulty finding this location. Subsequently, at P (t) = 328 (just after the
completion of the walls), there is a period of time when the large blocks switch back
to the regular assembly mode. Because the number of large blocks is relatively small
and their density is low, it takes some time for them to make this transition and
find the staircase. Progress is also slow around 347 ≤ P (t) ≤ 352 when the roof
is almost complete and there are few large blocks left to find the remaining goal
locations and deposit themselves. Once again, the inefficiency is caused by a lack
of parallelism, which is characterized both by the low density of blocks and the low
number of goals.
Is the completion time dominated by such periods of difficulty, or does it
mainly consist of shorter durations of many progress levels? In order to answer this
question, the (unsmoothed) d(P ) values for a set of 30 trials (the trial depicted in
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 is 16th best of this set, in terms of completion time) are analyzed,
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Figure 3.9: The distribution of progress level durations d(P ) for the baseline trials.
where each trial used different random numbers. The sums of all durations that lie
within the intervals [0, 9], [10, 99], [100, 999], and [1000,∞] are averaged over the
30 trials, and their averages are depicted in Figure 3.9, with error bars denoting
the standard deviations. The distribution suggests that the greatest portion of the
time is spent by the system in achieving goals of medium difficulty, rather than
many goals that are simple, or a few goals that each take a large number of time
steps to complete. Furthermore, the error bars show that between trials, there is
a progressively greater variability in the amount of time spent as goal difficulty
increases.
3.4.2 Repulsion and Randomness
Here, the effects of the block avoidance force Fba and the random motion force
Frm are investigated without the use of collective movement influences (neighbor
cohesion wnc = 0 and neighbor alignment wna = 0). This allows the effects of these




Figure 3.10: The effects of wba (the block avoidance coefficient) upon (a) the average
completion time µt and (b) the average collision rate µc/t. Each curve corresponds
to a distinct value wrm ∈ {0, 4, 8, 12}, as shown in the legend.
values for their relative weights for use in later experiments.
Figure 3.10 shows the average number of time steps µt necessary to complete a
trial, as well as the average number of collisions per time step µc/t. (The values σt and
σc/t for the given data points fall in [1241.0, 8790.0] and [0.02, 1.87], respectively). As
would be expected, µc/t decreases with larger values of wba, although in the higher
range of avoidance coefficients the rate of change is quite small. The effect on
completion time is slightly more complex with the relationship being flatter (which
indicates that this variable is fairly insensitive to parameter changes over a broad
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range), but somewhat non-monotonic. If block avoidance is too weak (wba = 20),
performance is rather poor, especially for low noise levels. For wrm = 0 and wrm = 4,
of the 30 trials, eleven and two were unsuccessful, respectively, with such weak
repulsion. In one trial, there was difficulty in completing a corner section of the
walls due to a large number of blocks interfering with each other. Another trial did
not complete because the last non-stationary large block moved on top of the roof
in a limit cycle, bouncing between two edges and unable to break the trajectory,
due to a complete lack of noise. (The same issue occurred in a different trial, where
wrm = 0 and wba = 50; apart from this, all trials were successful for wba > 20). In
the remaining unsuccessful trials, there was too much interference between blocks to
finish assembling the left column staircase. For wrm values 8 and 12 the effects of a
low avoidance weight were less drastic: all trials ran to completion and the average
collision rates for these trials were also considerably better at wba = 20. Thus, it
appears that a higher degree of noise can compensate somewhat for low avoidance,
allowing the system to resolve difficult situations (i.e., blocks repeatedly colliding,
or otherwise interfering with each other) that inevitably arise when there is a lack
of sufficient repulsive influences between blocks. It should also be stated that for
wrm = 0, the standard deviation values σt were particularly high. Thus, noise is
also beneficial in that it provides a greater degree of reliability, “smoothing” the
differences between individual trials.
Performance thus tends to be optimized in the moderate range of wba and wrm
values. While small random forces can be beneficial in certain situations (in Figure
3.10a, the curves for wrm = 4 and wrm = 8 generally appear below the other two
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curves), excessive noise does not help and appears to interfere with the functioning
of the system, increasing completion time somewhat even if all trials successfully
finished. For increasing values of wba, a gradual increase in the average completion
time is also observed in all curves, except for wrm = 0. The effect is not very severe
because Fba is deactivated during goal pursuit.
As seen in Figure 3.10a, the 30 trials with the best observed µt resulted from
the values wba = 50 and wrm = 4. These are henceforth referred to as the baseline
trials and are, in fact, the trials discussed in Section 3.4.1. These trials were also
characterized by absent collective influences (wnc = 0 and wna = 0) and 164 small,
150 medium and 27 large blocks, while other parameters were set in the course of
system development in order to achieve qualitatively reasonable performance and
are listed in Table 3.3. The parameter values used for the baseline trials are referred
to below as baseline values.
3.4.3 Collective vs. Independent Movements
Experiments are now presented that examine the effects on self-assembly of
the neighbor cohesion force Fnc and the neighbor alignment force Fna, which are
responsible for making blocks move in a collective fashion (i.e., like a bird flock,
fish school or animal herd). Earlier work has shown that in some applications where
multiple agents have a limited range of vision, the use of such forces can improve the
performance of agents through a “pull effect” [94], where the first agents to detect
some target location pull the rest of the group towards it, as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Table 3.4: Collective vs. Independent Movements
Measure Centering No Centering
I SC C I SC C
µt 14604.1 13575.9 13461.0 67666.5 45781.3 43338.4
σt 1586.5 1317.5 2101.5 7982.7 7528.8 6443.7
µc/t 0.32 0.35 0.37 0.03 0.07 0.07
σc/t 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.02
To determine whether this benefit applies in the context of self-assembly, a set of 30
trials was executed with the neighbor cohesion weight wnc = 0.6 and the neighbor
alignment weight wna = 0.6, the remaining parameters and block quantities set
at baseline values. Under the presence of these forces, moving blocks form into
“flocks”, which can break apart and reform with relative ease, given the relatively
low coefficient values.
Table 3.4 (left half) gives the difference between the average completion time
for the baseline trials, where blocks move independently (“I”), and the collective
trials, where blocks move in a coordinated, flock-like fashion (“C”). A two-sample,
two-tail t-test assuming unequal variances showed that this difference is statistically
significant (p < 0.05). This indicates that collective forces benefit the efficiency
of the process. Interestingly, this benefit occurs in spite of a slight increase in the
collision rate between blocks. This difference between the respective collision rates
is also statistically significant (p < 0.01).
The experiments described in [94] were set in the context of a search-and-
collect task, which is quite different from the problem of locating and reaching
specific, dynamically changing goal locations in a 3D structure during self-assembly.
Accordingly, it is of interest to determine whether the collective movement forces
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only help blocks when they are performing the relatively unguided and unconstrained
search for the central region of the world, or when they are in the vicinity of the
structure as well. So, the experiments were repeated with collective forces applied
(wnc = wna = 0.6) only when no parts of the existing structure are available for
guidance, and wnc = wna = 0 otherwise. Denoted as semi-collective (“SC”), these
trials performed similarly to the collective trials, with no statistically significant
differences in µt and µc/t (left half of Table 3.4). This suggests that cohesion and
alignment are primarily useful for guiding blocks towards the structure, and do not
appear to have a significant impact on blocks that are at or near the structure.
For further exploration, and to determine whether the task can be accomplished in
the complete absence of any global information, three additional experiments were
performed with independent, semi-collective and collective movements, but with the
global centering force always turned off (wgc = 0). Table 3.4 (right half) shows that
the absence of this force greatly slows down the completion of the process (even
though the collision rate is also significantly reduced); however, self-assembly is
still ultimately successful in all trials. The use of collective forces, whether at all
times or only when no existing parts of the structure are visible (the difference in
performance between the collective and the semi-collective trials is not significant)
partially yet significantly compensates for the lack of global guidance.
The effects of collective movements can be examined more closely by a com-
parison of the smoothed average progress level duration curves dL(P ). Figure 3.11a
reveals that when the global centering force is present, the chief gain in performance




Figure 3.11: Smoothed average progress level duration curves, for independent (I)
and collective (C) trials, with (a) and without (b) a global centering force. Note the
difference in the vertical scales.
to the largest spike in the progress level duration curve for the baseline trials, ap-
pearing around P = 350, where the inefficiency results from the low number of large
blocks available to find the few remaining goals. Here, collective movements help
guide these blocks towards the staircase and the goal locations. On the other hand,
when the global force is not available, gains can also be observed at several other
stages of the self-assembly process (Figure 3.11b). This can be explained by the
fact that there are many points in time when the system suffers from low block
availability if the global centering force is not present.
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3.4.4 Effects of Extra Blocks
Is there a benefit to the use of extra blocks, beyond the minimal or nearly-
minimal required numbers? With the baseline coefficient values established in Sec-
tion 3.4.2 (no collective forces were used), three sets of experiments were conducted,
systematically increasing the quantity of small, medium or large blocks between
experiments, while keeping the number of blocks of the remaining two sizes at the
original (baseline) values given in Section 3.3. Blocks of different sizes were varied
independently in order to reduce the confounding of multiple effects. The initial
expectation was that, up to a point, increased numbers of blocks would facilitate
the self-assembly process until collisions become excessive.
From Figure 3.12, which shows the average completion times and collision
rates for each experiment (σt and σc/t for all experiments are in [1168.3, 23513.4]
and [0.06, 0.24], respectively), it is immediately apparent that the introduction of
extra blocks can have very different effects depending on their size, although in all
three cases there is an expected increase in the collision rates. Raising the number
of medium blocks has a strong negative effect on the performance of the system: µt
and µc/t, as well as σt and σc/t (not shown) rise quite rapidly. On the other hand,
the introduction of even just 10 additional large blocks has a small but significant
positive impact. The effect of the number of small blocks is less pronounced. Insight
into why such different effects occur based on block size can be obtained as follows.
Figure 3.13a shows that at progress levels that correspond to the placement




Figure 3.12: The effects of numbers of extra blocks upon (a) µt and (b) µc/t for
small (S), medium (M) and large (L) blocks. To preserve scale, only 5 data points
are shown for medium block variations, but there were additional experiments with
50 (µt = 31116.7, µc/t = 0.68) and 60 (µt = 49497.4, µc/t = 0.84) extra blocks.
of small blocks causes greater interference with the medium blocks, as is evident
in the growing curve peaks. On the other hand, at slightly lower progress levels
(165 ≤ P ≤ 170), the baseline number of small blocks (164) does not allow for a
very efficient completion of the columns, as there are few available blocks left, and the
presence of additional blocks expedites the process. These two trends oppose each
other, so for the most part, the mean completion times do not vary significantly.





Figure 3.13: Smoothed average progress level duration curves for select quantities
(given in the legend for each graph) of (a) small, (b) medium and (c) large blocks.
Note that the vertical scale in (b) is much greater than in (a) and (c).
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their quantity is not well-pronounced. There can be some interference between
these blocks and blocks that are still actively assembling, but it is generally very
mild because most of the former blocks are typically not near the region where the
assembly takes place. The small differences between the small block curves in the
higher range of P can thus be largely explained by random variation.
Figure 3.13b reveals that the inefficiency arising from increases in the number
of medium blocks can be primarily localized to the placement of a large block over
the door frame, which appears as a major spike around 315 ≤ P ≤ 330. For clar-
ity, only three curves are plotted, but they are representative of the typical trend -
the spike becomes more pronounced for progressively higher quantities of medium
blocks. This can be attributed to a greater interference with the relatively small
number of large blocks, delaying the completion of the door frame. In fact, when
60 additional (210 total) medium blocks were used, two trials did not complete be-
cause a large block was unable to reach the top of the door frame before the trial
was terminated. At the same time, extra medium blocks do not appear to provide
any significant benefit at other stages of the process. The only observed exception
to this trend is a set of trials with 160 medium blocks (only 10 extra), where the
dL(P ) curve (not shown) is rather similar to the curve for the baseline trials, al-
though the completion of the roof is actually slightly more efficient. However, the
difference between the mean completion times for these two neighboring points is
not statistically significant, and may once again be attributed to chance.
Finally, Figure 3.13c shows that the introduction of additional large blocks
considerably reduces the time necessary to complete the roof (around P = 350): as
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with the use of collective forces, block availability is improved. Further increases in
the quantity of these blocks appear to have a marginal benefit at first, with 164 small,
150 medium and 77 large blocks giving the best performance of all combinations
attempted.
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a methodology was presented for the distributed, local con-
trol of complex self-assembly tasks in a continuous environment with various con-
straints, and using multiple-sized blocks. The approach is based on extensions to
existing stigmergic construction methods [2, 48, 49], which allow certain structural
features to be expressed in a parsimonious fashion. Because stigmergic rules alone
(whether parsimonious or not) are insufficient for self-assembly in non-trivial en-
vironments such as the one considered here, the stigmergic model was integrated
with a force-based movement control scheme, and a coordination mechanism based
on local communication between agents that allows the system to follow high-level
ordering constraints on block placement. The effectiveness of the approach was ver-
ified on an interesting target structure (a building), and a number of experiments
were performed to study the system’s dynamics.
Through an analysis of qualitative observations and quantitative performance
data (such as duration curves), it was possible to infer how the attributes of the
current situation, such as block availability and interference, affect the system’s
progress within any given trial. Between sets of trials, it was shown how particular
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parameter settings can affect these attributes. Specifically, it was found that the
use of a stochastic component in computing acceleration helps to mitigate situations
where blocks persistently interfere with each other. Further, it was observed that
coordinated, flock-like motion (which has been shown in the past to improve agents’
ability to find goals [94, 95]) also has benefits in the context of self-assembly, by
drawing more blocks to the general region where the construction takes place. Fi-
nally, by varying the quantities of blocks used, it was discovered that the presence of
multiple-sized blocks creates additional challenges, because the interference between
blocks of different sizes can be much more severe than the typical saturation effect
in the context of identical components [8, 12, 70, 114, 115]. With the exception of
a study where simple, 2D center-periphery patterns (e.g., Figure 2.4b) were formed
from robots that had preassigned roles (i.e., center vs. periphery) with distinct con-
trol mechanisms [99], related past work on self-assembly has generally assumed not
only simpler target structures and/or environment, but also, identical components;
thus, heterogeneity issues in self-assembly have largely not been addressed. (An-
other study that dealt with some degree of heterogeneity is [116], but it examined
the problem of collective construction rather than self-assembly, and also made use
of a simpler, 2D environment). In the system presented here, it proved possible to
alleviate these issues through high-level coordination. For example, in delaying the
assembly of the building’s walls until after the lower parts of the door frame have
been placed, interference between small and medium blocks is prevented. However,
this comes at a price, because the potential for parallelism in construction is reduced.
On the other hand, by allowing wall construction to continue while a large block
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attempts to cover the door frame, the degree of parallelism is augmented, but at
the same time, significant interference is created between medium and large blocks,
and this becomes progressively worse if the number of medium blocks is increased.
Thus, in designing control methods for self-assembly, it is imperative to consider the
tradeoff between maximizing block availability and minimizing interference.
Ultimately, this chapter showed that in spite of the issues raised by environ-
mental complexity and physical differences between the self-assembling components,
it is possible to self-assemble a non-trivial structure while using strictly local infor-
mation. However, there is, at present, no guarantee that the developed methodology
will extend to other target structures. Determining whether or not it is generalizable
would involve the design of stigmergic and variable change rules for structures be-
sides the building, along with possible modifications to the movement control mech-
anisms. Based on past experience, this would likely require a substantial amount of
additional human effort. Naturally, an important question arises: Is it possible to
automate the process of generating control mechanisms, given some desired target
structure? The next chapter will demonstrate that this can indeed be done, even
for the non-trivial environment presented here.
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Chapter 4
Automating the Design of Rule Sets
In the previous chapter, control rules were designed manually to guide the
self-assembly of a non-trivial, 3D structure (specifically, the focus was on the build-
ing in Figure 3.1d,e) from blocks of different sizes, in a continuous environment
with constraints such as gravity and block impenetrability. The approach incorpo-
rated several distinct techniques from the field of swarm intelligence [17, 53], namely
stigmergic pattern recognition, force-based movement control, and higher-level co-
ordination via the use of a limited amount of memory and local message passing.
While this approach was successful, the hand-design of control methods for assem-
bling a specific structure proved to be a time-consuming and error-prone process.
This raises the question of whether there is a procedure that will take as input a
specification of a target structure, and produce as output a set of control rules which
can be used to successfully assemble this structure. As discussed in Chapter 2, such
rule generation procedures have been developed in the past to work under simpler,
somewhat idealized conditions [2, 48, 55, 57]; however, their extension to the more
complex environment simulated here is presently an open-ended problem, due to the
difficulty of controlling motion in such an environment and the presence of physi-
cal constraints. As argued earlier, these constraints impose higher-level sequencing
requirements on the steps of the self-assembly process, and the question remains as
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to how these requirements can be captured and automatically translated into local,
low-level behaviors.
To address these issues, this chapter first develops algorithms for computing a
partial order on the sequence of block placements, such that the target structure can
be successfully assembled in spite of the environmental constraints; to restate the
example given earlier, the inner parts of a building must be assembled first, if they
are enclosed by other parts (e.g., walls). The ordering step is followed by the gener-
ation of rules, some of which enforce the computed order at runtime, through local
communication and memory manipulation, while others allow for the assembly and
disassembly of the individual parts of the structure. Even though self-assembly takes
place in a simulated environment, the system’s overall dynamics can be chaotic, and
it is unrealistic to expect that a set of local control methods can always be found that
is guaranteed to produce the target structure. This issue is approached by factoring
out those aspects of control that can be dealt with in a formal manner, and prov-
ing formal, environment-independent properties. Specifically, it is shown that both
order generation and order enforcement are correct under reasonable assumptions
that are made explicit. Other aspects of the problem, such as movement control,
are handled in a more empirical manner, by testing various possibilities over a large
number of independent trials. It is experimentally shown that with a few modifi-
cations, the force-based movement control mechanisms that were presented in the
previous chapter are general enough to handle a diverse range of structures, when
combined with the rules generated by the procedure, thus providing an integrated,
fully automated approach.
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4.1 Automatic Rule Generation
This section presents a well-defined, fully automated procedure for generating a
set of rules for the self-assembly of a given target structure. This procedure operates
in two major phases: order computation and rule generation. During the former
phase, it computes a partial order O on the steps of the self-assembly process, which
is imposed by the environmental constraints of gravity and impenetrability, discussed
in Section 3.1.2. Notably, the assembly and disassembly of temporary staircases
must be determined and represented in O. While more general representations (such
as directed, acyclical graphs) are possible, for simplicity, O is a list containing parts
of the target structure as well as temporary substructures. The order is still partial,
because any particular item Oi in O can self-assemble or disassemble with blocks
arriving or departing in arbitrary order or possibly in parallel, provided that Oi−1
has fully assembled/disassembled. In essence, O can be viewed as a partial order
plan, specifying when blocks should deposit/remove themselves into/from particular
locations; however, the approach presented here is somewhat different from that of
typical planners [37]. Rather than performing a potentially exponential search for a
satisfactory plan, the ordering algorithms make use of domain-specific heuristics that
are based on the known environmental constraints, and allow O to be determined
in a tractable manner. Further, O is never used by the individual blocks, being
discarded after the distributed rules governing self-assembly are generated by the
procedure.
As discussed in Section 3.2, two distinct types of rules are used in controlling
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self-assembly. Variable change rules ensure that the order that is specified by O is
actually followed by the blocks during the self-assembly process. Through the use
of internal memory variables, they allow blocks to communicate the completion of
the various structures in Oi, and to transition to the next stage of the process
(where Oi+1 is assembled or disassembled) after and only after everything that
makes up Oi has been completed. In each stage i, blocks follow a distinct second
set of stigmergic rules, which allow them to assemble or disassemble the structures
present in Oi, as well as detect their completion (as shown later). Presently, each
Oi is decomposed into a set of one or more rectangular shapes (where all rectangles
R ⊆ Oi can assemble in parallel), and appropriate rules are generated for each
rectangle. It should be noted that the automatically generated rules lead to a much
more “structured” self-assembly process, when compared to the hand-designed rules
described earlier. For example, the rules of this chapter do not allow assembly
and disassembly to take place simultaneously, as is done for the building column
staircases in Chapter 3 (see Table 3.2); in fact, all stages of self-assembly are now
disjoint in time.
A self-assembly process driven by automatically generated rules is illustrated
in Figure 4.1, which depicts the self-assembly of the bridge from an initially random
collection of blocks (as before), but with a seed that now consists of a single block.
Figure 4.1a shows the assembly of the bottom layers of the inner columns, which
assemble first, because the remaining columns would otherwise partially obstruct
access to them. The seed is contained in the central column; in order to begin the





Figure 4.1: The self-assembly of a bridge (Figure 3.1c) at various points in time: (a)
t = 230: bottom layers of inner columns assembling with connectors; (b) t = 3664:
bottom layers of outer columns assembling with connectors; (c) t = 11621: third
layer added to each column staircase; (d) t = 30346: bridge surface assembling; (e)
t = 42659: guard rails assembling; (f) t = 44455: guard rail staircases disassembling.
Further explanations are given in the text.
cannot place itself in a location that is not adjacent to an already-stationary block),
all three are joined by temporary connectors, which later disassemble. In Figure
4.1b, connectors similarly join the assembling bottom layers of the outer columns
to the completed inner columns and the bottom layers of the permanent staircases
(4 large blocks on the left and right). After the connectors disassemble, temporary
staircases are incrementally extended in order to allow the columns to grow in height
(Figure 4.1c). The completed columns support a frame consisting of large blocks,
and additional large blocks deposit themselves over this frame, in order to form the
surface of the bridge (Figure 4.1d). The “guard rails” assemble in Figure 4.1e; note
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that a second staircase has been assembled adjacent to the far left corner of the
bridge. The two temporary staircases disassemble in Figure 4.1f, yielding the final
target structure (Figure 3.1c).
4.1.1 A Model of Ordering
The following presents a methodology for the problem of computing a partial
order on the assembly of a target structure. The goal is to solve the problem
such that if this order is followed (via the use of appropriate variable change rules)
during the self-assembly process, then the structure can successfully self-assemble
in spite of the physical constraints that may exist in the environment. Certainly,
the problem is dependent upon specific environmental details, and a solution must
therefore be tailored to the environment in question. However, an attempt is made
to factor out issues that are not environment-dependent, which allows the creation
of a simple mathematical model of ordering in the context of self-assembly, and the
design of algorithms with provable properties. At the same time, the presentation
will provide less formal, but more concrete explanations of how the model is defined
for the specific environment used here (although the proofs are not dependent on
these details), and discuss how it is implemented.
For the purposes of this chapter, it is possible to describe a structure (such as
the target structures given in Figure 3.1) as a mathematical set S of goal locations.
Each goal location {(x, y, z), ω, s} is a triplet that denotes some specific, global
position (x, y, z), where a block of size s (small, medium or large), oriented by
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angle ω is required. It is important to note that there is a distinction between
these structural elements and the self-assembling blocks: any block of size s can
deposit itself at a goal location {(x, y, z), ω, s}. A specific set of locations to be
occupied by blocks is generally referred to as a substructure; examples of encountered
substructures include the floor of a building (Figure 3.1e) or a staircase (Figure
4.1c-f). Even though the target structure S is assumed to be connected (in a graph
theoretic sense, by location adjacencies), a substructure may consist of several parts
that are disconnected from each other; for example, when convenient, the column
staircases shown in Figure 4.1c can be viewed as a single substructure. In this case,
the substructure is said to consist of several connected substructures.
A partial order must be imposed on the locations of S such that during the
self-assembly process, when some subset S ′ ⊆ S of the target structure has already
been assembled, it will be possible to eventually assemble the remaining subset
S − S ′ as well. Whether or not this is possible depends on the constraints that are
present in the environment. Formally, these constraints are captured by defining the
assembly predicate PA(X, Y ) over pairs of goal location sets X, Y (where X∩Y = ∅),
which should evaluate to true iff, given that the structure described by Y exists at
some point during self-assembly, there is some a priori known order for moving
blocks to find and settle into the goal locations defined by X, to form X ∪ Y
without violating environmental constraints. An order is known a priori if there
is an implemented procedure (other than the ordering algorithms discussed below)
that is able to automatically recognize this order, or, alternatively, that is able to
recognize that X can successfully self-assemble no matter what order is followed
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during the process. In other words, ordering the assembly of X is a primitive
problem, in a problem reduction sense [83]. The disassembly predicate PD(X, Y ) is
similarly defined, which assumes that X ⊆ Y , and which should evaluate to true
iff there is an a priori known order for blocks that are in locations X to remove
themselves from Y , to form Y −X.
For the ordering approach to succeed in a concrete environment, it must be
possible to efficiently compute these predicates such that their semantics are con-
sistent with the constraints that are present in the given environment, which (in
the work presented here) include gravity and block impenetrability. The following
environment-specific method is therefore used for computing PA and PD:
Method 4.1 (Computation of PA and PD) Given sets of goal locations X and
Y , evaluate PA(X, Y ) to true iff (a) X either consists of locations at the same height
or is a staircase; (b) every location in X is supported below by another location in
X, a location in Y or the ground; (c) no location in X supports a location in Y
above it; and (d) a path unobstructed by Y can be found from a remote region of
the environment to every location in X (any change in elevation along the path
must be 1 unit, since a block cannot ascend or descend a ledge of 2 or more blocks).
Evaluate PD(X, Y ) to true iff each connected substructure in X is a staircase and
PA(X, Y −X) = true.
The truth of PA and PD thus depends on a number of criteria. Criterion (a) attempts
to ensure that an a priori known order exists on X; specifically, it is known that
staircases can be assembled layer by layer, from lowest to highest. For arbitrary
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substructures X ⊆ S, the requirement is satisfied if it is known that no matter what
order is followed when blocks deposit themselves, X will successfully assemble; i.e.,
any such order is an a priori known order. It is not required that X can be assembled
in any order; rather, there should be no situations where it is possible to assemble
some subset X ′ ⊆ X, but impossible to subsequently assemble the remaining subset
X −X ′. If X consists of multiple layers, then some orders can lead to these sorts of
situations, as illustrated by Figure 4.2a, where a hole of 2 units in depth is developed,
and cannot be filled, because a block can only descend one level at a time. For this
reason, assembling substructures consist of only one layer. The remaining criteria
attempt to further account for environmental constraints. In the implementation,
Y is represented by a three-dimensional, grid-like data structure, and algorithms
are implemented for determining whether these criteria are satisfied. Criteria (b)
and (c) are simple to compute; the purpose of the latter will be explained later in
this section. Testing criterion (d) is more difficult, because it requires searching for
a path. The problem is simplified by only considering paths that are straight in
the horizontal plane. An attempt is made to find such a path from each connected
substructure in X to one of the four boundaries of the world.
It is, of course, possible that PA will return false because only “winding” paths
exist; however, this is handled in the same manner as situations when PA cannot be
satisfied because no path exists at all. These situations arise very frequently, because
blocks are unable to scale sheer vertical surfaces or move, unsupported, through the
air. It is nonetheless often possible to assemble a substructure X given Y if Y is
modified via the assembly of a staircase Z (Z can also be a group of staircases, if X
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a. b.
Figure 4.2: Problematic situations: (a) a partially completed structure consisting of
two rectangular layers, which has a hole of depth 2 that cannot be filled, because the
blocks were not deposited in a correct order (the structure would assemble correctly
under some orders, e.g., if the bottom layer is completed prior to starting the top
layer); and (b) a structure that cannot be handled by the given implementation of
the algorithms, although it is possible to generate rules for it via a more sophisticated
implementation, or by hand.
consists of several connected substructures) that is later disassembled. Notably, the
self-assembly of temporary substructures for overcoming gravity is observed in living
nature: for example, army ants are known to join together to form “ladders”, in order
to allow the rest of the swarm to safely descend overhanging banks, as reviewed in
[5]. Staircases (though not connectors, which are added after the order is computed,
as discussed in Section 4.1.3) are generated by the temporary substructure function
fT (X, Y, T ), which is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1 Given sets of goal locations X, Y and T (assuming that X∩Y = ∅),
and predicates PA and PD, let the temporary substructure function fT (X, Y, T ) be
a function that returns a set of locations Z such that X ∩ Z = Y ∩ Z = ∅ and
PA(Z, Y ) ∧ PA(X, Y ∪ Z) ∧ PD(Z, X ∪ Y ∪ Z) = true, only if such a set exists,
and FAIL otherwise. Furthermore, if PA(X, Y ) = true, then fT (X, Y, T ) = ∅. The
argument T is optional.
Formally, the return value Z is a set of goal locations, which constitute one or more
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staircases in the implementation. These staircases must satisfy three conditions,
expressed as conjuncts of predicate terms. The first conjunct PA(Z, Y ) states that
it should be possible to assemble the staircases, given that Y already exists; the
second conjunct PA(X, Y ∪ Z) states that once the staircases have been assembled,
we should be able to assemble the desired substructure X, and the third conjunct
PD(Z, X ∪ Y ∪ Z) states that once X has been assembled, it should be possible
to disassemble the staircases. The function fT is required to return ∅ if the goal
locations X can be reached without any staircases. On the other hand, fT returns
FAIL to indicate that staircases are necessary, but could not be found. For the
moment, the third argument T to fT is assumed to have the value ∅, and one
can simply write fT (X, Y ). Later, I shall explain how T can contain one or more
staircases (generated by earlier calls to fT ), which can be taken into account by the
implementation of fT for a more efficient use of temporary substructures. Ignoring
T for the time being, for the environment of Section 3.1.2, fT can be implemented
as follows:
Method 4.2 (Computation of fT assuming T = ∅) Given sets of goal locations
X and Y , for each connected substructure of X, extend a staircase from the ground
to some location in the substructure, providing a horizontally straight, monotonically
ascending path to the substructure, unobstructed by Y . Each staircase is formed as
a series of vertical stacks of small block locations, where the top of each stack is
a “step”. Each stack is supported either by the ground, or by existing locations in
Y . The elevation of the surface supporting the staircase must decrease monotonically
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with distance from X. The value Z returned is the union of the generated staircases;
if one or more staircases cannot be generated, then FAIL is returned.
The column staircases depicted assembling in Figure 4.1c are an example of a (dis-
connected) temporary substructure returned by fT . As with path finding, the com-
putations are simplified by considering only straight staircases (unlike in Figure 3.7
of the previous chapter, where staircases partially wind around building columns);
the implementation of fT is therefore not complete. For example, in Figure 4.2b,
the top of the column could (in principle) be accessed by assembling a staircase
that winds with the inner part of the maze, and another staircase (consisting of
just one step) that would allow blocks to climb onto the maze (which has height
2); however, since only straight staircases are considered, and the surface beneath
a staircase must vary monotonically, FAIL would be returned in this case. Still, it
is hypothesized that the implementation of fT is sufficiently good to handle a large
class of structures, including the ones depicted in Figure 3.1.
Given a temporary substructure function fT , Figure 4.3 presents a simple,
nondeterministic algorithm for computing an order O on the locations of S, such
that if it is followed during self-assembly, then the constraints modeled by PA and
PD need not be violated. The algorithm, which is given in preliminary form here to
illustrate the key ideas (and elaborated in full form subsequently), can be thought
to operate in reverse order, relative to an actual self-assembly process and to the
output O (which behaves like a stack): it begins with the entire target structure S,
and begins to remove subsets from it. At each iteration, some subset (substructure)
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1. Input S.
2. Initialize an empty stack of substructures O = ∅.
3. While S 6= ∅:
(a) Remove some substructure C from S such that Z = fT (C, S−C) 6= FAIL.
If no such substructure exists, then return FAIL.
(b) If Z 6= ∅, then push Z onto O as a disassembly substructure.
(c) Push C onto O as a regular substructure.
(d) If Z 6= ∅, then push Z onto O as a temporary substructure.
4. Return O.
Figure 4.3: Ordering algorithm (preliminary version). An environment-independent,
preliminary version of the ordering algorithm for the locations of a target structure
S. As given, Step 3a is nondeterministic; in the implementation, it is performed in
a heuristic fashion, as explained in the text.
is selected, and removed only if it can be assembled back, either directly or via
the addition of a staircase (i.e., if fT returns a non-empty value). The subset of
S removed is called a regular substructure, while the generated staircase is called
a temporary substructure to denote its assembly in the order O, and a disassembly
substructure to denote its disassembly (the two are identical in a set theoretic sense,
but the latter is distinguished form the former in the implementation by a special
tag).
Because there are 2|S| − 1 possible substructures that can be considered for
selection from S, Step 3a of the algorithm is performed heuristically, by selecting
substructures from a precomputed, unordered partition U of S. To compute U , S
is first decomposed into horizontal slices of 1 unit in thickness, in accordance with
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criterion (a) of Method 4.1. Subsequently, each such slice is further partitioned
into its connected substructures. This is done because each separated substructure
typically requires its own staircase, as stated in Method 4.2. In executing Step 3a,
a single pass is made through U . If a substructure C ∈ U is reachable directly
(i.e., PA(C, S −C) = true) or via the addition of a staircase, then it is selected and
removed from U . The substructure that is added to O is the union of substructures
removed from U during a given iteration of the preliminary ordering algorithm,
and an attempt is made to ensure that these disconnected substructures can be
assembled in any order. Given that the implementation of fT is not complete,
failure is a possibility under this heuristic. For example, consider once again the
structure depicted in Figure 4.2b. It would still be possible to generate an order
for this structure, if both layers of the maze were partitioned such that the inner
parts and the column could be built first, without the outer parts preventing the
construction of a straight staircase. However, because each layer of the maze is a
connected substructure, it is not decomposed further, so the maze has to be built in
its entirety, before the column is begun; the implementation of the algorithm would
thus fail on this structure. More sophisticated heuristics, which would selectively
decompose certain connected substructures further, could mitigate this issue (as
would a better implementation of fT ), but they are not explored here.
Does the success of the algorithm depend on the specific choice made by Step
3a? It is argued that due to criterion (c) in Method 4.1, this choice does not
affect whether the algorithm will return an order or fail, because the removal of a
substructure from S will not cause other substructures in S to lose support. (The
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issue of nondeterministic failure is examined more formally in Section 4.3.1). In other
words, any legal (according to PA and PD) choice of substructure C to be removed
from S can be made, without causing a problem in later iterations. The algorithm
therefore does not perform backtracking during its search, and its environment-
specific implementation executes in polynomial time with respect to the size |S| of
the target structure.
To further illustrate the algorithm’s operation, consider its application to the
building shown in Figure 3.1d,e. The top roof layer is removed in the first iteration,
because it is the only part of the structure not currently supporting anything above
itself; however, due to gravity, a staircase must be generated for it. Subsequently,
wall substructures are removed, layer by layer, starting at the top and working
downwards; note that this automatically takes care of door placement. Once these
are gone, column substructures can be accessed, and are removed in a similar man-
ner. The floor is removed in the last iteration, and so becomes the first substructure
in the stack O, with no staircase being necessary. For the other substructures,
the assembly and subsequent disassembly of staircases is specified. In general, the
following property will always hold:
Property 4.1 Let O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) be an order returned by the preliminary
ordering algorithm. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if Ci is a temporary substructure, then Ci+1
is a regular substructure, and Ci+2 = Ci is a disassembly substructure. Likewise, if
Ci is a disassembly substructure, then Ci−1 is a regular substructure, and Ci−2 = Ci
is a temporary substructure. Furthermore, for 1 ≤ i < n, Ci ∩ Ci+1 = ∅, except
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1. Input S.
2. Initialize an empty stack of substructures O = ∅.
3. Initialize an empty temporary substructure T = ∅.
4. While S 6= ∅:
(a) Remove some substructure C from S such that Z = fT (C, S − C, T ) 6=
FAIL. If no such substructure exists, then return FAIL.
(b) Choose a subset W ⊆ T ∩ Z such that PD(Z −W, S ∪ Z) and PA(T −
W, S ∪W ).
(c) If T −W 6= ∅, then push T −W onto O as a temporary substructure.
(d) If Z −W 6= ∅, then push Z −W onto O as a disassembly substructure.
(e) Push C onto O as a regular substructure.
(f) Set T = Z.
5. If T 6= ∅, then place T as a temporary substructure at the beginning of O.
6. Return O.
Figure 4.4: Ordering algorithm (full version). The full ordering algorithm for the
locations of a target structure S is more involved than the preliminary version, but
makes a more efficient use of temporary substructures. Under the given implemen-
tation, W can be set equal to T ∩ Z in Step 4b.
(possibly) if Ci is a disassembly substructure, and Ci+1 is a temporary substructure.
The following section presents a more sophisticated ordering algorithm, which allows
parts of staircases to be reused between stages of the self-assembly process.
4.1.2 The Reuse of Temporary Substructures
Orders produced by the algorithm given in the previous section have an in-



















O2 = (assemble C2, assemble Z1 − Z2,
assemble C1, disassemble Z1)
Iteration 2
Figure 4.5: A graphical representation of the substructures handled by the full
ordering algorithm during its first two iterations, when applied to a column struc-
ture. Locations belonging to regular, temporary and disassembly substructures are
marked with letters r, t and d, respectively. Superscripts indicate iteration number.
The order computed by the end of an iteration is given at the bottom.
the assembly of a regular substructure, even if it can be reused (at least partially)
for the placement of the next regular substructure. For example, suppose that the
target structure is a single column of some height. Progressively higher staircases
would be assembled and disassembled for each layer of the column (except the bot-
tommost), if we were to use the algorithm of Figure 4.3. It would presumably be
much more efficient during self-assembly to incrementally add layers to a single
staircase, as needed, and not disassemble it until the column is completed. The full
ordering algorithm, given in Figure 4.4, allows this approach. The key idea behind
its operation is that when a temporary substructure is generated in a particular
iteration, the decision regarding when parts of this substructure should be assem-
bled is postponed until later iterations, which correspond to earlier stages of the
self-assembly process. Conversely, in a given iteration, the temporary substructure
that is generated may depend on the temporary substructures that were generated
in earlier iterations. For this reason, the variable T is used to record the output of
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the temporary substructure function fT from the previous iteration, and is passed
to fT in the current iteration. While Definition 4.1 and Method 4.2 ignore T , the
method can be extended to return a value Z that has many locations in common
with T , with the idea that the blocks at these locations can be reused without being
disassembled and subsequently reassembled. The implementation of fT used by the
full ordering algorithm can be described as follows:
Method 4.3 (Computation of fT with optional argument T ) Given sets of
goal locations X, Y and T , for each connected substructure of X, determine whether
it is possible to reach this substructure if the top horizontal layer is removed from
some staircase in T . If so, then use the staircase obtained by removing the top hor-
izontal layer; if not, then generate a staircase as described in Method 4.2, ensuring
that there is no overlap with any staircase in T . The value Z returned is the union
of the generated staircases; if one or more staircases cannot be generated, then FAIL
is returned.
To illustrate the operation of the full ordering algorithm, its application to
a simple column structure is presented, as an example. The column is formed
via 5 blocks that are stacked on top of one another (unlike the columns of the
bridge and the building in Figure 3.1, where each layer of the column consists of
multiple blocks). The column blocks are denoted with bold lines in Figure 4.5, which
illustrates the first two iterations of the algorithm:
Iteration 1: C1 is the top layer of the column (location r in the left side
of Figure 4.5); T 1 is initially ∅; Z1 is a staircase with 4 layers (d in Figure 4.5),
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created in Step 4a to reach C1; and W 1 is ∅ in Step 4b. Since T 1 −W 1 = ∅, the
algorithm does not specify the assembly of the staircase just yet (i.e., a temporary
substructure is not placed in O). On the other hand, in Step 4d, Z1−W 1 = Z1, so
the entire staircase Z1 used to reach the top of the column is placed as a disassembly
substructure in O. In Step 4e, the top layer C1 of the column is added to O.
Iteration 2: C2 is layer 4 of the column; T 2 = Z1 is the staircase generated
in the previous iteration; Z2 is computed by fT in Step 4a to be just like Z
1,
but without the top horizontal layer (i.e., Z2 contains 3 layers); and W 2 is set in
Step 4b to T 2 ∩ Z2 = Z2. The top horizontal layer of the staircase Z1 from the
previous iteration is T 2 −W 2 = Z1 − Z2, and Step 4c of the algorithm places it
as a temporary substructure in O; Step 4b ensures that this substructure can be
assembled, as claimed formally later in this chapter. Because Z2 − W 2 = ∅, no
disassembly substructure is specified. Finally, in Step 4e, C2 is added to O.
In this fashion, further iterations of the algorithm will specify the placement
of successively lower horizontal layers of the staircase, along with lower layers of
the column, in earlier stages of the assembly process. In the last (fifth) iteration,
fT will return ∅, as the bottom layer of the column can be deposited without a
staircase. In fact, in the environment considered here, the condition of Step 5 will
never hold, because the regular substructure removed from S in the last iteration of
the algorithm (and thus the first regular substructure to be assembled) will always
be a ground substructure, which requires no staircase; thus, Z will be ∅ in Step 4a,
and T = Z = ∅ will hold after Step 4f.
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In general, if some regular substructure Ci−1 is removed by the full ordering
algorithm in the iteration just prior to the current one, then the algorithm commits
to having T i = Z i−1 as a temporary substructure for Ci−1, and current and future
iterations must honor this commitment. In the current iteration, another regular
substructure Ci is removed, and fT (C
i, Si − Ci, T i) generates a new temporary
substructure Z i. Because the algorithm operates “in reverse”, Ci−1 will be assembled
after Ci; therefore, after Ci is assembled, it is necessary to transform the temporary
substructure Z i into T i. To do this, the algorithm selects a subset W i ⊆ T i ∩ Z i,
which will consist of locations that are common to both temporary substructures,
and can remain unchanged. The idea is to first disassemble Z i−W i, given Si ∪Z i,
and then assemble T i −W i, given Si ∪W i, which will result in Si ∪ T i. The terms
PD(Z−W, S∪Z) and PA(T −W, S∪W ) in Step 4b ensure that this will be possible
to do during self-assembly. The trivial value W i = ∅ is always guaranteed to work;
however, with an empty W i, the full ordering algorithm essentially behaves like the
preliminary ordering algorithm. Ideally, W i = T i ∩Z i, which allows all locations in
common to both temporary substructures to remain in place. Theoretically, this is
not always possible to achieve, and it may be necessary to use a W i with a smaller
(possibly zero) cardinality. However, these situations generally do not arise in the
given implementation: as outlined in Method 4.3, fT is implemented in such a way
that each staircase in Z i either has no locations in common with any staircase in
T i, or is just like some staircase in T i but without the top layer, and it is typically
straightforward to assemble this top layer, given the rest of the staircase. Due to the
incremental assembly of staircases, Property 4.1 does not extend to the full ordering
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algorithm, but a weaker version exists:
Property 4.2 Let O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) be an order returned by the full ordering
algorithm. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if Ci is a temporary substructure, then Ci+1 is a
regular substructure. Likewise, if Ci is a disassembly substructure, then Ci−1 is a
regular substructure. Furthermore, for 1 ≤ i < n, Ci ∩Ci+1 = ∅, except (possibly) if
Ci is a disassembly substructure, and Ci+1 is a temporary substructure.
4.1.3 Postprocessing
For convenience of implementation, the predicates PA and PD (as computed via
Method 4.1) and thus the ordering algorithms do not take into account every detail
of the self-assembly process, such as the interference that can occur between blocks
of different sizes (Section 3.4.4), or the assumption (underlying stigmergic rules)
that substructures are topologically connected. Thus, the order O returned by an
ordering algorithm undergoes additional refinement over a number of postprocessing
steps. Like the algorithms themselves, these steps are implemented to execute in
time that is polynomial in the size |S| of the target structure.
First, each staircase (or group of staircases) that was generated during an
algorithm’s operation is decomposed further into horizontal layers. The layers are
ordered in O to be assembled from lowest to highest, and disassembled from highest
to lowest. For the full ordering algorithm, the temporary substructures oftentimes
consist of single layers, and need not be decomposed further. For example, the 4
layers of the staircase Z1 in Figure 4.5 appear individually as separate temporary
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substructures in the final order O. However, Z1 also appears as a single disassembly
substructure at the end of O, and is replaced with 4 disassembly substructures, each
corresponding to a distinct layer, which is assembled or disassembled in a separate
stage. Since staircases thus have an a priori known order, they satisfy PA and PD.
Subsequently, any substructure in O (except the first) that consists of locations
of different sizes (recall that there are small, medium and large blocks) is partitioned
into two or three substructures, such that each substructure contains only like-sized
locations. In the previous chapter, it was shown that in some situations, severe
interference can occur between blocks of different sizes; for example, in assembling
the building (Figure 3.1d,e), medium blocks can make it difficult for a large block to
place itself over the door frame. The incidence of such problems can be significantly
reduced by ensuring that blocks of different sizes are active in different stages.
An exception to this separation by size is made for the very first stage of the
self-assembly process, because all substructures assembled at this point in time are
on the ground, and movement is still relatively unrestricted. This exception is made
for an additional reason: as discussed in the previous chapter, the stigmergic mech-
anisms that drive the self-assembly process require the presence of blocks that are
already stationary; hence, construction begins with a seed, which now consists of a
single block. If only blocks of a particular size can assemble in the first stage, then
it is possible that there will be a substructure that cannot be commenced because it
is disconnected from the seed. For some target structures, this situation is unavoid-
able even if blocks of all sizes are active simultaneously; for example, recall that the
bottom layers of the columns of the bridge (Figure 4.1a-b) are disconnected from
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each other, and only one of them contains the seed. To allow the stigmergic self-
assembly of such structures, an additional postprocessing step is necessary, where
another type of temporary substructure, called the connector, is created, and added
to the order O. Each connector is either a row of small blocks, or two rows of
blocks joined together in an “L”-shape, and is able to connect two regular substruc-
tures, as shown in Figure 4.1a-b, thus enforcing their relative alignment. Somewhat
analogous behavior is observed in comb construction by honeybees, which use their
own bodies to form chains between combs, in order to ensure that they are parallel
to each other (reviewed in [5]). If the first substructure in O consists of several
separated substructures (e.g., Figure 4.1a), then they are assembled concurrently
with connectors that join them all to form one connected structure, which can stig-
mergically self-assemble, with every block depositing itself adjacent to a block that
is already stationary. The connectors disassemble after the substructure has been
built. Sometimes, as Figure 4.1b illustrates, it is necessary to use connectors in later
stages of the process as well, to connect separated ground substructures to the parts
of the structure that appear earlier in O, and have therefore already been built.
Substructures that are above ground level never require connectors, because they
are always adjacent to the locations that support them.
A final postprocessing step is the decomposition of all substructures Ci ∈ O
into rectangular shapes that consist of locations that have the same orientation. As
with the addition of connectors, this step is necessary not due to the constraints that
exist in the environment, but rather, due to the stigmergic nature of the available
control mechanisms. As discussed later, in Section 4.1.5, it is straightforward to
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produce a set of stigmergic rules for rectangles of arbitrary lengths and widths
(since all substructures in O are now 1 unit in thickness, the thickness of each
rectangle is also 1), and the decomposition thus prepares the procedure for the rule
generation phase. In performing the decomposition, a greedy approach is taken: at
every iteration of its outer loop, the decomposition algorithm selects and removes
the largest rectangle that it can find within the given substructure Ci, until the
substructure is empty. While this method can in some cases be suboptimal, in that
it is not guaranteed to return a minimal set of rectangles (an optimal strategy is
given in [85]), it is used for ease of implementation. Furthermore, an empirical
study [77] of a non-greedy, but otherwise somewhat similar strategy suggests that
the decomposition may be close to optimal.
Given the computed order O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn), it is now possible to de-
scribe methods for generating distributed rules that enforce this order during the
self-assembly process, and that allow the assembly and disassembly of individual
substructures. These tasks depend on the presence of appropriately generated vari-
able change rules and stigmergic rules, respectively. As before, variable change
rules represent “control knowledge” about the order in which substructures should
assemble or disassemble, and thus coordinate the self-assembly process; stigmergic
rules represent patterns in a partially assembled structure, and indicate that a block
should deposit itself in a particular location. The following two sections describe the
correspondence between the rules and the order O, and outline their use at runtime.
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4.1.4 Variable Change Rule Generation
The enforcement of an order O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) essentially requires de-
tecting the completion of all rectangles Cij within each Ci (recall that Ci is decom-
posed into rectangles that can assemble in parallel), communicating this information
among blocks, and assuming an appropriate set of low-level behaviors (such as move-
ment dynamics, stigmergic pattern matching, etc.) for assembling or disassembling
the next union of rectangles Ci+1. The coordination of such tasks is accomplished
through the manipulation of variables internal to a block via variable change rules,
and this section will give a description of these rules and the variables that they af-
fect. Later, I will present formal assumptions about the nature of the self-assembly
process in the environment, and prove that under these assumptions, the coordi-
nation scheme is correct in the sense that it allows the eventual completion of the
target structure S.
Here, the set of available blocks is denoted by B. In a physical sense, some
blocks in B will eventually correspond to the elements of S (i.e., specific goal loca-
tions within the target structure); however, the blocks in B are active agents with
some degree of autonomy over their behavior, and they have no preassigned final
locations in S. For blocks a, b ∈ B, the predicate PC(a, b, t) is defined to be true iff
a and b are able to communicate during (discrete) time step t. In the system stud-
ied here, this means that a and b are proximate enough to be in each others’ local
neighborhoods of visibility, and can thus read each others’ memory. It is assumed
that PC is commutative; i.e., PC(a, b, t) = PC(b, a, t).
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For each substructure Ci ∈ O, a set of events Ei is now defined, where
each event ej ∈ Ei is a mathematical abstraction that denotes the completion
(i.e., full assembly or full disassembly) of the jth rectangle Cij within substruc-
ture Ci. Through stigmergic interactions, which are discussed in more detail in
the next section, a “signal” propagates through Cij from one of its corners, and
the block b at the opposite corner will only receive this signal once all blocks
are present in Cij ; i.e., once Cij is completed. The predicate PE(b, e, t) is de-
fined to be true iff e has been detected by block b ∈ B prior to or at time t, so
if PE(b, e, t) = true, then (∀t′ ≥ t) PE(b, e, t′) = true. It is also assumed that
(∀a, b ∈ B) PE(a, e, t) ∧ PE(b, e, t) → a = b; in other words, a particular event is
detected by a single block, as described in the next section. The full list of event
sets is denoted by E = (E1, E2, . . . , En).
Since self-assembly is inherently a collective endeavor, an individual block b
does not generally have control over whether or not some rectangle Cij is completed,
and whether or not it detects the corresponding event ej ∈ Ei. On the other
hand, it does have control over its internal state, which consists of memory variables
(Section 3.2.4). Recall that among these is a mode variable mb(t), which has a direct
effect on a block’s low-level behaviors; importantly, each mode is associated with a
distinct subset of stigmergic rules. (The parameter t is used to denote the value of a
variable at a particular time step t). The mode value mb = i for block b corresponds
to the stage of the self-assembly process where substructure Ci is assembled or
disassembled, and events in Ei are detected. Since these events are detected locally
by a single block, but mode changes must occur throughout B, each block b also
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1. Input O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn).
2. Construct a list of event sets E = (E1, E2, . . . , En) based on O.
3. Initialize empty rule sets RE = RC = RM = ∅.
4. For all i (1 ≤ i ≤ n):
(a) For all j (1 ≤ j ≤ |Ei|):
i. Add the following event detection rule to RE :
IF mb = i AND PE(b, ej , t) = true for ej ∈ Ei THEN µbj = i.
// Set message µbj to the current mode i, if detected event ej ∈ Ei.
ii. Add the following communication rule to RC :
IF mb = i AND (∃b′ ∈ B) PC(b, b′, t) = true ∧ µb′j ≥ i THEN µbj = i.
// Set message µbj to the current mode i, if a nearby block b
′
// knows of event ej ∈ Ei.
(b) Add the following mode change rule to RM :
IF ∀j (1 ≤ j ≤ |Ei|) µbj = i THEN mb = i + 1.
// Transition to the next mode i+1, if all events in Ei have been detected.
5. Return RE ∪RC ∪RM .
Figure 4.6: A procedure for generating variable change rules for a block b ∈ B.
Lines beginning with “//” are comments.
has a set of message variables µb1, µ
b
2, . . . , µ
b
l , where l = max
n
i=1 |Ei|, which are used
to communicate event detection. Messages do not directly affect a block’s low-level
behavior, but they act as an intermediate representation between sets of events and
mode values.
Communication and mode changes are accomplished via variable change rules,
which are easily generated based on the given order O, due to the correspondence
between substructures Ci and event sets Ei. The generation procedure, outlined
in Figure 4.6, takes as input the order O, and uses its rectangular decomposition
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to determine the events E that must be detected. It then generates a set of rules
RE ∪ RC ∪ RM that update the variables µbj and mb at each time step. An event
detection rule in RE causes a block to locally signal to others that it detected the
completion of some particular rectangle. This signal propagates to the rest of B via
some communication rule in RC , as the message value is adopted by neighboring
blocks. Unlike the rule in Figure 3.6, generated communication rules make use of
the full neighborhood of visibility (15 × 15 × 4) to find an acceptable block b′. It
should be noted that the ’≥’ in the condition µb′j ≥ i within rules in RC (Step
4(a)ii in Figure 4.6) is necessary for correctness: for example, if there is a block
that is more than one mode value “behind” the remaining blocks (this can occur if
it has been isolated from the rest of B for a sufficient period of time), then it will
be able to eventually “catch up”. On the other hand, the condition µb
′
j = i would
not allow this. Finally, once the completion of all rectangles in some substructure
Ci has been detected, a mode change is accomplished via a mode change rule in
RM . In total, there are 2(
∑n
i=1 |Ei|)+n rules (specific rule numbers for the different
target structures are reported in Section 4.4.1), although the n rules in RM are not
constant in size, because each such rule must take into account a variable number of
messages; the total size of rules in RM is proportional to
∑n
i=1 |Ei|. The antecedents
and consequents of rules are such that if two rules fire in the same time step, then
they will either modify two different variables, or assign the same value to the same
variable (the latter can only happen if one of the rules is from RE and the other
from RC); thus, the prioritization of rules is not an issue, unlike in the previous
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τ b ← τCij
Wildcard Small Block (b′) Matching Block (b)
Figure 4.7: A graphical representation of four stigmergic rules for assembling a
rectangle Cij of arbitrary size consisting of small blocks. As in Figure 3.4, b
′ refers
to a matched block that is already present, and b refers to the matching block.
4.1.5 Stigmergic Rule Generation
We now turn to the generation of stigmergic rules governing how the individual
substructures are assembled and disassembled, and how the completion of their
assembly/disassembly can be detected. Given that all substructures in the order
O are further decomposed into rectangles consisting of like-sized locations with
identical orientations, the problem is reduced to generating rules that lead to the
assembly of individual rectangles in appropriate positions relative to the rest of the
structure. For simplicity, the discussion is focused primarily on the generation of
rules for small blocks, but the methodology is similar for medium and large blocks
as well.
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Figure 4.7 shows a set of four assembly rules that can be used to build an
individual rectangle Cij ⊆ Ci ∈ O consisting of small blocks; these rules only apply
when a block is in mode i. The notation is similar to what is used in Figure 3.4. Most
of the rule sites are “wildcards”, which match either the presence or the absence of
another block; however, one site in each rule specifies that some block b′ must be
adjacent to the goal location. Geometrically, the four rules could be viewed as a
single rule (by rotational symmetry), which states that in order for a location to be a
goal location, there must be a block adjacent directly to its left, to its right, in front,
or behind. However, if interpreted in purely geometric terms, the rules would cause
unbounded growth; thus, to give the rectangle its required dimensions, memory




of the already-stationary blocks b′
that are adjacent to the goal location, and a rule applies only if the matched block
satisfies the memory conditions, as in Chapter 3. The rule generation procedure
creates these conditions automatically by translating between the global positions
of locations within the structure (which are unknown to any individual block, but





, which are produced incrementally during the self-assembly process (see








max correspond to coordinate
values for blocks that are on the rectangle’s boundary. Each of the four rules counts
as a separate rule, as it has a distinct memory condition.
As in Chapter 3, when a block b becomes stationary, its substructure type
variable τ b is also set. The value τCij is determined by the stigmergic rule that
b followed to the goal location, and is unique for every rectangle Cij . A memory
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condition (not shown in Figure 4.7) is also imposed on τ b
′
for the matched block
b′, to ensure that a rule that is defined for one specific rectangle is not accidentally
applied towards assembling another. Because each rectangle has a unique value τCij




Because the rules generated for a particular rectangle assume the presence of
at least one stationary block that belongs to this rectangle, we are faced with the
problem of initiating the construction. At the beginning of the self-assembly process,
the starting block for one of the rectangles is provided by the seed. For every other
rectangle Cij ⊆ Ci ∈ O, a connectivity analysis is performed to determine which
rectangles Ci′j′ ⊆ Ci′ ∈ O are directly adjacent to Cij , where i′ < i and Ci is a
regular substructure or a temporary substructure that has not been disassembled
yet. One such rectangle is selected, and a starter rule is generated, which places
some block b in Cij adjacent to a block b
′ in Ci′j′ (which is specified with appropriate






). For rectangles in C1 and certain other
substructures, such as the bottom layers of the outer columns of a bridge (Figure
4.1b), no adjacent rectangle can be found among those assembled earlier in the
process. In such cases, the procedure searches for adjacent rectangles among those
in Ci (i.e., among those assembled in the same stage as Cij). A rule is generated for
each adjacent rectangle, to ensure that stage i completes regardless of the order in
which the rectangles are assembled. Adjacent rectangles are guaranteed to be found
even for substructures that are disconnected from the rest of the existing structure,
























Wildcard Small Block (b′) Matching Block (b)
Figure 4.8: A graphical representation of three stigmergic rules for detecting the
completion of a rectangle consisting of small blocks. The value cb = 1 propagates
from matched block(s) b′ to the matching block b, which is already at its goal
location.
discussed earlier.
The nature of the generated assembly rules is such that once the first block of
a rectangle Cij is deposited via a starter rule, the rest of the rectangle can “grow”
from it in a fairly unstructured manner. Presumably, this is beneficial, because
fewer ordering constraints are imposed on the placement of individual blocks within
a rectangle, and there is a greater potential for parallelism. The downside is that
it is not trivial to detect that a rectangle has actually been completed, which is
necessary in determining when the collection of blocks is ready to transition to the
next building stage. For this purpose, a set of local completion rules is generated
for each rectangle. These rules were not used in Chapter 3, where the completion
of most substructures of the building (Figure 3.1d,e) was always marked with the
deposition of a block (or a few blocks) in the same location(s), and could thus be
detected more easily. Unlike assembly rules, completion rules are applied by blocks
that are already stationary, but unlike disassembly rules, they do not cause a block
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b to begin moving again. Rather, when a completion rule applies, it simply changes
the value of the completion flag cb from 0 to 1 in the block’s memory. Figure 4.8
illustrates that cb = 1 propagates from the far right corner block of a rectangle,
towards the near left corner block. The completion detection process is initiated by





max and τ b = τCij (i.e., if b is indeed the far right corner block of the rectangle




= 0, or if it is missing entirely, then the blocks immediately to the left and
to the front of that location will not set cb = 1. Applying this argument recursively,
it is apparent that all other blocks that are some distance to the left and to the
front of b′ will also have cb = 0. Thus, any “holes” in the rectangle will prevent
the value 1 from reaching the near left corner block, and cb = 1 will be set for this
block only when the rectangle Cij is indeed completed. This is precisely the concrete
manifestation of the event ej ∈ Ei (i.e., PE(b, ej , t) becomes true), and will cause a
rule in RE to fire for b, as described in Section 4.1.4, which will subsequently enable
the message µbj = i to propagate to other blocks as well via rules in RC .
Detecting the disassembly of a substructure is more straightforward, because
all disassembly substructures can be viewed as consisting of k×1 or 1×k rectangles
(i.e., rows of blocks) that are subsets of staircases or connectors. Such a row is always
disassembled from one end to the other, and a single rule in RE is applied by the last
block to begin moving. The disassembly itself is accomplished via two disassembly
rules (not shown for brevity), one of which causes the leftmost (or nearmost) block
to become non-stationary, while the other allows a block to begin moving again if
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there is no block to its left (or just in front of it). As before, even if a disassembly
rule matches, a block does not typically begin to move if there are other blocks
moving nearby, thus attempting to avoid colliding with them (see bottom of Figure
3.3), but may do so with a small probability, to avoid waiting for an indefinite period
of time.
4.2 Coordination of Movement
Thus far, the focus of this chapter has been on generating stigmergic and
variable change rules for the assembly of prespecified target structures, ignoring
(until now) the other crucial aspect of force-based movement control. It was found
that the exact same set of movement control mechanisms could be reused for a wide
variety of structures, as shown experimentally later in the chapter. Essentially, the
approach of Section 3.2.3 was employed, with minor modifications. For example,
the global centering force Fgc is no longer used; in fact, it was found that for some
structures such as the road (Figure 3.1h), which extends far from the center of the
world, this force interferes with the construction process. It was also discovered
that the movement of blocks atop staircases does not usually benefit from the step
down force Fsd; so, this force was eliminated as well, and blocks now use only Fsu
for ascending and descending.
Now, recall from Section 3.2.4 that stair-climbing forces are affected by a
block’s mode. In Chapter 3, the modes were specified by hand, and each was
associated with a particular set of force coefficients (Table 3.3). (Note that in the
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experiments below, woa = 5.0 and δoa = 0.75 for all modes; mode-independent
parameters remain the same; also, wba = 50, wrm = 4 and wnc = wna = 0.6). In
this chapter, where the modes are specified automatically, a simple mechanism is
used for determining the coefficient wsu for the force Fsu. In general, if there are no
assembly rules that are applicable under the current mode, then wsu = −5.0 (thus,
a block attempts to descend staircases); otherwise, wsu is usually 17.0. However,
with a small probability, it can be set to −5.0 again for a period of time, to ensure
that non-stationary blocks do not remain on some part of the structure (such as a
column) indefinitely, and thus create a more even distribution of blocks atop columns
built in parallel. Also, the weight is temporarily set to −5.0 if a block experiences a
collision. This mechanism is useful in resolving situations where some blocks wish
to climb the staircase, while others attempt to descend it. As ascending blocks
and descending blocks collide, the former begin to descend the staircase as well;
descending blocks are thus given a “right of way”, as before. Unlike in Chapter 3,
no special modes such as on wall stair (Section 3.2.4) are necessary.
Finally, movement control is further simplified by applying Fsu indiscrimi-
nately; i.e., Tsu = Z (where Z is the set of integers) is used, allowing a stationary
block with any value of τ b to potentially be treated as a “step” to be climbed or
descended. Given the aforementioned mechanisms for changing the value of wsu at
runtime, this was found to be sufficient for assembling a wide range of structures,
as verified via experiments.
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4.3 Theoretical Results
The rule generation methodology presented in Section 4.1 builds upon earlier
stigmergy-based procedures [2, 48] in that it computes and incorporates higher level
ordering constraints into a set of distributed rules that govern the self-assembly
process. It is relatively straightforward to see how the generated stigmergic rules
will, given appropriate movement dynamics, result in the assembly, disassembly or
completion detection of specific rectangles. On the other hand, the correctness of
the order computation and order enforcement schemes is less obvious. This section
presents formal statements about these schemes, deferring proofs to Appendix A.
4.3.1 Correctness of Order Computation
It is shown that under specific assumptions, the ordering algorithms presented
earlier are both correct (i.e., if the algorithms do not fail, then the generated order
does not violate PA and PD) and complete (the algorithms will not fail, if a valid
order exists). It should be noted that the derivations do not depend on environ-
mental details, and hold for any predicates PA and PD, so long as they satisfy the
following condition:
Condition 4.1 Given sets of goal locations X and Y , the assembly predicate
PA(X, Y ) is true if X = ∅, and is false if X ∩ Y 6= ∅. The disassembly predi-
cate PD is true if X = ∅, and is false if X 6⊆ Y .
This places very mild restrictions on the predicates, allowing their specific definition
to depend on the environment in question. The following additional notation is used:
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Definition 4.2 Given O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn), let the list O
+ be defined such that for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, O+i = Ci if Ci is not a disassembly substructure, and O+i = ∅ otherwise.
Similarly, define O− as the set where O−i = Ci if Ci is a disassembly substructure,














for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Essentially, S(i) represents the structure that exists in the environment at the end
of stage i of the self-assembly process, if O is correctly followed at runtime. The
following then holds:
Theorem 4.1 Let O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) be an order returned by the preliminary or
the full ordering algorithm, and define S(i) as in Definition 4.2. Then, S(n) = S.
Proof See Appendix A.
This theorem states that if O is followed during the self-assembly process, then the
structure that exists after the final stage is indeed the target structure S. Thus,
the algorithms are said to be correct if O can be followed without violating the
constraints that are modeled by PA and PD, which is shown to be the case:
Theorem 4.2 (Correctness) Assuming that the ordering algorithm (preliminary
or full) does not fail, let O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) be the returned order. Then, ∀i (1 ≤
i ≤ n) PA(Ci, S(i−1)) ∨ PD(Ci, S(i−1)) = true.
We now turn to the issue of completeness. First, a simple result is given,
which states that Step 4b of the full ordering algorithm (Figure 4.4) cannot fail,
because the subset W of a temporary substructure that can be reused in a different
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stage of the self-assembly process can be set to ∅ in the worst case (i.e., temporary
substructures need not be reused if PA or PD do not allow it).
Theorem 4.3 For any iteration of any run of the full ordering algorithm, the value
W = ∅ will satisfy the terms PD(Z −W, S ∪ Z) and PA(T −W, S ∪W ) in Step 4b.
This isolates the point of failure to the selection of a substructure C from S (Step
3a in Figure 4.3 and Step 4a in Figure 4.4). Unfortunately, it can be shown that
without further assumptions, a satisfactory substructure will not always be found,
even if a valid order exists. For instance, the removal of some substructure from S
can prevent the removal of another substructure in a later iteration. This can cause
the algorithms to fail nondeterministically on some given input S, depending on the
specific choice of C that they make during selection. The following theorem gives
a sufficient condition for guaranteeing deterministic success (which is a prerequisite
for completeness) in the algorithms:
Theorem 4.4 (Determinism) For any T , any subsets V ′ ⊆ V ⊆ S and any
location b ∈ V ∩ V ′, assume the following: [(∃C ⊆ V ) b ∈ C ∧ fT (C, V − C, T ) 6=
FAIL]→ [(∃C ′ ⊆ V ′) b ∈ C ′∧fT (C ′, V ′−C ′, T ) 6= FAIL]. Suppose that some run of
the ordering algorithm (preliminary or full) produces an order O for the given input
S. Then, there exists no possible run of the algorithm where it will fail on S.
It should be noted that the assumption of Theorem 4.4 need not always hold to guar-
antee determinism. Recall that in Method 4.1, it was stated that PA(X, Y ) = true
only if the goal locations for X both have support underneath them and support
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nothing above them. Because of the dependency on supporting locations (i.e., be-
cause of criterion (b) in Method 4.1), this formulation does not satisfy the premise
of the theorem. However, it can be argued that determinism still holds, because a
substructure will never be removed while it is supporting something; in fact, crite-
rion (b) is not necessary for the algorithms’ proper operation. On the other hand, if
we were only to require that X have support beneath it (i.e., if criterion (c) was not
enforced), then the algorithm would (nondeterministically) fail if a substructure is
removed from beneath another substructure, and the latter is left without support.
It can be shown that if the preliminary ordering algorithm is deterministic with
respect to whether or not it succeeds (as guaranteed, for example, if the assumptions
of Theorem 4.4 hold), if fT is complete, and if there is a valid order on S, then some
order will be found:
Theorem 4.5 (Completeness) Assume that if the preliminary ordering algorithm
returns an order O on some input S in some run, then it will return some order
on S in any run. Further, assume that the function fT will return a value other
than FAIL whenever one exists (i.e., replace “only if” with “if” in Definition 4.1).
Suppose that there exists an order O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) on the locations of S such
that ∀i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) PA(Ci, S(i−1)) ∨ PD(Ci, S(i−1)) = true, such that S(n) = S, and
such that Property 4.1 holds. Then the algorithm will return an order (i.e., will not
fail).
Rather than showing the completeness of the full ordering algorithm directly,
the proof is accomplished by making a formal comparison between the two algo-
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rithms, and stating that under the appropriate assumptions, they are equivalent in
power.
Theorem 4.6 (Equivalence) Assume that if the algorithm (preliminary or full)
returns an order O on some input S in some run, then it will return some order
on S in any run. Further, assume that the function fT will return a value other
than FAIL whenever one exists. Then, given a target structure S, the preliminary
ordering algorithm will return an order iff the full ordering algorithm will return an
order.
Because the assumptions of Theorem 4.6 include the assumptions of Theorem 4.5,
the full ordering algorithm is said to be complete under these assumptions. It should
be noted, however, that for both algorithms, completeness is defined in terms of the
existence of a valid (in the sense that it does not violate PA and PD) order O that
satisfies Property 4.1. Theoretically, it is possible to have an environment and a
target structure for which valid orders exist, but none of them satisfy Property 4.1;
the orders might have temporary substructures that can be assembled or disassem-
bled, but only incrementally. Such an order will not be found by either algorithm,
because the conjuncts PA(Z, Y ) and PD(Z, X∪Y ∪Z) = true in Definition 4.1 imply
the ability to assemble and disassemble (respectively) temporary substructures all
at once. In the specific formulation given here, this is not an issue: a whole staircase
(or a group of staircases) can satisfy PA and PD by criterion (a) in Method 4.1; it is
not until the postprocessing stage (Section 4.1.3) that they are further decomposed
into layers.
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4.3.2 Correctness of Order Enforcement
Given the order O, the coordination scheme implemented by local variable
change rules (Section 4.1.4) is correct if it can guarantee that the target structure S
will be completed, assuming that O does not violate any environmental constraints,
and that other control mechanisms (such as stigmergic pattern matching and the
computation of the movement force F) are effective. In order to show correctness,
these various assumptions must be formally captured. First, the following is assumed
about block communication:
Condition 4.2 (Communication Model) At some time t, define the sets H =
{b}, where b is some arbitrary block in B, and G = B − H. At any time t′ ≥ t,
if PC(g, h, t
′) = true for blocks g ∈ G and h ∈ H, then set G ← G − {g} and
H ← H ∪{g} (i.e., transfer g from G to H). Then, there exists a time t′′ > t where
G = ∅ and H = B.
This condition does not imply that a block b will (at some point in time) be able to
directly communicate with any other block in B. However, it implies that if b gains
some piece of information, then through appropriate communication between pairs of
blocks, this information can eventually be known by all blocks. This is a reasonable
assumption, because stationary blocks are usually part of a connected structure,
which means that information can propagate to all other stationary blocks, whereas
blocks that are non-stationary are expected to eventually move within the vicinity of
the structure or each other, and will thus receive information as well, albeit perhaps
with considerable delay.
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Now, the relationships between events, messages, and modes (Section 4.1.4)
are formally captured, as they would be if we assume that the generated order O and
the low-level control mechanisms are correct, with respect to the given environment.
The following condition is defined:
Condition 4.3 For all b ∈ B:
(∀i)(∀e ∈ Ei) ¬PE(b, e, 0) ∧ (∀j) µbj(0) = 0 ∧mb(0) = 1
So, initially (at t = 0), no events are detected; all message values are 0, and all
blocks are in mode 1, which corresponds to the assembly of the first substructure
C1 in O. The key assumption is that during the self-assembly process, the low-
level behaviors (which are not explicitly defined in the given model) will allow the
effective assembly or disassembly of the necessary rectangles, provided that blocks
are in the appropriate modes at the appropriate times:
Condition 4.4 For any t ≥ 0, for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ n):
[(∀i′ < i)(∀e ∈ Ei′)(∃b ∈ B) PE(b, e, t) ∧ (∀b ∈ B) mb(t) = i ∧ (∀t′ ≤ t)(∀b ∈ B) mb(t′) ≤ i]
→ [(∀e ∈ Ei)(∃b ∈ B) Pr{PE(b, e, t)} > 0 ∧ (∀i′ > i)(∀e ∈ Ei′)(∀b ∈ B) Pr{PE(b, e, t)} = 0]
Informally, this means that events in Ei will be detected with a non-zero probability
(i.e., in some finite amount of time) if (a) all earlier events (i.e., events in Ei′ where
i′ < i) have been detected; (b) all blocks are in the appropriate mode i, and (c) no
block has ever been in a mode greater than i. Furthermore, while these conditions
hold, no later events (i′ > i) in E will be detected. We want to show that these
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conditions can be satisfied such that the self-assembly process can progress through
its various stages, and achieve the target structure S. The main result is as follows:
Theorem 4.7 Given RE, RC and RM , the following holds:
(∃t)(∀i)(∀e ∈ Ei)(∃b ∈ B) PE(b, e, t)
In other words, given the rule sets defined in Figure 4.6, at some time t, all sub-
structures are completed. The implicit assumption is that if this holds, then no
extra substructures (which are not part of O) are built or disassembled; the rules
described in Section 4.1.5 ensure that this is the case. Other assumptions include
Conditions 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The following section gives empirical evidence that the
assumptions are valid for a variety of different structures.
4.4 Experimental Results
The previous section presented theoretical results which indicate that the rule
generation procedure, as described, should produce a correct set of rules for assem-
bling a given target structure. Can we therefore be certain that this is indeed the
case? The theorems were derived in the context of abstract, mathematical models,
and even though the self-assembly processes discussed in this dissertation take place
in simulation (rather than the physical world), there exists a gap between these
models and the simulated environment. Specifically, during self-assembly, the col-
lection of blocks constitutes a complex dynamical system whose behavior is difficult
to predict, as discussed in Section 3.3. The goal of the experiments reported in
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this section is to show that the assumptions that underly the theoretical results are
reasonable enough to effectively achieve the self-assembly of a variety of interesting
structures, and also to analyze the generated rules and resulting self-assembly pro-
cesses. Some of the assumptions appear intuitively correct: for example, while it is
known that the given implementation of the temporary substructure function fT is
not complete (as demonstrated in Section 4.1.1 via Figure 4.2b), it appears to be
sufficiently powerful for computing an order on the structures given in Figure 3.1;
even so, it is prudent verify this. On the other hand, while it was shown in Section
4.3.1 that the order (if any) computed on the target structure will be correct with
respect to PA and PD, one cannot state with certainty that these predicates are
correctly defined with respect to the given environment. Given a partially assem-
bled structure Y and some substructure X, one might say that PA(X, Y ) = true if
it seems possible to assemble X onto Y (Section 4.1.1), but even if this is indeed
possible, it is not known whether the schemes used for computing the movement
force (Sections 3.2.3 and 4.2) F will allow it.
The primary result of the experiments discussed below is that the automatic
rule generation methods presented here work effectively for a significant range of
non-trivial structures (barrier, bridge, building, etc.). More specifically, prior to
performing the experiments, I had in mind the following hypotheses: (a) given the
implementation of fT and the rule generation procedure in general, rules will be
successfully generated for a large class of structures; (b) there exists a method for
computing the resultant local force F on blocks that is general enough to success-
fully assemble a large class of structures, given the automatically generated rules;
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and (c) the rules generated based on the order computed by the full ordering algo-
rithm (Figure 4.4) will allow for a significantly more efficient self-assembly process
than those generated from the order returned by the preliminary ordering algorithm
(Figure 4.3). The following two sections deal with these hypotheses by presenting
relevant results.
4.4.1 Rule Analysis
Let us begin by analyzing the generated rules. The rule generation procedure
was invoked on the six target structures given in Section 3.1, using both the prelim-
inary and the full ordering algorithm. In each case, sets of rules were produced and
(as shown later) resulted in successful self-assembly. Thus, the implementation of the
procedure described earlier is sufficiently powerful to generate rules for these struc-
tures. Further, for structures such as the one shown in Figure 4.2b, the algorithms
fail cleanly, without returning an incorrect order. To generate a set of rules for a
structure, the procedure typically required only a second or so of processing time on
a machine such as the Dell Precision WS mentioned at the end of Section 3.3. Table
4.1 characterizes the order O and the resulting rules produced as output by the algo-
rithms. When different values are reported for the two different ordering algorithms,
they are given as 〈value for the preliminary ordering algorithm〉 / 〈value for the full
ordering algorithm〉. The column labeled “Number of Blocks” provides the quantity
of each type of block present in the target structures. The value outside parentheses
counts only blocks in the (permanent) target structure itself, whereas the value(s)
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Table 4.1: Static Performance of the Rule Generation Procedure
Structure Number of Blocks Number of Stages Msg. Rules Generated
S M L Rectangles Vars. Stig. V. C.
Barrier 70 (94 / 99) 468 9 340 (372 / 351) 56 / 35 57 949 / 841 1236 / 1110
Bridge 244 (300 / 309) 36 80 84 (190 / 148) 56 / 46 24 1097 / 926 838 / 618
Building 146 (180) 116 27 55 (126 / 81) 124 / 58 8 622 / 400 644 / 353
Fence 0 (210) 50 62 64 (275 / 221) 58 / 56 25 1216 / 954 1305 / 1033
Pyramid 265 (265) 0 3 13 (13) 7 3 82 46
Road 64 (64) 12 116 50 (50) 9 13 237 159
Table 4.2: Dynamic Performance of the Generated Rule Sets
Structure Completion Time Collision Rate
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Barrier 95163.7 / 72445.5 7750.3 / 5776.4 0.25 / 0.22 0.16 / 0.14
Bridge 49798.8 / 45059.9 6767.0 / 7126.5 0.17 / 0.18 0.09 / 0.11
Building 101087.4 / 82151.8 7582.1 / 7553.9 0.06 / 0.06 0.01 / 0.01
Fence 60719.0 / 57420.0 6990.6 / 6735.4 0.42 / 0.38 0.17 / 0.12
Pyramid 6583.0 837.6 0.04 0.01
Road 33312.7 4406.8 0.31 0.06
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in parentheses include the absolute minimum numbers of small blocks necessary to
build not only the target structure, but also the temporary substructures (stair-
cases and connectors) produced during order computation (recall that temporary
substructures are always constructed from small blocks). This absolute minimum is
computed as the maximum number (taken over all stages of the self-assembly pro-
cess) of small blocks that must be simultaneously stationary (i.e., part of regular and
temporary substructures). For example, in assembling the barrier (which contains
70 small blocks), 94 small blocks will need to be stationary at some point during the
self-assembly process if the order computed by the preliminary ordering algorithm
is followed, and 99 blocks will need to be stationary if the full ordering algorithm is
used. Thus, the full algorithm can actually have a small disadvantage in the sense
that slightly larger numbers of blocks are sometimes needed. This is a consequence
of the reuse of staircases: a typical staircase generated strictly for a substructure C
of height h + 1 will contain h + (h− 1) + . . . + 1 = 1
2
h(h + 1) blocks (summing the
number of blocks in layers, from lowest to highest). However, the full ordering al-
gorithm may use the first h layers of a staircase that is generated for a substructure
C ′ of height h′ + 1 (where h′ > h); thus, the number of blocks in the staircase for
C will usually be h′ + (h′ − 1) + . . . + (h′ − h + 1) = 1
2
h(2h′ − h + 1) > 1
2
h(h + 1).
An example of this is observed in Figure 4.1c, where the staircase for the near left
column is made longer than the other staircases, so that it can be reused in later
stages (Figure 4.1d,e). For the bridge, as well as the barrier, this makes a difference
in the stage with the maximum number of stationary small blocks. It should be
noted that if the number of available blocks is limited, then the ordering algorithms
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can be modified such that fewer temporary substructures are assembled in a given
stage, although this will reduce the system’s potential for parallelism.
The remaining columns of Table 4.1 show that otherwise, the full ordering
algorithm has advantages, as predicted. In the “Rectangles” column, the total
numbers of generated rectangles are given, for the target structure only and (in
parentheses) for the target structure plus any temporary substructures. For all four
structures where temporary substructures are necessary, the latter number is smaller
if the full ordering algorithm is used. Because a certain number of rules is generated
for each rectangle (Section 4.1.5), the full algorithm results in smaller rule sets,
as indicated in the last two columns of the table. Still, the only target structure
where the rule sets can be said to be parsimonious is the pyramid, where the total
number of rules is significantly smaller than the size of the structure itself. Both
the pyramid and the road require no temporary substructures, and the former can
be decomposed into only 13 rectangles, which translate into low numbers of rules.
The “Msg. Vars.” column gives the number of message variables µbj necessary
during the assembly of the target structure; it is the maximum number of rectangles
that are assembled or disassembled concurrently in any stage of the self-assembly
process. This number is generally unaffected by the choice of ordering algorithm,
since the number of staircases that must be assembled, extended, or disassembled
in a given stage is no greater than the number of connected substructures that must
be assembled in the previous or next stage. However, the number of stages (this
is one less than the number of mode values, since an extra mode value is used to
denote the completion of the process) defined by the full algorithm is somewhat
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smaller. For the fence, the difference is very small: at least some (though not all,
as the case would be with the preliminary ordering algorithm) of the staircases are
usually fully assembled/disassembled before/after depositing regular substructures,
because of the “alternating” pattern of the layers of the fence (Figure 3.1f). For
the other structures, particularly the building, the difference is greater, and the
following section tests the hypothesis that this allows for a reduction in the overall
completion time.
4.4.2 Rule-Directed Performance during Self-Assembly
For each rule set (two for each of the first four structures, and one for each
of the last two, where the choice of ordering algorithm makes no difference, due
to the absence of temporary substructures), 30 independent trials were performed
with distinct random number streams, simulating the self-assembly process. For
any block size, the number of blocks available is the minimum number reported
in Table 4.1 plus 10: for example, 109 small blocks are used in assembling the
barrier with rules resulting from the full ordering algorithm. Random numbers are
generated as reported in Section 3.3. Also, as in the previous chapter, if a trial
makes no useful progress (i.e., a moving block becoming stationary or a stationary
block commencing movement again) for more than 30000 time steps, then the trial is
terminated, and considered unsuccessful, but this never occurred in the experiments
reported below. A successful trial ends when some block adopts the final mode value,
which happens very soon after the assembly or disassembly of the final substructure
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in O is completed. An identical set of movement control mechanisms (for computing
the movement force F) was used for each structure; these mechanisms are similar
to those described in the previous chapter, although some minor modifications were
made, as discussed in Section 4.2. Also, recall that the global centering force Fgc
was never used, and that collective influences were in effect, with wnc = wna = 0.6.
For every rule set, each of the 30 trials successfully completed and resulted
in the desired target structure, with no temporary substructures remaining. Table
4.2 presents the average self-assembly completion time for each set of rules, as well
as the standard deviation; average collision rates (i.e., number of collisions per
time step) and corresponding standard deviations are also given. It is evident that
there is a great deal of variation in these statistics between the different structures:
some are obviously much more difficult to assemble than others, and somewhat
independently of this, the process for some involves considerably greater interference
between blocks. For the first four structures, where two different ordering algorithms
were used, it is apparent that rules that are based on the order returned by the full
algorithm outperform, in terms of efficiency, the rules generated if the preliminary
algorithm is used. A two-sample, two-tail t-test assuming unequal variances showed
that the difference in the average completion time is statistically significant (p <
0.05) for the barrier, the bridge and the building, though not for the fence. This is
not surprising, considering that for the fence, the reuse of temporary substructures
reduces the number of process stages by only 2 (see Table 4.1). The differences in
average completion times are especially considerable for the barrier and the building,
where the number of stages is substantially reduced. On the other hand, the reuse
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of temporary substructures does not have a statistically significant effect on collision
rates for any of the target structures.
A possible confounding factor in these experiments arises from the difference
in the minimum necessary number of small blocks for the barrier and the bridge,
depending on which ordering algorithm is employed (Table 4.1). As mentioned
earlier in this section, the quantity of blocks actually used during the self-assembly
process is that number plus 10, which results in different initial block quantities.
Another possible, somewhat complementary method for comparison is to use the
same initial quantities of blocks for the two algorithms. So, 30 additional trials per
structure were performed with rules based on the preliminary ordering algorithm,
but with block quantities used for the full ordering algorithm (i.e., 99 + 10 = 109
for the barrier and 309 + 10 = 319 for the bridge). This yielded mean completion
times of 90624.1 (standard deviation 10440.7) for the barrier and 42497.1 (std. dev.
3437.5) for the bridge; average collision rates were 0.31 (std. dev. 0.20) for the
barrier and 0.16 (std. dev. 0.02) for the bridge.
In relating these latter numbers with those given in Table 4.2, it is important
to note that this method of comparison can be somewhat biased: the trials may
have an advantage because 15 extra (above the minimum) small blocks are used for
the barrier and 19 extra for the bridge, rather than just 10 extra, as in the original
trials. As shown in Section 3.4.4, the presence of these additional blocks can make
a difference, particularly in stages where most small blocks are stationary (as part
of temporary and regular substructures), and relatively few are available to find the
goal locations. Further t-tests were performed between sets of trials that use the
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same block quantities, but different ordering algorithms, and sets of trials that use
the same, preliminary ordering algorithm, but different block quantities. Differences
in collision rates were not significant (as before); however, for the barrier, the former
test shows that the use of the full ordering algorithm still leads to significantly lower
completion times, even in spite of a possible bias arising from the use of 5 additional
blocks. The latter test does not show statistical significance in completion times
(p > 0.05), which suggests that the bias is probably not too great. For the bridge,
an opposite trend is observed: the addition of 9 blocks seems to have a strong impact,
leading to a significant reduction in the mean completion time for the preliminary
ordering algorithm. The value is reduced even somewhat below the mean completion
time for the full ordering algorithm, but the difference between the two algorithms
is not statistically significant. Whether or not the full ordering algorithm actually
yields better unbiased performance for the bridge depends on whether it is fairer,
when making the comparison, to use the same difference (i.e., 10) between the
number of blocks used and the minimum number of blocks necessary, or to use the
same absolute number of blocks. In summary, the results show that the reuse of
temporary substructures yields significant gains in the system’s performance for at
least two (possibly three) of the four target structures that require them.
4.5 Discussion
This chapter has focused on presenting and evaluating a fully automated ap-
proach to generating local control mechanisms for the self-assembly of prespecified
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target structures in a continuous and constrained environment. While the complex-
ity of motion in such an environment makes infeasible a proof that the generated
mechanisms will always cause the elements of the system (i.e., the blocks) to con-
verge to the desired structure, it was nonetheless possible to formally verify that
certain major aspects of the methodology are correct. Specifically, it was proved
that if the environmental constraints are appropriately modeled, then it is possible
to generate a partial order on the target structure (if one exists), such that if this or-
der is followed during the self-assembly process, then the structure can successfully
assemble in spite of these constraints. Furthermore, it was shown how this order can
be correctly enforced at runtime, using simple, local communication. Finally, it was
demonstrated how stigmergic rules can be generated to direct the self-assembly of
the various parts of a structure, detect their completion, and disassemble temporary
substructures such as staircases. In order to verify aspects of control that were not
handled in a formal manner and to observe the resulting self-assembly processes,
experiments were conducted where the rule generation procedure was applied to six
distinct target structures, and the generated rules were coupled with a preexisting
set of continuous movement control schemes in a large number of independent simu-
lated trials. The results from these experiments provide support for the hypothesis
that not only can the generated rules be successfully applied in the given environ-
ment, but also that the developed movement control methodology (modified only
slightly from Chapter 3) is generic enough to be reused for assembling a variety of
structures. Finally, the experiments demonstrated the advantages of reusing parts
of temporary substructures between stages of the self-assembly process, as allowed
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by one of the ordering algorithms invoked prior to rule generation. While a slightly
higher number of blocks may be necessary for constructing these reusable substruc-
tures, both the number of generated rules and the overall completion time can be
reduced.
As discussed earlier, there have been other studies of automatic rule gener-
ation for the control of self-assembly processes, some of them based on stigmergy
[2, 48]. The key contribution of this chapter lies in extending these approaches to
a considerably more complex environment, whose constraints on movement are ad-
dressed by generating rules for a higher-level sequencing of the process, and whose
continuous nature is handled via the integration of generated rules with generic con-
tinuous movement control schemes. This approach is verified by demonstrating the
self-assembly of a variety of interesting structures, which resemble objects in the
real world. Still, there remain open research questions. In the previous chapter,
the reported average completion time for the self-assembly of the building shown in
Figure 3.1d,e is 43338.4 time steps (given hand-designed rules), in the absence of
any global information, and with collective, flock-like movements (Table 3.4). This
is considerably lower than the times reported in Table 4.2. While many factors
could have made an impact on the difference in the means (for example, different
temporary substructures were used in the experiments of Chapter 3), it is suspected
that a major reason for the slowdown is that the coordination of movement over
time (Section 4.2) is no longer structure-specific, whereas before, the computation
of the movement force was hand-tuned for every stage of self-assembly (the stages
were also hand-specified). More dramatically, for the building, 400+353 = 753 rules
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were generated even when the full ordering algorithm was used, whereas Chapter 3
showed that its self-assembly could be accomplished with only 143 (66 stigmergic
and 77 variable change) rules, which were hand-designed. In fact, the number of
rules can be made slightly smaller if moving blocks are allowed to remain atop the
structure at termination time, which was prevented in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.4.1),
but not in the experiments of this chapter. Thus, while the stigmergic methodology
developed in Section 3.2.2 allows for the encoding of certain structures via compact
rule sets, the rule generation procedure often has trouble taking advantage of this.
In the following chapter, an attempt will be made to reduce the sizes of the rule
sets by decomposing the target structure into shapes other than two-dimensional




In Chapter 3, we saw how earlier, qualitative stigmergic methods [2, 48, 49]
can be enhanced with integer variables, creating a model that can potentially de-
scribe a variety of interesting structures in a parsimonious fashion. However, the
automated rule generation procedures developed in Chapter 4 were typically unable
to fulfill this potential: while correct rule sets were produced, many more rules were
generated than necessary. For example, the automatically generated set of rules
for the building in Figure 3.1d,e was more than five times larger than the hand-
designed set of rules! Before attempting to correct this shortcoming, it is useful
to ask: why is a parsimonious set of rules desirable? Certainly, such a rule set
requires less storage, which may be quite beneficial in practice, if self-assembly is to
be achieved with physical devices, which might have a limited supply of on-board
memory; less processing time is also required for matching the entire set of rules
to some visible part of the structure. However, small rule sets (and the ability to
generate them) are of interest from a theoretical point of view as well. An agent
using few rules is arguably simpler than one that uses many, and when simple agents
are able to produce a complex structure, a stronger argument can be made for true
self-organization. (An analogy from machine learning [76, 108] is to favor simpler
hypotheses to account for a large number of observations). Here, the term com-
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plex is used in the sense that the structure contains non-trivial patterns, reflecting
the notion of complexity that is used when describing the formation of intricate
spatiotemporal patterns in systems such as cellular automata [62]. This is distinct
from Kolmogorov complexity [67], where most highly random, disordered strings (or
structures) are considered complex, in the sense that they cannot be compactly de-
scribed. This presents a theoretical barrier to the existence of highly parsimonious
rule sets for most structures, as argued in Section 3.2.2. However, it is hypothesized
that certain “interesting” (i.e., complex in the former sense of the word) structures
can be assembled with a relatively small set of rules, and that such rule sets can, in
some cases, be automatically discovered.
This chapter presents modifications to the methodology developed earlier,
which are made in an effort to reduce the size of the generated rule sets while
maintaining their correctness. The order on the self-assembly process (as com-
puted in Sections 4.1.1-4.1.3) is modified, and a more sophisticated pattern-based
technique is used for determining the rules necessary to correctly assemble substruc-
tures within this order. Further, it is established that the problem of generating a
minimal set of rules is NP-hard, even if the environment contains no physical con-
straints (which necessitate additional rules for higher-level coordination). In spite
of this, it is shown experimentally that the new methodology results in significant
rule set size reductions for all of the target structures considered (Figure 3.1), and
that for some of these structures, the number of rules is reduced below the number
of blocks within the structure itself. At the same time, the simulations undertaken
here illustrate that a tradeoff exists between the parsimony of rule sets used and the
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efficiency of the resulting self-assembly process. Upon examining some of the causes
behind the loss in efficiency, further modifications are made that yield improved
completion times (some of which are comparable to the times reported in Chapter
4), without a significant sacrifice to parsimony.
5.1 An Approach to Parsimony
Before discussing modifications made to the rule generation procedure of the
previous chapter, let us first examine the reasons behind the lack of parsimony in
the rules that it generates. Recall that in its first phase, the procedure computes an
order O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn), and that rules are then generated for each substructure
Ci ∈ O, which are used to assemble or disassemble this substructure, detect its
completion, ensure that other blocks are notified that it is completed, and cause
the collection of blocks to eventually enter mode i + 1 and begin the next stage of
the process. For some target structures, |O| can be quite large, as indicated in the
“Stages” column of Table 4.1. In particular, because each substructure is only one
layer in thickness, |O| depends on the height of the structure. Even for a simple
structure, such as a tower where all layers are identical, a separate subset of rules
is generated for each layer, in order to avoid the development of unreachable holes,
such as the one shown in Figure 4.2a. This can result in a large set of rules, which
does not capture the inherent repetition.
Additionally, given the methods described in Chapter 4, each substructure
Ci ∈ O is decomposed into a set of rectangular shapes, and a certain number of
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rules is generated for each rectangle. In many cases, the number of rectangles,
and thus the number of rules generated for Ci is large (see Table 4.1). Viewing a
structure simply in terms of rectangles fails to capture its more complex yet repeating
patterns.
In the rest of this section, both deficiencies are addressed by presenting a
modified version of the rule generation procedure. First, it is shown how the order
O can be further transformed by collapsing the small, single-layer substructures Ci
into larger, multi-layer ones. Then, a new method is described for generating rules
for safely assembling these substructures, and detecting their completion. Finally,
the correctness of this method is critically examined.
5.1.1 Collapsing the Order
Given the order O that results from the application of the full ordering algo-
rithm after the postprocessing discussed in Section 4.1.3, we can apply the procedure
given in Figure 5.1 to generate a more compact order O′. The procedure illustrated
in the figure operates by combining multiple consecutive substructures Ci into a
larger substructure C ′i′ , when appropriate. Statements 5a and 5b ensure that the
assembly and disassembly (respectively) of substructures takes place in separate
stages. As C ′i′ is formed as a union of successive regular/temporary substructures
Ci (one per iteration of the main loop), a disassembly substructure encountered in
O will cause Statement 5c to execute, and create a new substructure C ′i′+1. Further,
Statement 5(a)iii helps to keep in separate stages the assembly of substructures that
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1. Input O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn).
2. Initialize an empty collapsed order O′ = ∅.
3. Initialize i′ = 1.
4. Initialize a substructure C ′i′ = C1.
5. For all i (1 < i ≤ n):
(a) If the following three conditions hold:
i. C ′i′ contains only regular or temporary substructures.
ii. Ci is a regular or temporary substructure.
iii. When Ci−1 ⊆ C ′i′ , the height (i.e., vertical position) of Ci−1 is no
greater than the height of Ci.
Then set C ′i′ ← C ′i′ ∪ Ci.
(b) Otherwise, if the following three conditions hold:
i. C ′i′ contains only disassembly substructures.
ii. Ci is a disassembly substructure.
iii. When Ci−1 ⊆ C ′i′ , Ci−1 has at least one location that is supported
by a location in Ci.
Then set C ′i′ ← C ′i′ ∪ Ci.
(c) Otherwise, set O′ ← O′ ∪ (C ′i′), i′ ← i′ + 1 and C ′i′ = Ci.
6. Return O′ ∪ (C ′i′).
Figure 5.1: A procedure for collapsing the order O. Recall that a subset of S is called
a regular substructure, whereas a staircase or a connector is called a temporary sub-
structure when it assembles, and a disassembly substructure when it disassembles.
The operation O′ ∪ (C ′i′) appends substructure C ′i′ to the end of the emerging list
O′.
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obstruct each other (as illustrated in a subsequent example), while Statement 5(b)iii
ensures that if a staircase consists of two disjoint parts at different heights, the lower
part will remain in place while the upper part is disassembling, allowing blocks from
the latter to descend.
Consider the application of the procedure to the order O generated for the
building in Figure 3.1d,e. Then, C ′1 consists of the floor, columns and column
staircases. After the top layers of the columns are added to C ′1, a new substructure
C ′2 is initialized, and is made to specify the disassembly of the column staircases;
subsequently, C ′3 is created as a union of wall layers along with the wall staircase,
etc. Now, suppose that the columns had permanent staircases (the floor would have
to be larger, in order to accommodate them). The walls would still be assembled
in a separate stage: while the top column layers would be immediately followed by
the bottom wall layers in the original order O (both substructures being regular),
they would remain separate in O′, because the former are higher than the latter,
and Statement 5(a)iii would not hold. (In the current implementation, Statements
5(a)iii and 5(b)iii are not enforced, because they do not play a role for the target
structures assembled here; however, they would not be difficult to incorporate).
When O is collapsed, it is “relaxed” in the sense that some of the ordering con-
straints on the deposition or removal of blocks into/from goal locations are deleted.
While O is guaranteed to be correct with respect to the predicates PA and PD, as
stated in Theorem 4.2, one can generally make no such claims about O′. In the
specific environment studied here, a self-assembly process that follows O′ may not
complete, due to the development of unreachable holes (Figure 4.2a); such situations
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have been observed experimentally under certain rule sets. The following section
presents a rule generation procedure that accounts for these sorts of problems, while
attempting to produce rule sets that are parsimonious.
5.1.2 Generating Rules in a Parsimonious Fashion
Given the collapsed order O′, we are now faced with the problem of generating
stigmergic rules for each individual substructure C ∈ O′. Let us first outline a
procedure for the generation of assembly rules. For the purposes of this discussion,
S ′ is defined to be the structure that should exist in the environment just after
the assembly of C (thus, C ⊆ S ′), containing within it a subset of S, along with
(possibly) temporary substructures. (Using the more formal notation of Definition
4.2 in Chapter 4, S ′ = S(i), if C is the ith substructure in O′). Also, a set of rules R
for a substructure C is defined to be “parsimonious” if |R| < |C|.
Under this definition, it follows that if R is parsimonious, then there are rules
in R that apply at more than one location of C. An attempt to discover such a
rule set therefore entails searching for local patterns within S ′ that repeat. For each
location c ∈ C, it is possible to determine the set a(c, S ′) of all locations c′ ∈ S ′
that are adjacent to c by a face, edge or corner (these locations are filled at some
point during the self-assembly process). A rule r can then be generated for c, with
full sites that correspond to some appropriate subset of a(c, S ′) (recall from Section
3.2.2 that a rule specifies the required presence of block sections with full sites),
whereas the remaining locations in a(c, S ′) can be wildcards (i.e., they can match
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either blocks or empty space). Generally, speaking, if more locations in a(c, S ′) are
encoded in r as full sites (as opposed to wildcards), then r becomes more constrained
specifically to c, and less likely to apply at other locations c′ ∈ C (unless a(c′, S ′)
has a similar structure to a(c, S ′)). Note, however, that while it is desirable to have
r apply at multiple locations within C, the rule may also inadvertedly apply at
locations where it should not. As before, it then becomes necessary to restrict the
application of r to specific regions of space, via the use of memory conditions. In
some cases, r must be expanded into several rules that are geometrically identical,
but have memory conditions that are distinct.
In summary, two issues must be addressed when generating rules for C: the
choice of locations (for all c ∈ C) in a(c, S ′) that will correspond to full sites in r,
and the specification of memory conditions. These shall be discussed in turn.
First, it is important to note that the full sites of a stigmergic rule impose
a particular kind of ordering restriction on the self-assembly process; namely, if a
goal site of a rule r corresponds to some location c ∈ C, and there is a full site that
corresponds to an adjacent location c′, then a block following r will be placed at c
only after one is placed at c′. Therefore, it is natural to take the approach where all
adjacent locations one unit below c are specified as full sites in r. While this will
not ensure that a layer of C at height h will always be assembled before any blocks
at height h + 1 are deposited, it will at least enforce this within a local region of
space. As argued in the following section, this is usually sufficient for the prevention
of unreachable holes, and allows a multi-layer structure such as the one depicted in
Figure 4.2a to always assemble correctly. All other sites within the rule are wildcards
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(except for the goal site(s), which are empty, since a goal location must leave room
for a depositing block). This potentially allows for a single rule to be applicable at a
greater number of locations; i.e., one rule is generated for all locations in C that have
an identical pattern directly underneath them. Furthermore, because wildcards do
not create restrictions on the order in which blocks within a given layer of C can be
deposited, the potential for parallelism is increased.
Of course, this approach cannot be utilized for any location that is on the
ground, since such a location has no locations below it. For the subset of C that
consists of locations at height 0, rules are generated using the method of Section
4.1.5: the subset is decomposed into rectangles, and appropriate rules are produced
for each rectangle.
Now, consider all locations where a rule r can potentially match/apply, while
C ⊆ S ′ is assembling. This set can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets d(r, C, S ′)
and u(r, C, S ′) of desirable and undesirable locations, respectively. The former sub-
set contains only locations that are in C; moreover, it is restricted to locations where
r will deposit a block only once all adjacent blocks below have been placed. The
subset u(r, C, S ′) contains all other locations where r can potentially apply; impor-
tantly, it is undesirable for a rule specifying one full site to apply at a location that
actually has two adjacent blocks below it; this may cause a block to be deposited
before both of the blocks below have been placed. It is necessary to restrict the
application of any rule r generated via the new method to d(r, C, S ′), ensuring that
it does not place blocks elsewhere. To do this, the following procedure is performed
for each rule r. First, the structure S ′ and the surrounding space is scanned to deter-
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mine any locations where r may apply, but should not; i.e., u(r, C, S ′) is computed.
Subsequently, memory conditions are added to geometrically “separate” d(r, C, S ′)
from u(r, C, S ′). Suppose that we have a set of six memory conditions, of the fol-
lowing form: {xb ≥ xmin, xb ≤ xmax, yb ≥ ymin, yb ≤ ymax, zb ≥ zmin, zb ≤ zmax}.
Clearly, these memory conditions restrict the application of r to a finite, contigu-
ous, hexahedral region of space, described by the boundaries xmin, xmax, etc. The
problem of computing these boundaries can therefore be phrased as a problem of
hexahedral cover, where it is necessary to come up with a set of hexahedra, subject to
the constraint that each location in d(r, C, S ′) is covered by at least one hexahedron,
while no location in u(r, C, S ′) is covered by any hexahedron. For each hexahedron,
a separate rule r′ is generated, with memory conditions that correspond to the hex-
ahedron’s boundaries, but with a geometry identical to that of r. These memory
conditions are associated with some full site of r′, and the computed values xmin,
xmax, etc. are offset by that site’s position relative to the goal site(s). The total
number of generated rules thus depends directly on the size of the cover.
Can a minimal hexahedral cover be computed efficiently? The 2D version
of the problem involves computing a minimal rectangular cover on a grid of cells,
such that some cells are covered and others are not, and it is known to be NP-
complete [25, 27, 61]. The rectangular cover problem readily reduces to the problem
of hexahedral cover (one can simply transform the set of cells to be covered into
a set of locations that exist in the same horizontal plane, and therefore require
hexahedra of 1 unit in thickness); furthermore, given any candidate set of hexahedra,
it is possible to determine, in polynomial time, whether or not the cover is valid.
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Thus, the hexahedral cover problem is NP-complete as well. As with rectangular
decomposition (which is different in that all rectangles are disjoint, and where an
efficient, optimal strategy actually does exist [85], as mentioned in Section 4.1.3),
a greedy strategy is adopted, repeatedly selecting the hexahedron that covers the
greatest number of locations in d(r, C, S ′) (not counting those already covered by
hexahedra selected earlier), and that does not cover any locations in u(r, C, S ′). This
is done until all locations in d(r, C, S ′) are covered.
The application of the new rule generation procedure is illustrated by Figure
5.2a, which shows the rules that are used for depositing the bottom layers of the
columns of a building (Figure 3.1d,e). As explained in the caption, the two rules are
geometrically identical, and are drawn as one rule for conciseness. For both rules,
all sites below the goal site are full, and correspond to the floor blocks that exist
below the column blocks. The memory conditions given in the caption restrict the
application of each rule to a 2× 2 region of space; two rules are necessary because
the two regions where blocks should be placed are disjoint. Note that there is no
condition on the variable zb, because the structural patterns necessary for the rules’
application exist only above the floor, and nowhere else within the structure; at no
other regions of the building does a small block have 9 other small blocks directly
below it.
Let us now discuss the assembly and disassembly of temporary substructures.
For connectors, which join assembling substructures that are disconnected from each
other, and are always built on the ground (Section 4.1.3), assembly and disassembly
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Figure 5.2: Examples of generated rules. The rule in (a) actually represents two
geometrically identical rules for placing the bottom layers of the columns of a build-
ing, which are part of a larger substructure consisting of the floor, columns and
column staircases (here, the non-temporary parts of this substructure are denoted
by C ′, and blocks within them are assigned the value τC
′
). One of these rules has
the memory conditions {xo − 4 < xb′ < xo − 1, yo − 2 < yb′ < yo + 1}, where b′ is
the block associated with the full site labeled with an asterisk (*), and xo, yo denote
the variable values within the seed block; the other rule has the memory conditions
{xo < xb′ < xo + 3, yo − 2 < yb′ < yo + 1}. The rule in (b) places the “interior”
blocks of a staircase C ′′ that extends leftward from the adjacent structure, while the
rules in (c) and (d) disassemble this staircase.
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layers of staircases are assembled likewise, having no blocks underneath them. In
principle, it is possible to assemble the remaining layers by generating rules as is done
for non-ground regular substructures. However, it was found to sometimes be more
efficient (in terms of completion time) to assemble staircases via rules generated in
a slightly different manner, as follows. For staircase locations adjacent to some part
of the target structure (e.g., a wall), rules are still generated as before, by specifying
full sites for supporting locations and restricting the application of rules by using
memory conditions. However, for any “interior” location of a staircase, which has
other staircase locations below it and a staircase location adjacent to it on the same
level, assembly is accomplished via a single rule, which is depicted in Figure 5.2b.
(Note that three other “rotations” of this rule around the z-axis are used, depending
on the orientation of the staircase, relative to its adjacent structure). Directed by
this rule, a block places itself adjacent to another, already-stationary staircase block




is associated with all full sites,
to ensure that for any staircase C ′′, a staircase block is placed only adjacent to
blocks already part of C ′′. This approach allows multiple layers of the staircase to
assemble simultaneously (unlike in Chapter 4); however, it is somewhat different
from the approach of Chapter 3, where the assembly of a staircase is essentially
performed in “diagonal” layers, deposited from top to bottom (Section 3.2.2).
The disassembly of a staircase can also be accomplished in various ways. Under
the current implementation, two rules are generated for disassembling each staircase
in its entirety. The first rule (Figure 5.2c) causes a block that is adjacent to some
(permanent) part of the target structure to begin moving, provided that there are
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no staircase blocks above; it has the memory condition τ b
′ 6= τC′′ associated with
the single full site, to prevent any staircase block that has another staircase block to
its immediate right (rather than a section of a target structure block) from moving
prematurely. The subsequent disassembly of these blocks is governed by the rule
in Figure 5.2d. Together, the two rules allow multiple layers of the staircase to
disassemble at the same time (with blocks closer to the target structure starting to
move earlier), but in a safe manner: the empty sites above the goal location ensure
that blocks which are at adjacent levels and horizontally close to each other will not
begin moving simultaneously.
Once C has assembled or disassembled, the fact of its completion must be
detected and communicated to other blocks. As before, for disassembling substruc-
tures, the last block to begin moving (for staircases, this is always the bottom “step”
of the staircase) applies a variable change rule to set the appropriate message vari-
able, whose value is later adopted by other blocks, as discussed in Chapter 4. For an
assembling substructure, completion detection is somewhat more involved, because
the order in which blocks deposit themselves is far less restricted, and there is usu-
ally no location that is guaranteed to always be the last filled. However, it is known
that certain locations will definitely not be last; specifically, consider any location
c ∈ C with some other location c′ ∈ C that is one level above it, and adjacent to
it by a face, edge or corner. According to the rule generation procedure discussed
in this section, c will necessarily be filled before c′. Thus, to detect completion, it
is necessary to consider locations in C that have no adjacent locations above them,
decompose this subset into rectangles, and generate completion rules as outlined in
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Section 4.1.5. However, it should be noted that within C, all blocks belonging to
regular substructures are assigned the same value of τ b (each staircase and connector
gets a separate value); so, two blocks in separate rectangles are not guaranteed to
have distinct values of τ b. Thus, the memory conditions in completion rules (as well
as assembly rules for rectangles) are no longer defined on τ b, but rather, additional
constraints are placed on the positional variables. For example, the first rule in
Figure 4.8 has the memory conditions x
Cij
min < x





max. Still, a separate message variable is set for each completed rectangle;
these messages propagate to other blocks, and eventually cause them to assume the
next mode value, and begin assembling or disassembling the next substructure in
O′.
5.1.3 A Discussion of Correctness
Ignoring constraints on the blocks’ motion, it is relatively easy to see that
the method outlined above correctly generates assembly rules for some substructure
C: every location in C is covered by some rule that was generated specifically for
the pattern just below it (where the locations within this pattern are filled with
blocks earlier in the process); furthermore, memory conditions are added such that
no rule applies at any location where it should not apply. When physical constraints
specific to the environment (Section 3.1.2) are taken into account, the task of showing
correctness becomes much more involved. As stated in Chapter 1, the focus of this
dissertation is not on formally proving properties that are specific to the given
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environment (formal treatment is given only to aspects of the approach that are
environment-independent, such as the abstract ordering algorithms of Chapter 4).
Instead, a somewhat informal argument for correctness will be presented, including
a discussion of problems that can potentially arise, as well as possible approaches
for overcoming them.
First, it will be shown that under certain assumptions, unreachable holes (such
as the one in Figure 4.2a) will not develop. To aid our reasoning, let us define a
patch in a partially assembled structure S ′ as a 1 × 1 region of space that has a
small block, a 1× 1× 1 section of a medium or large block, or the ground directly
below it, and empty space directly above it. (Only regions of the ground that are
in the vicinity of the structure need to be considered). Next, define the topography
GS
′
of S ′ as an undirected graph, where each vertex maps to a patch. Two vertices
are connected by an edge if the corresponding patches are horizontally adjacent,
and if the difference between their heights is no greater than 1 unit. For example,
a typical staircase would be represented as a single path in GS
′
, with the vertices
corresponding to the top faces of the steps, and the edges denoting the fact that the
difference in the heights of any two consecutive steps is 1 unit. In this context, if





(b) S ′ has no hollow cavities in it, such as the holes in the barrier (Figure 3.1a,b)
or the building’s interior (Figure 3.1d,e).
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Rephrased more precisely, assumption (b) states that if a vertical line is drawn be-
tween any patch in S ′ and the ground, then that line should not pass through empty
space. Consider S ′ as it is assembling, and let S ′′ ⊆ S ′ be the structure currently
built. Since S ′ has no internal cavities, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-




; in essence, both sets of vertices correspond to
the aforementioned vertical lines. Now, suppose that there is an edge in GS
′
that
does not exist in GS
′′
. Then, the vertical distance between the two patches is at
least 2 units. Let b be the block just below the higher of the patches. Because the
edge is present in GS
′
, there must be some block b′ that is below b and adjacent
to it; b′ is present in S ′, but is absent in S ′′. However, given the stigmergic rules
discussed earlier, b would not have deposited itself until b′ is in place (the location of
b′ would be specified as a full site in the rule used by b); this yields a contradiction.
Thus, every edge in GS
′




is connected as well. In
essence, the generated rules ensure that at any point in space, the topography of S ′′
does not change abruptly.
Here, it should be mentioned that under the simple construction of GS
′
given
above, an edge in GS
′
is not equivalent to the assertion that a moving block can
necessarily travel directly between the two adjacent patches (especially, if the edge
represents a corner adjacency), since blocks (particularly, medium and large blocks)
require a certain amount of open space to move freely, but conversely, are able to
cross narrow gaps between blocks. To ensure that a connected GS
′
truly implies
that every location atop S ′ can be reached, it is best to perform a more detailed
analysis, which takes full consideration of the blocks’ geometries. Still, the preceding
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argument shows that if S ′ has a “smooth” topography (where no substructures have
precipices of height 2 or more on all sides), then S ′′ ⊆ S ′ does as well, and locations
atop such a structure are typically accessible during self-assembly.
Now, we turn to a discussion of situations where assumptions (a) and (b) do
not hold for the structure S ′ that exists at the end of some assembly stage. In
fact, assumption (b) is not valid for any of the target structures considered (with
the exception of the road), due to the presence of hollow cavities. However, in all
cases, this does not pose a problem, as verified experimentally in later sections.
Assumption (b) is in place to account for a situation such as the following: let S ′
be a structure (not shown) that consists of two columns, which have a large block
placed just above them, and a staircase adjacent to one of the columns. Then, GS
′
is a connected graph. Now, let S ′′ be a structure that exists at an earlier point in
time, before the large block has been placed; GS
′′
is disconnected, and the top of
the column which has no staircase cannot be accessed (in fact, at most two layers of
this column can be built). However, given the ordering algorithms discussed in the
previous chapter, this issue will not arise, because these algorithms will generate a
staircase for the other column as well.
For the barrier and the fence, the presence of holes violates not only assumption
(b), but assumption (a) as well, because the patches on the bottom surfaces of these
holes are disconnected from the rest of the structure. Once again, this does not
present a problem, because the holes are quite small, and blocks that form the
bottom surface of any hole will be deposited before blocks on the sides or the top
of the hole. The generated rules are such that the side blocks will not be placed
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a. b.
Figure 5.3: Examples of structures with unreachable, unfilled locations: (a) the
bottom surface of a large hole is missing a block, as a result of large blocks covering
the hole too soon; and (b) the surface of the lower wall is missing a block, since the
block’s location cannot be reached from the precipice formed by the upper wall.
prior to the bottom blocks (to which they are adjacent), and the top blocks will not
be placed until after the side blocks have deposited themselves. However, consider
the hole shown in Figure 5.3a, which has small blocks forming the bottom surface,
and two large blocks forming the top surface. One of the small blocks has not
been deposited in time, because the hole was covered with large blocks prior to its
placement. To avoid this problem, a procedure can be implemented to analyze a
structure for the presence of large holes, and modify O′ to ensure that anything
below the hole is assembled in a separate stage.
Another potential difficulty can arise in the situation depicted in Figure 5.3b,
which shows a target structure (consisting of a base wall and a narrower wall above
it), along with a staircase. This structure has an inherently “rough” topography,
with a precipice formed by the upper wall. While this wall is itself reachable via
the staircase, the surface of the lower wall cannot be accessed, and the location that
is missing a block (on the right side) cannot be filled. Once again, it is possible to
implement a procedure which would detect the fact that the topography is discon-
nected, and ensure that the assembly of the lower wall and the upper wall takes
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place in separate stages.
For an example of yet another, related situation, consider a structure (not
shown) that is a simplified version of the building (Figure 3.1d,e), which consists of
only the floor and the walls, with no columns, roof or door frame. In this case, the
collapsed order O′ (produced according to the procedure in Figure 5.1) would consist
of a single substructure, which will not be able to fully assemble if walls completely
surround the floor, before said floor is completed. This can be mitigated in a similar
manner, by assembling the floor and the walls (which are disconnected from each
other in GS
′
) in separate stages. Note, however, that this separation is already made
in O′ for the building in Figure 3.1d,e, ensuring that the floor and columns assemble
prior to the obstructing walls. Importantly, O′ still serves a purpose, by taking into
account such obstructions.
In summary, while the collapsed order is not safe for certain structures, proce-
dures exist for detecting potential problems such as large holes or tall precipices, and
changing O′ accordingly. In all of the examples discussed, the procedures essentially
involve computing the connected components of GS
′
, ordering these components by
the height of the topmost patch in each component, and modifying O′ such that
locations corresponding to lower patches are guaranteed to be filled before locations
above them. Because O′ suffices for the target structures studied here (and many
other structures as well) without modification, these procedures are presently not
implemented; however, this section shows that it can be done, if necessary.
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5.2 Complexity Considerations
As noted earlier, the intent of this chapter is to produce sets of rules that
are not only correct, but parsimonious as well. The following is a discussion of
theoretical limitations to this endeavor. First, as stated in Section 3.2.2, by a
Kolmogorov (descriptive) complexity argument [67], there are limitations on our
ability to compactly describe structures via any means, because structures are able
to encode information. Still, it is suspected that parsimonious rule sets exist for
some of the more “interesting” target structures, which have repeating patterns.
An essential question is then as follows: given a target structure, how difficult is it
to generate an optimally parsimonious (minimal) set of stigmergic rules necessary
to assemble it? Here, it is argued that the problem of finding such a rule set is NP-
hard, meaning that any problem in NP can be reduced to it in polynomial time. The
argument is presented somewhat informally, since doing otherwise would require
building a formal, low-level model of stigmergy that would precisely capture the
preconditions and effects of a rule application (the development of this model could
certainly be a subject of future work). However, if the reader has a clear conceptual
understanding of how a rule is applied to place a block, then the argument should
be convincing.
Recall from Section 5.1.2 that the modified rule generation procedure repeat-
edly computes a hexahedral cover, in order to generate memory conditions. As
stated therein, producing a cover with the minimal number of hexahedra is an NP-
complete problem (thus, an approximation is used), since the problem of rectangular
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cover (which is known to be NP-complete [25, 27, 61]) can be reduced to it. Here,
the problem of rectangular cover is reduced to the problem of generating a minimal
set of rules; in other words, the latter problem is shown to be at least as difficult as
the former. An instance of the former problem can be presented as a set of squares
B (called board in [25]) on a grid, such as the one shown on the left side of Figure
5.4. Rectangles must be defined such that each square is covered by some rectangle,
and such that no rectangle covers any empty cell on the grid. This board can be
converted, in polynomial time, into a target structure SB, such as the one depicted
on the right side of Figure 5.4, which consists of a set of intersecting rows. Each
intersection that corresponds to a square has a single small block above it (any such
block shall be called a square block), while the intersections corresponding to empty
areas of the grid have nothing above them. The square blocks in SB must be sep-
arated from each other, so that each square block has an essentially identical set of
adjacent blocks (five blocks below, and no blocks at the same level or above). The
following decision problem is now posed: given that the rows at level 0 (i.e., on the
ground) already exist, can the placement of the square blocks be accomplished with
k stigmergic rules? The following will show that the original board has a cover of k
rectangles iff the answer to this question is true.
First, suppose that there exists a cover of k rectangles for B. Clearly, each
rectangle (which contains a certain number of squares in B) can be translated into a
set of memory conditions on the variables xb and yb defining a rectangular region of
space, which encloses the square block locations. These memory conditions can be




Figure 5.4: An example polynomial time reduction from a board B, depicted as a
set of filled squares on a grid (left side), to a corresponding target structure SB.
Each square in B corresponds to a non-ground block in SB; each “cross” pattern
(consisting of five blocks) on the ground corresponds to a cell on the grid.
“cross” pattern). This geometry will prevent the rule from applying at any location
that is not above an intersection of two rows, and the memory conditions will prevent
it from applying above intersections where it should not apply. Generating a rule
for each rectangle in this fashion will yield k rules that correctly place the square
blocks.
Now, suppose that there exists a set of rules R for placing the square blocks
in SB, where |R| = k. Consider the memory conditions within some rule in R.
Note that assembly rules do not use memory conditions with inequalities (’6=’),
because the possible number of such memory conditions grows with S, and the
size of an assembly rule would no longer be bounded by a constant. (A single
condition with an inequality is used in some disassembly rules, as shown in Figure
5.2c, and applies to the variable τ b). Then, any set of memory conditions on variables
xb, yb and zb restricts the application of a rule to a finite, contiguous, hexahedral
region of space. (Clearly, this is the case if there is a set of six memory conditions
{xb ≥ xmin, xb ≤ xmax, yb ≥ ymin, yb ≤ ymax, zb ≥ zmin, zb ≤ zmax}. If there are
fewer than six memory conditions, then the region of space can be said to extend
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somewhere past the boundary of SB. Any other condition in addition to the six
creates a redundancy). Within the hexahedral region, there is some number of goal
locations for the square blocks. Because each goal location has an identical pattern
of locations adjacent to it, if the rule applies at one of these locations, then it
applies at all goal locations within the region. Thus, the rule corresponds to some
rectangle that encloses the corresponding squares in B. (If the rule is useless, in
that it applies at no goal location, then a redundant rectangle can be defined). This
completes the argument, and shows that there exists a polynomial time reduction
from the problem of rectangular cover to the problem of generating a minimal set
of rules.
It is thus shown that optimally parsimonious rule generation is NP-hard.
Whether or not it is NP-complete (i.e., whether or not it is in NP) depends on
the ability to efficiently test whether or not a candidate set of rules R will correctly
assemble a structure. Given the presence of physical constraints, this may be quite
difficult, because it is necessary to prove that R will yield a correct structure regard-
less of the order in which blocks are deposited, and the number of possible orders is
generally intractable. A further characterization of the complexity of parsimonious
rule generation can be a subject of future investigation.
In conclusion, assuming that P 6= NP, we cannot hope to produce a minimal
set of stigmergic rules for arbitrary target structures, due to the complexity of com-
puting optimal sets of memory conditions. It should also be noted that computing
an optimal geometric structure for the rules presents a hurdle as well: while the
number of possible rule geometries is finite (since each rule has a finite number of
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sites, and each site is either empty, corresponds to a small, medium or large block
or a block section, or is a wildcard), this number is clearly very large. As discussed
in Section 5.1.2, memory conditions are computed via a greedy approximation to an
optimal hexahedral cover, and full sites are specified based on a heuristic that takes
into account the constraint that a goal location should not be filled until all adjacent
goal locations that are below it are filled. In the following section, the effectiveness
of the approach is evaluated.
5.3 Experimental Results
Here, the performance of the methodology developed in Section 5.1 is exam-
ined, both in terms of the parsimony of the generated rules, and the efficiency of
the self-assembly processes that result from their application.
5.3.1 Rule Set Size Reduction
As in Chapter 4, the rules output by the (modified) rule generation procedure
are first analyzed, ignoring (for the moment) their use in simulations. The procedure
was applied to each of the six target structures (Figure 3.1), successfully yielding
sets of rules. This version of the procedure required substantially more processing
time, compared with the version of Chapter 4; in particular, the determination of all
locations where any given rule (without memory conditions) may apply but should
not (i.e., the set u(r, C, S ′) in Section 5.1.2) is somewhat computationally intensive.
However, the generation of rules could still be accomplished in around 1 to 4 minutes
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Table 5.1: Static Performance of the New Rule Generation Procedure
Structure Blocks Stages Msg. Vars. Rules Generated
Stig. V. C. Total
Qt. Rt. Qt. Rt. Qt. Rt. Qt. Rt. Qt. Rt.
Barrier 547 (576) 4 0.11 50 0.88 469 0.56 292 0.26 761 0.39
Bridge 360 (425) 12 0.26 24 1 448 0.48 278 0.45 726 0.47
Building 289 (323) 6 0.10 11 1.38 149 0.37 80 0.23 229 0.30
Fence 112 (322) 14 0.25 25 1 516 0.54 551 0.53 1067 0.54
Pyramid 268 (268) 1 0.14 1 0.33 43 0.52 4 0.09 47 0.37
Road 192 (192) 1 0.11 11 0.85 114 0.48 34 0.21 148 0.37
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per structure, on an aforementioned Dell Precision WS machine. The properties of
the resulting rule sets are given in Table 5.1. The entry in the “Blocks” column lists
the total number of blocks in the given structure; this corresponds exactly to the sum
of the counts of small, medium and large blocks in Table 4.1. As before, the quantity
outside parenthesis provides the total number of blocks in the target structure itself,
whereas the number within parenthesis includes the lower bound on the number of
blocks necessary to also build the temporary substructures. For an easy comparison
with the results of the previous chapter, each entry in the remaining columns is
provided as the actual quantity measured (“Qt.” subcolumn) and the ratio of that
quantity to the corresponding quantity in Table 4.1 (“Rt.”). Recall that in Table
4.1, each entry is given as 〈value for the preliminary ordering algorithm〉 / 〈value
for the full ordering algorithm〉, unless both algorithms produced the same result.
All comparisons reported here are based on the latter values, because the modified
version of the rule generation procedure is based on the full ordering algorithm,
which reuses temporary substructures.
For all six target structures, the “Stages” column of Table 5.1 depicts a marked
reduction in the number of assembly/disassembly stages that take place before the
structure is complete. This is a direct consequence of the collapse procedure (Fig-
ure 5.1), which modifies the original order to allow multiple layers of structure to
assemble/disassemble simultaneously. Interestingly, this has a varying effect on the
number of message variables needed to communicate the completion of all substruc-
tures within a given stage, as shown in the “Msg. Vars.” column. In some cases, this
number is reduced: for example, for the pyramid, the first and second layers (as well
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as the part of the third layer which consists of small blocks) are each decomposed
into 3 rectangles, whose completion must be detected, under the old methodology,
before the subsequent layer is deposited. Under the methods of this chapter, the
pyramid is assembled in a single stage, and the completion of the structure is de-
tected by simply noting the placement of the topmost block. For the building, an
opposite effect is observed: 11 message variables are used to detect the completion
of the stage wherein the walls and the first roof layer are deposited. Under the old
methodology, this number is 8, because blocks of different sizes are deposited in
different stages (Section 4.1.3), and there are fewer rectangles to detect per stage.
Still, the overall trend (among the six target structures) is for a decrease in the
number of message variables.
The remaining columns of the table depict rule counts (and corresponding re-
ductions) for the different target structures. Both stigmergic and variable change
rule counts decreased substantially, with the reduction in the latter being more pro-
nounced. This can be attributed to the fact that the collapsed order O′ specifies
a low number of stages, and thus entails considerably less high-level sequencing.
Overall, the parsimonious rule generation procedure typically resulted in sets of
rules with a size that is less than one half of what is reported in Chapter 4. The
fence is the only structure where the ratio is slightly greater than 0.5, and as before,
it resulted in the largest set of rules. This can be attributed to the presence of
many disjoint substructures within each layer, and the “alternating” nature of these
layers. The ordering algorithm, whether preliminary or full, specifies the assembly
and disassembly of a number of different staircases after each layer is deposited. The
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reduction in rules arises from the fact that the staircases are no longer assembled
layer by layer, and further, from the ability to detect repeating patterns within the
substructures, which cannot always be efficiently described as sets of rectangles.
Ultimately, this sort of pattern extraction typically proved itself to be more par-
simonious than rectangular decomposition: for all six structures, a reduction was
observed in the number of generated assembly rules, which helped to reduce the
overall number of stigmergic rules. As discussed in Section 5.1.2, rectangular de-
composition still plays a role in the production of rules for the assembly of ground
substructures and for completion detection. This adds a significant number of rules
for the bridge (which has many ground substructures, as shown in Figure 4.1) and
the barrier (where the top surface of the side walls consists of medium blocks that
are laid out in a zigzag pattern, as best illustrated in the subsequent Figure 5.6a,
such that each block constitutes a separate rectangle).
Can we consider any of the generated rule sets to be truly parsimonious? As
discussed earlier (beginning of Section 5.1.2), the convention taken is that parsimony
is achieved when the size of the rule set |R| is smaller than the size of the structure
|S|. According to Table 5.1, this is satisfied for the building, pyramid and road, even
if one does not count the blocks necessary for building temporary substructures when
computing |S|. (By contrast, the methods of Chapter 4 were only able to generate a
parsimonious rule set for the pyramid). However, recall from Section 4.1.4 that the
rules governing mode changes are not constant in size; more precisely, the number of
memory conditions within each mode change rule is equal to the number of messages
used in the corresponding stage. The total size of these rules is thus proportional to
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the total number of message variable-value pairs used over the entire self-assembly
process. The number of such pairs for the building, pyramid and road is 26, 1
and 11, respectively. If we subtract the number of mode change rules (which is
equal to the number of stages) from the total rule count, and add the number of
message variable-value pairs used (to attempt to account for the total size of these
rules), we obtain values of 249, 47 and 158. These values, even if treated as rule
counts, are still smaller than total block quantities within the corresponding target
structures. Thus, even under this stricter definition of parsimony, the new version of
the procedure was able to generate parsimonious sets of rules for half of the target
structures tested.
5.3.2 Effects on Performance during Self-Assembly
Now, the performance of the reduced rule sets is discussed, as evaluated via
simulations. The experimental methodology was essentially unchanged from the
previous chapter: for each rule set, 30 trials were performed, with distinct streams
of random numbers. One difference is that in the experiments discussed below,
there was no enforcement of the termination criterion, where a trial is terminated if
no useful progress (i.e., a moving block becoming stationary or a stationary block
commencing movement again) is made for more than 30000 time steps. Some of the
experiments yielded a few such trials (the discussion below makes note of them),
but the period of “no progress” was 51609 time steps in the worst case, and the
completion of all trials could still be observed in a tractable amount of time.
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Figure 5.5: Mean completion times (top) and collision rates (bottom) for original
(O) and reduced (R) rule sets, with possible modifications to the movement control
methods: Selective Step Force (SSF) or Intergroup Collective Force (ICF), which
are explained in the text. Error bars denote standard deviations.
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For an initial set of experiments, the generated rule sets were tested with
movement control mechanisms that were unchanged from those used in the previous
chapter; i.e., the trials were essentially different only in the rules that were used
to govern self-assembly. All trials eventually ran to completion, correctly yielding
the final target structures; however, four trials involving the self-assembly of the
barrier “stalled” for more than 30000 time steps (51609 time steps in the worst
case), whereas no such trials were observed in the experiments of Chapter 4. A
side-by-side comparison of the performance of the reduced rule sets (“R”) (from
this chapter) and the original rule sets (“O”) (summarized in Table 4.2) is provided
by the first two bars in Figure 5.5, for each target structure. (Subsequent bars
correspond to experiments that involved modifications to the movement dynamics,
and will be discussed later). In all cases, the substitution of rule sets from Chapter
4 with the reduced rule sets yielded higher completion times and collision rates, on
average.
In order to determine whether the differences are statistically significant, two-
tail t-tests (assuming unequal variances) were used to compare means. The results
of these comparisons are shown in Table 5.2 for completion times, and in Table 5.3
for collision rates. The second column of the tables compares the performance of
the reduced vs. original rule sets (“R vs. O”), under an identical force computation
method. The ’−’ signs for all entries indicate that the reduced rule sets resulted
in significantly (p < 0.05) worse runtime performance (i.e., higher completion times
and collision rates) for all target structures.
Thus, it is apparent that the parsimony gained in the newly generated rule
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sets comes at the price of reduced runtime efficiency and greater interference during
construction. Let us now attempt to examine the causes of this tradeoff. First,
recall that in the computation of the original order, it is typically ensured that
substructures consisting of small, medium and large blocks assemble in different
stages of the process (Section 4.1.3). The collapse procedure (Figure 5.1) combines
these substructures into larger substructures that contain blocks of different sizes.
As observed in Chapter 3, significant interference can result when blocks of different
sizes simultaneously attempt to find and fill goal locations. A concrete example of
this sort of interference is illustrated in Figure 5.6a, which shows a difficult situation
that can arise during the construction of the barrier. The barrier itself is almost
completed, with the exception of one unfilled location (marked with an arrow on the
lower right of the figure), which requires a medium block. While there are medium
blocks atop the barrier, they are separated from the goal location by a group of
small blocks. These latter blocks wander aimlessly, and remain atop the structure
for long periods of time, because they follow assembly rules in the current stage,
and their dynamics are typically conducive to ascending, rather than descending
staircases, as stated in Section 4.2. While the collisions between the two groups of
blocks are not exceptionally frequent, small blocks are quite effective at preventing
medium blocks from reaching the goal location, essentially displaying an unwanted
“guarding” behavior [94]. In some cases, as stated above, it can take more than
30000 time steps to resolve such a situation.
Given that no special measures were taken to account for the fact that blocks
of different sizes now seek goals simultaneously, the decrease in performance comes
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a. b.
Figure 5.6: Examples of potential causes of inefficiency and interference, arising
under the reduced rule sets: (a) small blocks prevent a medium block from reaching
the final goal location during barrier construction; and (b) the walls of a building
develop unevenly, and this can interfere with the motion of blocks atop them, due
to the indiscriminate computation of the stair climbing force.
as no surprise. In addition to this, I identified another potential issue that can
arise when the collapsed order O′ is followed. Notably, because O′ allows multiple
layers of a structure to assemble simultaneously, its developing topography can vary
significantly in height. For example, in Figure 5.6b, the partially completed walls
of a building are considerably better developed in regions near the staircase than
in the far right corner. The top surface of the walls is thus stair-like in places.
Recall from Section 4.2 that for simplicity, blocks following automatically generated
rules compute a stair climbing force Fsu indiscriminately, typically considering any
nearest stationary block with nothing above it as a step to be climbed. In some cases,
this can have undesired effects; for example, a medium block may be reluctant to
climb down to reach the wall sections where it is needed, because of its tendency to
ascend, rather than descend staircases.
The subsequent section discusses modifications to the blocks’ movement dy-
namics, which are aimed at mitigating these two problems.
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Table 5.2: Effects upon Completion Time
Structure R R+SSF R+ICF R+SSF R+SSF R+ICF R+SSF
vs. vs. vs. +ICF vs. vs. +ICF
O O O vs. O R R vs. R
Barrier − − ≈ ≈ ≈ + +
Bridge − − − − − ≈ ≈
Building − − − − ≈ − ≈
Fence − ≈ − + + ≈ +
Pyramid − − − − − − −
Road − − + ≈ ≈ + +
Table 5.3: Effects upon Collision Rate
Structure R R+SSF R+ICF R+SSF R+SSF R+ICF R+SSF
vs. vs. vs. +ICF vs. vs. +ICF
O O O vs. O R R vs. R
Barrier − − − ≈ + + +
Bridge − − − − ≈ ≈ ≈
Building − − − − + ≈ +
Fence − − − − + ≈ +
Pyramid − + − + + ≈ +
Road − + − + + ≈ +
5.3.3 Improving Performance
Recall that in Chapter 3, the step forces were not applied indiscriminately;
rather, they were parametrized by the set Tsu of substructure types that corre-
sponded to only those substructures that were meant to be climbed (see Section
3.2.3 for details). All other substructures were ignored by Fsu (as well as Fsd, which
is no longer used). As with other aspects of control, the exact choice of substruc-
tures for Tsu was made by hand. Here, an attempt is made to improve the runtime
performance of the generated rules by allowing this choice to be made automatically.
At the beginning of a simulation, blocks determine, based on existing disassembly
rules, the substructure types of all staircases (only staircases and connectors re-
quire disassembly rules, and it is possible to differentiate between the two), and
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these substructure types make up Tsu. While this is often sufficient, there are tar-
get structures such as the pyramid or the road, where temporary (i.e., eventually
disassembling) staircases do not exist. For the road in particular, access to higher
parts of the structure is provided by two permanent staircases, and if Fsu is not
activated in the vicinity of these staircases, then it is very unlikely that blocks will
climb them by chance alone. To take such substructures into consideration, a slight
modification was made to the full ordering algorithm (Figure 4.4), such that when it
removes a substructure C from S, it keeps track of locations belonging to S (i.e., any
locations not generated as part of a temporary staircase by fT ) that are nonetheless
used in accessing C. The set of all such locations is subsequently decomposed into
rectangles, and for each rectangle, a variable change rule is generated, causing a
depositing block b that becomes part of this rectangle to set the step flag sb (a pre-
viously unused variable in its memory) to 1. This modification caused an addition
of 6 rules for the bridge, 1 rule for the building, 5 for the pyramid, and 3 for the
road; otherwise, the generated rule sets were just as before. When a moving block
detects that a stationary block b has sb = 1 set, it takes this stationary block into
account when computing the step force, just as if τ b ∈ Tsu were true.
The effects of this selective step force (SSF) modification are illustrated by
the third bar (for each target structure) in Figure 5.5. They are also compared
statistically against the performance of the original rule sets (Chapter 4) in the
third column of Tables 5.2 and 5.3, and to the performance of the reduced rule
sets (but without the modification) in the sixth column. A ’+’ indicates that the
first set of trials mentioned at the top of the column (i.e., the reduced set of trials
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with SSF) performed significantly better than the second set of trials mentioned;
a ’≈’ states that the difference in performance is not statistically significant (p >
0.05). It is apparent that SSF has the general effect of lowering collision rates; for
the pyramid and the road, they were reduced even below the numbers reported in
Chapter 4. As far as completion time is concerned, the effect is less consistent.
It is noteworthy that the road has permanent staircases at both ends, but under
the current implementation, only one of these is considered by the algorithm as
essential for access; thus, blocks in the other staircase have sb = 0, and are not
actively climbed. This seems to be counterbalanced by a reduction in the interference
between blocks, yielding a similar mean completion time as before. For the bridge
(which is the only structure where a significant reduction in collision rates is not
observed), sb = 1 holds for the bottom three steps of both permanent staircases
(which consist of large blocks), but the top steps and the large blocks just above
them (seen clearly on the left side of Figure 4.1d) have sb = 0, which may contribute
to the slowing down of the self-assembly process. A similar effect occurs for the
pyramid: whereas before, it could be climbed from all directions, with SSF, only
some of the blocks have sb = 1 set. On the other hand, SSF allows the fence to
assemble in a significantly shorter amount of time, possibly, because it has a rather
jagged surface when it is under construction, and the movement force of a block is
no longer sensitive to this. For the building, SSF actually does not have a significant
effect on completion time, even though collision rates are reduced. The same holds
true for the barrier, where the issue depicted in Figure 5.6a still arose, and two trials
stalled for more than 30000 time steps (36091 in the more severe case).
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How can such interference be mitigated? Figure 5.6a shows that the small
and medium blocks essentially behave as competing teams/flocks [94]. This can be
attributed to the computation of collective forces Fnc and Fna (Section 3.2.3), which
are defined only between blocks that are identical to each other in size. A very simple
intergroup collective force (ICF) modification removes this restriction, resulting in
the emergence of flocks that contain blocks of different sizes. It was observed that
this “mixing” of different-sized blocks allowed the situation of Figure 5.6a to resolve
in a considerably shorter amount of time, and resulted in a faster assembly of the
barrier, with lower collision rates (Tables 5.2 and 5.3, seventh column).
For other target structures, ICF had no significant effect on the collision rates,
and a varying effect on completion times. It is difficult to gauge the exact impact
of this modification in different situations, but it appears to be beneficial for target
structures where many blocks of different sizes are deposited in the same stage, as
is the case for the barrier and the road. In fact, with the modification, the road
assembles faster than it did in Chapter 4, as indicated in the fourth column of Table
5.2. On the other hand, structures such as the building (where the floor and columns
consist of small blocks, the walls consist almost entirely of medium blocks, and the
roof consists of large blocks) and the pyramid (where all but three blocks are small)
seem to benefit from more competitive intergroup dynamics, as employed previously.
For the fence, average-case performance is not significantly affected by ICF; however,
one trial was observed with no useful progress for 41609 time steps. The difficulty
occurred after the assembly of the fence itself has been almost completed, except for
the placement of a single medium block. Because medium blocks are disconnected
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from each other (Figure 3.1f), a staircase is generated for each one, and a long
period of time was needed to finish assembling the staircase for reaching the unfilled
location, because blocks would often climb the wrong staircases. A stall in the
system’s progress was observed in some other trials/experiments around the same
point in the self-assembly process, but in all other instances, considerably less time
was necessary to resolve the situation. The length of the delay in this particular
trial may be partly attributed to chance, but it may have been made more probable
by the fact that without the SSF modification, small blocks attempt to climb the
medium blocks already deposited atop the fence, and possibly may remain atop the
structure longer, before climbing down and attempting to find the correct staircase.
In the final set of experiments, both SSF and ICF were applied simultaneously.
As shown in the graphs and the tables, this appears to provide the greatest benefit
overall, in terms of improving efficiency and reducing collision rates. Most signifi-
cantly, in this set of experiments, no trials stalled for more than 30000 time steps.
It appears that the two modifications are often able to simultaneously provide their
respective benefits to the self-assembly processes. While the runtime performance
of the reduced rule sets with both modifications is still overall not quite as good it
was under the original rule sets, it is comparable (in terms of completion time) for




This chapter considered the question: is it possible to modify the rule gener-
ation procedure presented earlier in order to allow the production of rule sets that
parsimoniously assemble a given target structure? In the beginning, two key causes
of large rule sets were identified: (a) the originally computed order specifies a high
number of stages, which necessitates a large number of rules for sequencing from
one stage to the next; and (b) rectangular decomposition (wherein a certain number
of rules is generated to assemble each rectangle) often fails to capture more intri-
cate patterns that may be present within a target structure. A new procedure (for
individual substructures) was developed that generates rules according to patterns
existing immediately below each goal location, and possibly restricts their applica-
tion further with memory conditions. It was argued that this heuristic allows for the
correct self-assembly of a large class of structures, even under a more relaxed version
of the order: although this order potentially allows certain problematic situations to
occur (e.g., Figure 4.2a), the generated stigmergic rules contain implicit constraints
that prevent such situations from arising. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that
the approach has the potential for effectively capturing various repeating patterns
within a structure.
After evaluating the new methodology on the six target structures (Figure 3.1),
substantial rule set reductions were observed in all cases, and for three structures,
the resultant rule sets can be considered parsimonious. These results were found
to be quite encouraging, in light of the fact that parsimonious rule generation is an
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inherently difficult problem (as argued in Section 5.2) even without the presence of
physical constraints, whereas the procedure developed here was required to generate
rules not only for assembling a structure, but for ensuring (through higher-level
coordination) that correct self-assembly can take place in spite of these constraints.
It is inferred that as far as assembly rules are concerned, parsimony is chiefly achieved
in two ways. First, the geometry of a generated rule is sometimes able to effectively
capture local patterns that repeat, as in traditional stigmergic models [18, 110].
On a more global scale, while memory conditions serve to restrict the application
of rules, they can still allow a rule to be applied within a potentially large region
of space, because they are defined over integer variables, rather than qualitative
variables (such as colors) [2, 48, 49]. Given a constrained environment, it was found
that while stigmergic rules are not able to capture arbitrary ordering constraints
(see Section 3.2.4 for a further discussion), using them in an appropriate fashion
(e.g., such that unreachable holes are not developed) can substantially decrease
the number of rules needed for higher-level sequencing. The prevention of locally
unreachable holes has also been addressed in [48, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121], although
reported methods differ from the ones developed in this dissertation.
Although the rule set size reductions were considerable, it was also found that
the runtime performance of the reduced rule sets was less efficient than the perfor-
mance of rule sets from Chapter 4, and generally resulted in higher collision rates
between blocks. This once again illustrates the complex interplay between rules
and movement dynamics, which was already discussed in Chapter 3, where the in-
tegrated control methodology was first developed. After identifying two potential
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causes of the parsimony-efficiency tradeoff, it was possible to improve performance
significantly for most structures at the expense of very small increases in the number
of rules. For a few of the structures, the reduced rule sets (along with the modifi-
cations) performed comparably with, or even superior to the original automatically
generated rule sets; for others, the original rule sets still had better performance.
Among these latter structures is the building, and as discussed at the end of
the previous chapter, even the original automatically generated rule set was unable
to achieve the level of runtime efficiency that was gained when rules were designed
by hand (Chapter 3), so given the reduced rule set, the gap is even greater. With re-
spect to parsimony, while the reduced rule set is vastly superior to the rule set from
Chapter 4 (229 vs. 753 rules), it is still somewhat larger than the hand-designed set,
which contains only 143 rules. Thus, room for improvement remains. It is suspected
that when designing automatic rule generation procedures and control methods for
arbitrary structures, further improving parsimony and efficiency will be a highly
challenging problem, due to the theoretical limitations that underlie parsimonious
rule generation (Section 5.2), the complexity of the relationship between particu-
lar choices of movement control mechanisms and overall performance (recall from
Section 5.3.3 that the modifications made to force computation had varying effects,
depending on the target structure), and the tradeoff between the two objectives. In





This concluding chapter reviews and critically examines the work presented in
the dissertation, summarizing its main contributions, and outlining several possibil-
ities for future research.
6.1 Summary and Limitations
During the last decade, the problem of self-assembly has received an increasing
level of attention from researchers in computer science and other fields, in part due to
the falling costs of computing hardware and an increased interest in nature-inspired
computation in general. These efforts have focused on designing local control mech-
anisms that individual components can follow, in order to converge to some desired
structure, while subject to environmental constraints. As discussed in Chapter 2, a
variety of approaches have been developed for achieving this sort of distributed con-
trol in various environments, which range from very simple, cellular spaces to the real
world. An overview of existing literature revealed that the complexity of the envi-
ronment plays an enormous role in determining the difficulty of the problem. While
methods have been developed for assembling somewhat arbitrary (though generally
not very realistic) discrete structures in environments that impose no constraints
on the components’ motion, the range of structures that have been successfully self-
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assembled decreases dramatically as the environment becomes more complex. Thus,
structural and environmental complexity present two conflicting tradeoffs, which are
difficult to address simultaneously.
In this context, I set out to achieve the self-assembly of a broad range of struc-
tures (e.g., Figure 3.1) in an environment that, while simulated, presents far more
complexity than existing methods (for assembling diverse structures) could handle,
if faced with its characteristics. Specifically, this environment is a three-dimensional,
continuous world, where the components’ horizontal motion is constrained by their
impenetrability, and their vertical motion is restricted even further to simulate grav-
ity. The components are embodied as different-sized blocks, introducing into the
problem a degree of heterogeneity that has received limited attention in past work
on self-assembly. This heterogeneity was useful in the production of structures with
a more realistic appearance relative to past studies, which yielded structures that
may be somewhat non-trivial, but typically do not resemble real world objects (e.g.,
Figure 2.4a).
How must blocks behave in order to successfully self-assemble into desired
structures within such an environment? In an attempt to answer this question, I
turned to the field of swarm intelligence. The choice was motivated by the fact that
swarm intelligence studies the dynamics of simple agents that are able to achieve
complex, collective behavior and self-organization. Moreover, unlike in other dis-
tributed computational paradigms (such as neural networks [73] or cellular automata
[100]), swarm intelligence systems have a strong underlying notion of motion through
a space, and the process of self-assembly is inherently one of spatial movement. Fi-
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nally, swarm intelligence takes inspiration from the collective behavior of animals
such as social insects, where certain species have been able to achieve remarkable
tasks of self-assembly [5] and collective construction [16, 17, 18, 50, 51, 110], in spite
of the relative simplicity in the behavior of each individual organism.
The developed control mechanisms can be viewed as an extension to models of
nest building by paper wasps, where an individual wasp uses simple, local pattern
matching to determine where to add material (pulp), in a process known as stig-
mergy [111]. In the system under study, where the self-assembling blocks constitute
both the agents and the material, this behavior has been enhanced with the use of
variables, which exist in the internal memory of each block. A goal location (where
a block should deposit itself) is then determined by a stigmergic rule, which specifies
not only the geometric pattern surrounding this location, but also, the acceptable
variable values taken on by neighboring blocks; an appropriate set of such rules can
be used to implicitly describe any structure (rather than just nests). In order for
blocks to find and fill goal locations that are defined by the rules, while operating
in a continuous environment with constrained motion, stigmergic behaviors have
been integrated with force-based movement control, where each block determines
its acceleration as if it were under the influence of a number of forces. As in many
other systems with collectively moving agents (e.g., [92, 94, 123]), these forces do not
actually exist in the environment, but rather, serve as internal “influences” that an
agent computes to determine where to go; this approach requires neither extensive
computational resources nor the availability of global information, in contrast to
alternative methodologies such as conventional motion planning techniques [37, 64].
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Together, the forces and the stigmergic rules constitute a set of low-level, reactive
behaviors that drive the self-assembly process. However, due to the complexity of
the environment, these behaviors must not be applied indiscriminately, but rather,
must vary through time. Specifically, physical constraints such as gravity and im-
penetrability translate into ordering constraints on the self-assembly process, where
certain parts of the structure must be completed before others are begun, and where
temporary substructures (such as staircases) must be assembled and disassembled
at appropriate points in time. Early swarm intelligence systems were generally inca-
pable of such higher-level coordination; however, recent work has shown that it can
be achieved by endowing agents with internal state [94, 95]. This state determines
the exact subset of rules that a block attempts to match, and affects its movement
dynamics; in turn, it can be modified in response to local events via variable change
rules.
Designing an integrated controller for individual blocks proved to be a chal-
lenging problem, due to the complex interactions between the individual techniques.
For example, situations can arise where a block detects a goal location, but is un-
able to reach it (perhaps because its path is obstructed by other blocks). In such
instances, it is far more prudent to deactivate the goal approach force [115], rather
than attempt to pursue the goal for an indefinite amount of time. Given a fixed set
of rules for a specific target structure, Chapter 3 examined the effects of different
variations on the force computation method. The experiments lead to the conclu-
sion that in attempting to achieve effective self-assembly, there is often a tradeoff
between maximizing the availability of blocks in regions where they are needed, and
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minimizing the interference between these blocks. This tradeoff appears to be fun-
damental in nature; its analogs are encountered in abstract, parallel computation
[47], where the attempt to perform certain operations simultaneously is constrained
by the dependencies between these operations.
In the early stages of the research described in this dissertation, the unassisted
design of rules by hand was somewhat akin to writing a piece of software prior to
the development of structured programming in the 1960s and the 1970s: it was hap-
hazard and error-prone. However, during the course of this effort, the method for
rule specification became more well-defined, and the question arose as to whether it
could be formulated as an effective procedure, and thus automated. A major obsta-
cle to the development of such a procedure was, once again, the constrained nature
of the environment. The presence of gravity and impenetrability imposes ordering
constraints on the self-assembly process, and necessitates the use of temporary sub-
structures (such as staircases), whose assembly and disassembly must be specified
within the order as well. Thus, algorithms were developed for computing an order
that satisfies all physical constraints, and serves as an intermediate representation
between global structures and local rules. Further, a methodology was presented
for generating rules that enforce this order at runtime, and ensure that the self-
assembly process is sequenced appropriately through its various stages. Finally, by
decomposing the various substructures into rectangles, and generating appropriate
stigmergic rules for each rectangle, it was possible to achieve the automatic specifi-
cation of pattern matching behaviors necessary for assembly and disassembly. The
rule generation procedure thus adapts swarm intelligence techniques to the assembly
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of a prespecified structure.
In a non-trivial environment such as the one used here, the relationship be-
tween individual and system-level behavior is highly complex, and subject to chaotic
effects that result from non-linear interactions between blocks. To my knowledge,
there is no proof that the given set of control mechanisms will guarantee that the
system will always converge to the desired structure. However, when environmen-
tal details were abstracted away, it was possible to establish and prove a number
of important formal properties (such as correctness and completeness) about the
methodology, while the validity of the assumptions (upon which the proofs depend)
could be verified experimentally. Thus, the work on automated rule generation was
essentially conducted on two levels. Abstractly, it was indeed possible to show a for-
mal correspondence between a given structure in some environment, the high-level
coordination requirements (represented as a correct order) imposed by the environ-
ment on the self-assembly of the structure, and the individual rules (also proved to
be correct) that are necessary for achieving this coordination. On a more concrete
level, ordering and rule generation procedures were successfully implemented for
the specific environment of Section 3.1.2, and it was experimentally shown that the
generated rules effectively achieve self-assembly.
While rule generation for self-assembly processes has been achieved in the past,
the output rules would generally allow the use of only low-level behaviors (such as
the deposition of a block [2, 48] or the joining of two components [55, 57]), and
would thus have difficulty achieving self-assembly in a complex environment. At
the same time, the adoption of higher-level behaviors (which can allow the system
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to sequence through various operational stages) has recently made its way into
certain self-assembly [6, 121] and swarm intelligence [94, 95] systems, but the agent
controllers which allow such behaviors to emerge are typically designed by hand.
The result of Chapter 4 is important in that it demonstrates the possibility of
automatically discovering local rules that cause the emergence of explicit high-level
coordination within the overall system.
While the automated methodology was successful at achieving self-assembly,
its drawback (relative to the design of rules by hand) was in the size of generated rule
sets. Thus, the later part of this dissertation dealt with the problem of generating
rule sets that are not only correct, but parsimonious as well. It was established that
finding a minimal set of rules is a computationally difficult problem, and that for
many structures, even this minimal set cannot be parsimonious. However, it was
found that for the given target structures, which contain repeating patterns and
resemble human constructions, it is possible to achieve significant rule reductions,
leading to parsimonious sets of rules for three of the six structures. This was done
through the use of a simple heuristic, where generated rules are based on the local
patterns that exist below goal locations within a structure. In particular, it was
shown that because these rules ensure (in an implicit, stigmergic fashion) that a
goal location is not filled with a block until all adjacent locations below it are filled,
the need for explicit, higher-level sequencing is greatly reduced, which also accounts
for a smaller number of rules.
While these results were encouraging, it was discovered, through experiments,
that the greater parsimony comes at the price of reduced runtime efficiency and
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increased collision rates. This once again illustrates the non-trivial nature of the
interactions between the different facets of the control methodology (namely, rules
and force equations). Certain causes of the tradeoff were identified, and (for at least
some of the target structures) the runtime performance of the reduced rule sets was
improved to a level that was comparable to the runtime performance of the larger
rule sets from Chapter 4. However, it was found that the effects of the modifications
varied, depending on the target structure in question, indicating that the problem
of making general (i.e., not structure-specific) optimizations to parsimony and effi-
ciency simultaneously is expected to be difficult. Still, this problem may be worthy
of further investigation, considering that for the building target structure (Figure
3.1d,e), the hand-designed rules, coupled with force-computation methods (which
were initially developed with the building as a test case, and only later applied to
other target structures) outperformed, both in terms of efficiency and parsimony,
any rule sets that were generated automatically. Thus, the suboptimal (though oth-
erwise effective) nature of the automated approach presents one limitation of this
work.
Certainly, the approach presented here has other limitations as well. In par-
ticular, while the environment under consideration models a number of physical
constraints, it certainly does not take account the full complexity present in the
physical world, with its friction, noise and uncertainty. The transfer of control
mechanisms from simulated agents to robotic devices is not a trivial endeavor [23],
and one cannot expect the methodology to apply in a real world environment with-
out extensive modification. Still, by modeling at least a subset of the constraints
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that may be present in such an environment, this work attempts to narrow the gap
that exists between present-day self-assembly methodologies and the needs posed
by practical construction applications [22, 38, 39, 40, 87, 97, 101].
A related issue is that of robustness, which is a critical factor for any system
that interacts with the physical world. While the force computation mechanisms
developed here are not sensitive to certain types of perturbations, and (under ap-
propriate conditions) actually benefit from a moderate degree of noise (as shown
in Chapter 3), we presently cannot expect the system to be robust to errors of a
discrete nature, such as deformations in the assembling structure, where a block
occupies an incorrect location. Such a deformation can occur due to outside envi-
ronmental forces, such as high winds or an earthquake; however it may also result
from sensor failure that leads to a rule misapplication. In either case, the error can
cause further rule misapplications, yielding an incorrectly built structure.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that while the agents (blocks) are adapted a
priori to assemble a given target structure under the current environmental con-
ditions, their ability for runtime adaptation are presently very limited. An agent
maintains an internal memory in order to be aware of the current state of the self-
assembly process, or to know its relative position within the assembling structure; it
may also recall certain events from the recent past, such as decisions to not pursue
a goal for a certain number of time steps. Beyond this, agents do not improve their
behavior based on past experiences; i.e., true learning does not occur. As discussed
at the end of this chapter, endowing agents with the ability to self-adapt may help
them to overcome some of the other limitations given here.
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6.2 Contributions
Here, I restate and elaborate on the main contributions of this dissertation:
• A methodology was developed for the distributed control of self-assembly pro-
cesses, with a greater degree of complexity (both structural and environmen-
tal), as compared with past approaches. This methodology successfully inte-
grates several distinct techniques from the field of swarm intelligence, namely,
stigmergic pattern matching used in collective construction, force-based con-
trol of multi-agent motion, and coordination via the use of state (memory)
along with basic communication. Stigmergy, enhanced with the use of integer
variables, allows blocks to (locally) determine goal locations; force-based move-
ment gives them the ability to find and reach these locations while avoiding ob-
stacles, and higher-level coordination ensures that self-assembly can progress
in spite of physical constraints that exist in the environment. The integration
of these techniques provides not only a more powerful control methodology,
but also, serves as a step in the maturation of swarm intelligence into a more
unified field.
• A procedure was given for automatically specifying behaviors that success-
fully achieve the self-assembly of a broad range of structures in a non-trivial
environment. This environment is three-dimensional, continuous, and imposes
constraints on the horizontal and vertical motion of the agents, which are em-
bodied as blocks of different sizes (and thus present a degree of heterogeneity).
The target structures consist of hundreds of such blocks, arranged in a vari-
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ety of ways, and (due to the restriction on vertical movement) often require
the assembly and subsequent disassembly of temporary substructures, such as
staircases. To my knowledge, this work presents the first successful attempt
to achieve the self-assembly of such structures in an environment as complex
as the one presented here. While this environment is still greatly simplified, as
compared with the real world, the presented research potentially carries prac-
tical significance, because it addresses issues (such as the presence of physical
constraints and the resulting need for higher-level coordination) that are likely
to arise when self-assembly is attempted with robotic devices.
• This dissertation developed a formal model of order computation and order
enforcement in the context of self-assembly, and proved important properties,
such as correctness and completeness. First, algorithms were designed that
compute an order on the self-assembly of a given target structure, along with
necessary temporary substructures. Subsequently, a methodology was devel-
oped for generating a set of local rules, which enforce this order at runtime.
Together, these methods formalize the relationship between structures (situ-
ated in a constrained environment) and individual, agent-level behaviors. The
latter cause the emergence of coordination that allows the overall system to
succeed. To feasibly allow the derivation of this relationship, the theoretical
model is environment-independent, and therefore, necessarily makes some as-
sumptions regarding what can be achieved in a given environment. However,
these assumptions can be verified experimentally.
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• Experiments were conducted to demonstrate that the distributed control meth-
ods developed here effectively achieve the self-assembly of a diverse set of
structures, given either hand-designed or automatically generated rules. This
serves as an important complement to the theoretical results, because it takes
into account the full complexity of the environment, where blocks engage in
non-linear interactions, and where their collection constitutes a complex, dy-
namical system with chaotic effects. Apart from this verification, the experi-
ments also yielded insight into the effects of various design choices upon overall
performance, showing, for example, the benefit of incorporating stochastic and
collective forces into the blocks’ motion. In particular, the results show that in
designing appropriate methods, one is faced with a series of tradeoffs. During
the self-assembly process, a tradeoff arises between the benefit of increasing
the availability of blocks in regions where they are needed and the necessity
of reducing the interference between these blocks; both factors must be taken
into account in order to achieve self-assembly efficiently. Further, runtime
efficiency trades off with parsimony, where reduced sets of rules may result
in slower performance. Finally, a tradeoff exists between both efficiency and
parsimony and the use of automation: presently, hand-generated rule sets still
outperform automatically generated rule sets with respect to both criteria.
• The final major contribution of this dissertation is in the parsimonious specifi-
cation of individual self-assembly behaviors (as sets of control rules) for at least
a portion of the assembled structures. This was achieved by, first, enhancing
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existing stigmergic construction models with integer, rather than qualitative
variables, potentially allowing for structures to be specified with a more com-
pact set of rules. While the automated rule generation procedure was initially
unable (for the most part) to take advantage of this, further modifications
(involving a somewhat more sophisticated method for capturing structural
patterns) resulted in significant reductions to the number of generated rules.
This result was achieved in spite of the fact that parsimonious rule generation
is an inherently difficult problem (as was argued), and that the physical con-
straints present in the environment necessitate the generation of rules not only
for the assembly of structures, but also, for coordination. This result is impor-
tant from a self-organization point of view, in that it allows some structures
to self-assemble via individual behaviors that are relatively simple.
6.3 Future Directions
Given the current state of this research, there are a number of worthwhile
directions for further exploration. I will close this dissertation with a brief outline
of several possibilities for future work.
Through experiments, it was shown that the developed movement force equa-
tions are generic enough to allow the self-assembly of a number of different struc-
tures. However, I hypothesize that runtime performance could be substantially
improved if these forces were to adapt over time, in response to positive feedback
(such as the successful deposition of a block into a goal location) as well as negative
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feedback (such as a collision between two blocks). It should be noted that while the
approach of this dissertation adapts agent behaviors for the self-assembly of specific
target structures (by hand, or via an automated procedure), the term “adaptation”
in the following has a somewhat different meaning, referring to the ability of agents
to modify their behavior based on past experience. For example, a simple form of
machine learning [76, 108] would involve the modification of numerical coefficients
that weigh the various components of the net movement force, in response to such
events. However, much greater power may potentially be gained from an approach
where the equations governing the computation and combination of these forces
(Chapter 3) vary over time in their entirety. In order to achieve a more smooth
landscape over which learning can take place, it may be of benefit to replace these
equations (which are hard-coded) with neural networks, as has been done in past
work [34, 59, 66, 89]. The networks can then be trained, possibly via reinforcement
learning [108] (applied specifically towards neural networks in [109]), allowing the
agents to adapt their behavior to the given structure (or a set of structures), perhaps
over a number of simulations, where the set of learned control mechanisms can be
transferred from one simulation to the next.
On these longer time scales, it is of benefit to explore adaptation not only
through learning, but via evolution as well. Evolutionary computation has emerged
as a powerful problem solving paradigm, where the more “fit” solutions in a pop-
ulation (i.e., in a candidate set) are transformed, via modifications that resemble
recombination and mutation, in order to eventually produce better solutions through
a “survival of the fittest” process [11, 75]. Various techniques can be used, depending
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on what is evolved: the optimization of numerical coefficients could be accomplished
with a genetic algorithm [75] or evolutionary strategies [98]; the modification of
hard-coded force equations may be amenable to genetic programming [11], whereas
if movement is instead governed by neural networks (as suggested earlier), a variety
of neuroevolution approaches exist as well [59]. However, it is important to keep
in mind that most evolutionary algorithms typically require repeatedly evaluating
the fitness of each solution in a population (which may contain tens or hundreds of
solutions) over a number of generations. If each evaluation involves simulating the
self-assembly of a target structure, then the computational cost may become exces-
sive, since a single simulation may require hours of CPU time. It may be worthwhile
to consider an evolutionary approach where a member of the population is not a
collection of blocks (each having an identical set of movement control methods), but
rather, an individual block, whose movement behaviors may be different from those
of other blocks. Such an approach is inspired by earlier work in evolving populations
of agents [90, 105], and carries the advantage of evaluating multiple candidate solu-
tions over a single simulation, although it is expected that appropriately assigning
fitness to individual blocks will be a challenging problem. If an effective means of
fitness assignment is found, then it would be of interest to investigate the possible
costs and benefits of heterogeneity in the control methods (rather than just the
physical sizes) of different interacting blocks [68, 89].
While learning and/or evolution appear to have the potential for improving the
performance of the system under the current environmental conditions, a question
of greater practical interest is whether they would allow the current methodology
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to adapt to more complex environments, and eventually, to the real world. Given
the existence of promising results from experiments in evolving or learning control
methods for physical robots [66, 72, 84] (see also [23] for a discussion of the subject),
I hypothesize that such adaptive approaches may be quite useful in the extension
of present methods towards greater environmental complexity, without a significant
sacrifice in the range of structures that can self-assemble, or a tremendous amount of
human effort. Initial work in this direction could first take place within the context
of simulations that incorporate more realistic models of gravity, noise, friction, etc.
Subsequently, this can be followed by explorations of robotic self-assembly in the
physical world [14, 80, 81, 120, 121].
Thus far, the focus of the discussion has been primarily on the adaptation
of movement control mechanisms, either during or after a simulation. However, it
may be of interest to further investigate the use of evolutionary computation in the
production of rules, as previously explored in [18, 44, 113]. Existing approaches are
limited in that the evolved rules are not able to build structures with full precision.
The evolution of precisely-tailored sets of rules (as generated here using more con-
ventional algorithmic techniques) is impeded by the fact that it can be difficult to
determine whether some arbitrary, candidate set of rules will always correctly as-
semble a particular structure. However, evolutionary computation may nonetheless
assist in further optimizing the parsimony of rules if it is used in combination with
existing rule generation procedures. For example, rather than computing memory
conditions via a greedy strategy, as is done in Chapter 5, it may be possible to
produce better solutions via evolution.
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While further improvements to rule parsimony would be well-justified, another
property of the stigmergic model, which has not received attention in this work,
is its robustness. An inquiry into the conditions that would allow the system to
gracefully recover from a variety of errors (such as rule misapplications) would be
worthwhile, particularly if the methodology is to be extended to the real world.
In the recent past, approaches have been presented for the self-repair of structures
that develop holes [7, 60, 102, 104]; however, it is similarly necessary to also be able
to remove blocks from locations where they have been mistakenly placed, before
they result in the incorrect placement of other blocks (this issue is discussed in
[116]). A methodology should be developed to allow a block to detect whether it,
or a nearby block, is in an incorrect location, and to modify the sequencing of the
overall process accordingly (for example, special modes / process stages may be
allotted for error recovery). It it is certainly possible that learning and evolution
may once again be of assistance in the endeavor, although their role in this context
is presently not obvious. Ultimately, the practical goal is to develop a self-assembly
methodology that carries the robustness, adaptability, parallelism and parsimony





To derive a correctness result for the ordering algorithms in Sections 4.1.1 and
4.1.2, it is important to capture the relationship that exists between S(i), as given
in Definition 4.2, and the values of the variables S and T in the iteration of the
algorithm where Ci is added to O. If Ci is a regular substructure that is removed
in some iteration of the algorithm (note that this is generally not the ith iteration,
since the algorithm operates “in reverse”), then let us denote by Ss(i) and T s(i) the
values of the variables S and T , respectively, at the beginning of that iteration, and
by Sf (i) and T f(i) the values of these variables at the end of the iteration.
Lemma 1 If Ci is a regular substructure, then S
(i−1) = Ss(i)− Ci ∪ T f(i).
Proof Use induction on i. If i = 1, then S(i−1) = S(0) = ∅ by Definition 4.2. Also,
C1 is removed in the last iteration, where S
s(1) = C1, and there is no temporary
substructure preceding C1, which means that T
f(1) = ∅. Thus, Ss(i)−Ci∪T f(i) = ∅
as well. If i = 2, then S(i−1) = S(1) = C1. Also, S
s(2) = C2, and T
f(2) = C1. Thus,
Ss(i)− Ci ∪ T f(i) = C1 as well. By Property 4.2, this covers the base cases. Now,
assume that the statement holds for all i′ ≤ i. Supposing, without loss of generality,
that Ci+1 is a regular substructure, let us relate Ci+1 to the regular substructure
removed in the subsequent iteration (i.e., the previous regular substructure in O).
By Property 4.2, there are four cases to consider, as described below.
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If Ci and Ci+1 are both regular substructures, then in the iteration when Ci is
removed, Ss(i) = Ss(i + 1)− Ci+1. Furthermore, since Ci+1 is neither a temporary
nor a disassembly substructure, the conditions of Steps 4c and 4d of the algorithm
did not hold, which implies that T s(i) = T f(i). Since Ci+1 is removed one iteration
prior to Ci, T
f(i + 1) = T s(i) = T f(i). By the induction hypothesis, S(i−1) =
Ss(i)−Ci∪T f (i) = Ss(i+1)−Ci+1−Ci∪T f(i) = Ss(i+1)−Ci+1−Ci∪T f (i+1).
Then, S(i) = Ss(i+1)−Ci+1∪T f(i+1), because S(i) = S(i−1)∪Ci (Definition 4.2).
Now, suppose that Ci+1 is a regular substructure, Ci is a temporary substruc-
ture, and Ci−1 is also a regular substructure. Then, S
s(i − 1) = Ss(i + 1) − Ci+1.
Since Ci is added to O as a temporary substructure when Ci−1 is removed,
T s(i−1)−W = Ci for some W ⊆ T s(i−1)∩T f (i−1) (Step 4c); on the other hand,
since no disassembly substructure is added, T f(i−1)−W = ∅. This is only possible
if T s(i − 1) = T f(i + 1) = Ci and T f(i − 1) = ∅. By the induction hypothesis,
S(i−2) = Ss(i+1)−Ci+1−Ci−1∪ ∅; thus, S(i) = Ss(i+1)−Ci+1∪Ci by definition of
S(i) = S(i−2)∪Ci−1∪Ci. But since Ci = T f(i+1), S(i) = Ss(i+1)−Ci+1∪T f(i+1).
For the third case, suppose that Ci+1 is a regular substructure, Ci−1 is also
a regular substructure, and Ci is a disassembly substructure generated for Ci−1.
Once again, Ss(i − 1) = Ss(i + 1) − Ci+1. Furthermore, T s(i − 1) −W = ∅ and
T f(i−1)−W = Ci for some W ; thus, T s(i−1) = T f(i+1) = ∅ and T f(i−1) = Ci.
By the induction hypothesis, S(i−2) = Ss(i + 1) − Ci+1 − Ci−1 ∪ Ci; thus, S(i) =
Ss(i + 1)−Ci+1 by definition of S(i). But since T f(i + 1) = ∅, S(i) can be expressed
as Ss(i + 1)− Ci+1 ∪ T f(i + 1).
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Finally, there is the case where Ci+1 and Ci−2 are regular substructures, Ci is a
temporary substructure, and Ci−1 is a disassembly substructure. Then, S
s(i− 2) =
Ss(i + 1) − Ci+1. Here, T s(i − 2) − W = Ci and T f(i − 2) − W = Ci−1; thus,
T s(i−2) = T f(i+1) = Ci∪W and T f(i−2) = Ci−1∪W . By the induction hypothesis,
S(i−3) = Ss(i+1)−Ci+1−Ci−2∪Ci−1∪W ; thus, S(i) = Ss(i+1)−Ci+1∪Ci∪W =
Ss(i + 1)− Ci+1 ∪ T f(i + 1).
Theorem 4.1 Let O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) be an order returned by the preliminary or
the full ordering algorithm, and define S(i) as in Definition 4.2. Then, S(n) = S.
Proof The result holds trivially for the preliminary ordering algorithm. For the
full ordering algorithm, if Cn is a regular substructure, then by Lemma 1, S
(n−1) =
Ss(n)− Cn ∪ T f(n). Because Cn is removed in the first iteration, Ss(n) = S; also,
because Cn is the last substructure in O, T
f(n) = ∅; thus, S(n−1) = S − Cn. Since
S(n) = S(n−1) ∪Cn, S(n) = S. If Cn is a disassembly substructure, then by Property
4.2, Cn−1 must be a regular substructure. Then, S
(n−2) = Ss(n−1)−Cn−1∪T f (n−1).
Since Ss(n − 1) = S and T f(n − 1) = Cn (the latter holds because this is the first
iteration, and T s(n − 1) = ∅; thus, T f (n − 1) is pushed onto O in Step 4d of
Algorithm 4.4), S(n−2) = S − Cn−1 ∪ Cn. Then, S(n) = S(n−2) ∪ Cn−1 − Cn = S.
Theorem 4.2 (Correctness) Assuming that the ordering algorithm (preliminary
or full) does not fail, let O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) be the returned order. Then, ∀i (1 ≤
i ≤ n) PA(Ci, S(i−1)) ∨ PD(Ci, S(i−1)) = true.
Proof I give a proof for the full ordering algorithm; a similar, albeit simpler proof
exists for the simple version, but is omitted for brevity. Consider the iteration of
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the full algorithm when some arbitrary substructure Ci is added to O. Several cases
arise, depending on whether Ci is a temporary (here, there are actually multiple
subcases), regular, or disassembly substructure. In showing the correctness of each
of these cases, I will make use of some specific predicate (PA or PD) conjunct either
in the definition of the function fT (Definition 4.1) or in Step 4b of the full ordering
algorithm.
First, consider the special case where C1 is a temporary substructure. Then,
by Property 4.2, C2 must be a regular substructure removed in the last iteration. By
the first predicate conjunct in the definition of fT , PA(C1, S
s(2)−C2) = PA(C1, ∅) =
true. Because S(i−1) = S(0) = ∅, PA(Ci, S(i−1)) = true.
If Ci is a temporary substructure for i > 1, then there are two additional
possibilities. If Ci−1 is a regular substructure, then by Lemma 1, S
(i−2) = Ss(i −
1)−Ci−1 ∪T f (i− 1); thus, S(i−1) = Ss(i− 1)∪T f (i− 1). Also, fT (Ci−1, Ss(i− 1)−
Ci−1, T
s(i−1)) = T f(i−1). By the second predicate term in Step 4b, there exists a
subset W ⊆ T s(i−1)∩T f (i−1) such that PA(T s(i−1)−W, Ss(i−1)∪W ) = true.
However, since no disassembly substructure was produced in the given iteration,
T f(i − 1) ⊆ W ; from the definition of W , it then follows that T f(i − 1) = W . So,
PA(T
s(i−1)−W, Ss(i−1)∪T f (i−1)) = true. By substituting Ci for T s(i−1)−W
(Step 4c) and S(i−1) for Ss(i− 1) ∪ T f(i− 1), we obtain PA(Ci, S(i−1)) = true.
For the second possibility that can arise when Ci is a temporary substructure
and i > 1, suppose that Ci−1 is a disassembly substructure for the regular substruc-
ture Ci−2. Then, S
(i−1) = (Ss(i − 2) − Ci−2 ∪ T f(i − 2)) ∪ Ci−2 − Ci−1. Because
Ci−1 = T
f(i−2)−W for some W , S(i−1) can be reexpressed as Ss(i−2)∪T f (i−2)−
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(T f(i−2)−W ) = Ss(i−2)∪W . Also, fT (Ci−2, Ss(i−2)−Ci−2, T s(i−2)) = T f(i−2).
Referring to the second term in Step 4b once again, PA(T
s(i−2)−W, Ss(i−2)∪W ) =
PA(Ci, S
s(i− 2) ∪W ) = PA(Ci, S(i−1)) = true.
If Ci is a regular substructure, then S
(i−1) = Ss(i)−Ci∪T f(i) and fT (Ci, Ss(i)−
Ci, T
s(i)) = T f(i). By the second conjunct in Definition 4.1, PA(Ci, S
s(i) − Ci ∪
T f(i)) = true; by substitution, PA(Ci, S
(i−1)) = true.
Finally, if Ci is a disassembly substructure, then, by Property 4.2, Ci−1 is a
regular substructure. Then, S(i−2) = Ss(i − 1) − Ci−1 ∪ T f(i − 1), and S(i−1) =
Ss(i− 1) ∪ T f(i− 1). Also, fT (Ci−1, Ss(i− 1)− Ci−1, T s(i− 1)) = T f(i− 1); thus,
by the first term in Step 4b, for some W , PD(T
f(i−1)−W, Ss(i−1)∪T f (i−1)) =
PD(Ci, S
s(i− 1) ∪ T f (i− 1)) = true. Thus, PD(Ci, S(i−1)) = true once again.
Theorem 4.3 For any iteration of any run of the full ordering algorithm, the value
W = ∅ will satisfy the terms PD(Z −W, S ∪ Z) and PA(T −W, S ∪W ) in Step 4b.
Proof If W = ∅, then the first term simplifies to PD(Z, S ∪ Z). Because Z =
fT (C, S − C, T ) 6= FAIL in the given iteration, by the third conjunct of Definition
4.1, PD(Z, S ∪Z) = true. The second term simplifies to PA(T, S). If this is the first
iteration of the algorithm, then T = ∅, and PA(T, S) holds trivially, by Condition
4.1. Otherwise, T is the value returned by the call fT (C
′, S ′ − C ′) in the previous
iteration, for some regular substructure C ′ and structure S ′. By the first conjunct
of Definition 4.1, PA(T, S
′ − C ′) = true. Because C ′ was removed in the previous
iteration, S = S ′ − C ′, so PA(T, S) holds once again.
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Theorem 4.4 (Determinism) For any T , any subsets V ′ ⊆ V ⊆ S and any
location b ∈ V ∩ V ′, assume the following: [(∃C ⊆ V ) b ∈ C ∧ fT (C, V − C, T ) 6=
FAIL]→ [(∃C ′ ⊆ V ′) b ∈ C ′∧fT (C ′, V ′−C ′, T ) 6= FAIL]. Suppose that some run of
the ordering algorithm (preliminary or full) produces an order O for the given input
S. Then, there exists no possible run of the algorithm where it will fail on S.
Proof I give a proof for the full ordering algorithm; the proof for the prelimi-
nary version is almost identical. The conclusion of the theorem can be rephrased
as follows: for any k ≥ 1, if an arbitrary location b has been successfully removed
(as part of some substructure C) in iteration k of some run, then it can be suc-
cessfully removed in any other run. Now, use induction on k. If k = 1, then
fT (C, S − C, T ) 6= FAIL, which means that C can be removed via the addition
of a temporary substructure (which may be an empty set, if C is reachable di-
rectly). At the beginning of any iteration of any run of the algorithm, let V ′
be the value of S at the beginning of that iteration. Clearly, V ′ ⊆ S, and if
b ∈ V ′ (i.e., if b has not already been removed), then by the premise of the theorem,
(∃C ′ ⊆ V ′) b ∈ C ′ ∧ fT (C ′, V ′ − C ′, T ) 6= FAIL. Thus, b can be removed as part of
C ′. This proves the base case k = 1. Now, assume that the statement holds ∀k′ ≤ k.
For a run where C (containing b) is removed in iteration k +1, let V be the value of
S at the beginning of that iteration. Then, fT (C, V −C, T ) 6= FAIL. By the induc-
tion hypothesis, all locations in S − V (which have been removed within the first k
iterations of this run) can be removed in any other run of the algorithm. Consider
any such run, and denote by V ′ the structure that remains after the locations in
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S − V (along, possibly, with others) have been removed. Then, V ′ ⊆ V , and thus,
(∃C ′ ⊆ V ′) b ∈ C ′ ∧ fT (C ′, V ′ − C ′, T ) 6= FAIL. Once again, b can be removed.
Theorem 4.5 (Completeness) Assume that if the preliminary ordering algorithm
returns an order O on some input S in some run, then it will return some order
on S in any run. Further, assume that the function fT will return a value other
than FAIL whenever one exists (i.e., replace “only if” with “if” in Definition 4.1).
Suppose that there exists an order O = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) on the locations of S such
that ∀i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) PA(Ci, S(i−1)) ∨ PD(Ci, S(i−1)) = true, such that S(n) = S, and
such that Property 4.1 holds. Then the algorithm will return an order (i.e., will not
fail).
Proof First, let us prove the following statement: for all k ≥ 1, there exists a
run of the preliminary algorithm that will successfully remove the last k regular
substructures of O, in reverse order, during its first k iterations. This statement is
proved by induction on k. The very last regular substructure in O is either Cn or
Cn−1. In the former case, PA(Cn, S
(n−1)) = PA(Cn, S−Cn) = true, so it is possible to
remove Cn from S. In the latter case, by Property 4.1, Cn−2 = Cn, the former being
a temporary substructure, and the latter a disassembly substructure. So, S(n−3) =
S−Cn−1. Then, PA(Cn−2, S(n−3)) = PA(Cn−2, S−Cn−1) = true, PA(Cn−1, S(n−2)) =
PA(Cn−1, S−Cn−1∪Cn−2) = true, and PD(Cn, S(n−1)) = PD(Cn−2, S−Cn−1∪Cn−1∪
Cn−2) = true. By Definition 4.1, Cn−2 is a possible return value for fT (Cn−1, S −
Cn−1). Because fT is assumed to be complete, it will return some value other than
FAIL on (Cn−1, S − Cn−1), which can be used to successfully remove Cn−1. This
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proves the base case. Now, assume that the statement holds for all k′ ≤ k. By this
induction hypothesis, there exists a run of the preliminary algorithm that removes
the last k regular substructures of O. Let Cn′+1 be the regular substructure removed
in the kth iteration. Then, by Property 4.1, Cn′ or Cn′−1 is the (n − k)th regular
substructure in O. Denote by S ′ the value of the variable S at the beginning of
iteration k + 1. The proof that Cn′ or Cn′−1 can be successfully removed from S
′
in iteration k + 1 is analogous to the base case: replace n with n′, and S with
S ′. Now, it has been shown that there exists a run of the preliminary algorithm
that will successfully remove all regular substructures of O. By the assumption of
deterministic success, the preliminary algorithm will return an order in any run.
Theorem 4.6 (Equivalence) Assume that if the algorithm (preliminary or full)
returns an order O on some input S in some run, then it will return some order
on S in any run. Further, assume that the function fT will return a value other
than FAIL whenever one exists. Then, given a target structure S, the preliminary
ordering algorithm will return an order iff the full ordering algorithm will return an
order.
Proof First, suppose that the preliminary algorithm returns an order O, given
a target structure S. Let us prove the following statement inductively: for all
k ≥ 1, there exists a run of the full algorithm that will successfully remove the
last k regular substructures of O, in reverse order, during its first k iterations. If
k = 1, then let C be the last regular substructure in O. It is evident from Figure
4.3 that since C is removed from S, fT (C, S−C) 6= FAIL. Then, fT (C, S−C, T ) 6=
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FAIL holds as well, because the formal definition of fT (Definition 4.1) does not
make use of the argument T , and fT is assumed to return a value other than FAIL
whenever one exists; thus, C can be removed by the full ordering algorithm as well.
Now, suppose that k regular substructures have been thus removed from S by the
preliminary algorithm, and denote by S ′ the structure that remains; let C ′ be the
regular substructure removed by the preliminary algorithm in iteration k+1. By the
induction hypothesis, there exists a run of the full algorithm that has S ′ as the value
of the variable S at the beginning of the (k + 1)st iteration. Once again, because fT
will return a value (if one exists) regardless of whether the optional argument T is
used, C ′ can be removed from S ′ by the full algorithm in that iteration. Since the
full algorithm returns O in this particular run, it will return some order in any run,
by assumption. The proof “in the other direction” is analogous.
To show the validity of Theorem 4.7 in Section 4.3.2, we can begin by showing
that the mode of any block will not change to a value greater than i unless all events
in Ei (or greater) have been detected.
Lemma 2 Given RE, RC and RM , the following holds at all t ≥ 0, for all i:
(∀i′ ≥ i)(∃e ∈ Ei′)(∀b ∈ B) ¬PE(b, e, t)→ mb(t) ≤ i
Proof Suppose, by way of contradiction, that for some i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), (∀i′ ≥
i)(∃e ∈ Ei′)(∀b ∈ B) ¬PE(b, e, t) and for some block b, mb(t) = i′ > i. Since
each block is in mode 1 initially, some rule r ∈ RM must have fired to transition
b to mode i′. This indicates that (∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Ei′−1|) µbj = i′ − 1. Because
µb1 = µ
b
2 = . . . = µ
b




to i′ − 1 for each j. This indicates that for each j, either b or some other block
b′ has detected event ej ∈ Ei′−1. This violates the assumption that (∀i′ ≥ i)(∃e ∈
Ei′)(∀b ∈ B) ¬PE(b, e, t); thus, the statement of the lemma must hold.
Further, the message and mode values are monotonically increasing with time.
Lemma 3 Given RE, RC and RM , the following holds at all t ≥ 0, for all i:
(∀b ∈ B)(∀j) µbj(t) = i→ (∀t′ ≥ t) µbj(t′) ≥ i
(∀b ∈ B) mb(t) = i→ (∀t′ ≥ t) mb(t′) ≥ i
Proof Suppose, by way of contradiction, that mb(t) = i, and that at some later
time t′ ≥ t, mb(t′) = i′ < i. This means that between t and t′, some rule in RM
fired to result in this mode change. This indicates that rules in RE or RC fired
to set µb1, µ
b
2, . . . , µ
b
|Ei′−1|
to i′ − 1. But the antecedent of any such rule states that
mb(t) = i′ − 1 must hold in order for this to happen, which contradicts the premise
that mb(t) = i. Thus, mode values cannot decrease. Similarly, suppose that for
some j, µbj(t) = i, and that at t
′ ≥ t, µbj(t′) = i′ < i. At time t, mb(t) ≥ i, since b
must have been in mode i in order for a rule (in RE or RC) to set µ
b
j to i, and mode
values never decrease, as just shown. Then, at some time t′′, (t ≤ t′′ < t′), some rule
fired to set µbj = i
′. Thus, mb(t′′) = i′ < i. This is a contradiction, as mode values
cannot decrease, and thus, the statement of the lemma must hold.
Next, let us show that given sufficient time, all blocks will eventually transition
to the mode i that is appropriate for the current building stage (i.e., for completing
Ci and detecting events in Ei). Certainly, there are situations where all events in
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Ei are detected without all blocks having switched to mode i; as is evident from
Condition 4.4 in the text, the latter is a sufficient requirement for the former, not a
necessary one. However, in situations where all blocks must be in mode i in order
to complete Ci, the system-wide transition to mode i will eventually take place, as
follows.
Lemma 4 Given RE, RC and RM , the following holds at all t ≥ 0, for all i:
(∀i′ < i)(∀e ∈ Ei′)(∃b ∈ B) PE(b, e, t)→ (∃t′ ≥ t)(∀b ∈ B)mb(t′) ≥ i
Proof Use induction on k to prove an equivalent conclusion: For any k, (1 ≤ k ≤
i), there exists a time t′ ≥ t where (∀b ∈ B)mb(t′) ≥ k. The base case k = 1 holds
trivially, because all blocks begin in mode 1, by Condition 4.3, and mode values
never decrease, by Lemma 3. Now, suppose that for all k′ ≤ k, the statement holds.
Then, eventually, all blocks will be in mode at least k, and it must be shown that
after an additional interval of time, they will all be in mode at least k + 1 (where
k + 1 ≤ i). Let b be some block that is not yet in mode k + 1; i.e., mb = k. Let
µbj be some message variable, for 1 ≤ j ≤ |Ek|. If b is the block which detected the
corresponding event ej ∈ Ek (which already took place), then it will set µbj = k, via




(by Lemma 3, message variable values never decrease). As defined in the statement
of Condition 4.2, suppose that H = {b′} and G = B −H , and consider the blocks’
communications that take place until G = ∅ and H = B. I inductively show that at
any point in time, (∀h ∈ H) µhj ≥ k. This is trivially true when H = {b′}. Assume
that it is true for all blocks currently in H , and suppose that g ∈ G is some block
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that communicates with a block h ∈ H . If mg > k, then µgj ≥ k (µgj must have
had the value k at some point in order for g to transition to mode k + 1, and by
Lemma 3, it could not have decreased). If mg = k, then it follows form the induction
hypothesis that µhj ≥ k; thus, a rule in RC will fire and set µgj = k. Thus, µbj = k
for any b. Since j was chosen arbitrarily, this eventually holds for every message
variable necessary to transition b to mode k + 1 by a rule in RM . In this manner,
all blocks will eventually be in mode at least k + 1.
Theorem 4.7 Given RE, RC and RM , the following holds:
(∃t)(∀i)(∀e ∈ Ei)(∃b ∈ B) PE(b, e, t)
Proof In order to allow an inductive (on i) approach, I will prove a somewhat
stronger conclusion, which explicitly incorporates the third conjunct of the hypoth-
esis (i.e., the conjunction to the left of the arrow) of Condition 4.4 as an invariant
that holds throughout the assembly process:
(∃t)(∀i)[(∀e ∈ Ei)(∃b ∈ B) PE(b, e, t) ∧ (∀t′ ≤ t)(∀b ∈ B) mb(t′) ≤ i]
Suppose that i = 1. At time t = 0, the hypothesis of Condition 4.4 holds trivially
by Condition 4.3. We must show that it will hold for all t ≥ 0 until all events
in E1 have been detected (this should happen in a finite amount of time, since
(∀e ∈ Ei)(∃b ∈ B) Pr{PE(b, e, t)} > 0). The first conjunct of the hypothesis of
Condition 4.4 holds trivially. The second conjunct of the hypothesis of Condition
4.4 holds by Lemmas 2 and 3. The third conjunct of the hypothesis of Condition 4.4
follows from the second. It should also be noted that at time t1, when all events in
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E1 have finally been detected, the third conjunct of the hypothesis of Condition 4.4
will hold, because corresponding mode changes occur no earlier than the next time
step (rules in RE and possibly RC must fire first). Thus, t1 satisfies the statement of
the theorem for i = 1, which proves the base case. Now, assume that the statement
of the theorem holds for all i′ ≤ i, and consider the state of the system at the time ti
(where i+1 ≤ n) when all events in Ei have been detected, and the system is finally
ready to assemble (or disassemble) Ci+1. The first conjunct of the hypothesis of
Condition 4.4 holds by the induction hypothesis; furthermore, by definition of PE ,
it will hold for all t ≥ ti. The third conjunct also holds by the induction hypothesis.
Also, by Lemma 2, mb ≤ i+1 until after all events in Ei+1 are detected at some time
ti+1; thus, the third conjunct holds through ti+1. On the other hand, the second
conjunct does not hold yet: all blocks are in mode i or less. But by Lemma 4, all
blocks will eventually transition to mode i + 1. Since the hypothesis of Condition
4.4 can thus be satisfied for any necessary period of time, all events in Ei+1 will
eventually be detected at some time ti+1, and no block will be in mode greater than
i + 1 until after this time. Thus, the statement of the theorem holds.
It was thus shown that the presented scheme for communication and mode
changes, as encoded by the rules in RE , RC and RM , will correctly enforce the order
O during the self-assembly process. It should be noted here that the proofs never
made use of the last conjunct in the conclusion of Condition 4.4, which states that
until some block(s) have transitioned to mode i + 1, events in Ei′ for i
′ > i will
not be detected, which guarantees that the blocks will not begin to assemble or
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disassemble Ci+1 until after the assembly or disassembly of Ci has been completed.
If this conjunct was to be removed, then the given model would suggest that in
some cases, the assembly/disassembly of Ci and Ci′ (for i 6= i′) may take place
simultaneously, which defeats the purpose of computing an order in the first place,
and which is certainly not true in the system presented here, because in mode i,
only stigmergic rules for substructures in Ci can be applied. However, from the
point of view of the proofs, the conclusion of Theorem 4.7 would still be achievable:
even if events in Ei′ were to appear before all events in Ei (where i < i
′) have been
detected, the condition mb = i in the rules within RE and RC would prevent the




Here, I present formal, syntactic definitions of stigmergic and variable change
rules. These definitions are not strictly used by the proofs derived above (in Ap-
pendix A), because these proofs do not formally consider stigmergic rules (assum-
ing, rather, that they are correct), and only operate upon the somewhat restricted
properties of those variable change rules that are computed by the rule generation
procedure. However, the definitions are given here in order to show the full ex-
pressive power of the rules. Note that in the following, the rules are not explicitly
defined as antecedent-consequent pairs, although it us conceptually useful to view
them as such.
Formally, a stigmergic rule r is defined as a tuple {p, G, L, M, τ}. Here, p
denotes the purpose of r, and can take on one of three values, namely: “assembly”,
“disassembly” or “completion”. The overall structure of r is specified by G, which
is a set of unit cubes called sites, whose union is a (local) hexahedral region of
space. Each site has a specific integral position (x, y, z) within G, and is formally a
tuple {(x, y, z), t, C, B}, where t denotes the type of the site, and can have as values
“empty”, “wildcard” or “full” (see Section 3.2.2). If t = “full”, then the set of
possible memory conditions associated with the site is denoted by C, and each one






= k or ab




, k). Furthermore, B ⊆ G can associate a full site with other adjacent sites, such
that B specifies the presence of a medium or a large block (which is 2 or 4 cubic
units, respectively), rather than a section of some block. Similarly, the goal sites
L ⊆ G in r are those sites that correspond to the goal location, where the block that
follows r intends to deposit itself (if p = “assembly”), or where it currently resides
(if p = “disassembly” or p = “completion”). The set of applicable modes M specifies
the mode values under which r may apply. Finally, τ specifies the substructure type
of r. If p = “assembly”, then a block b that follows r will set τ b = τ , once it deposits
itself; otherwise, τ specifies the value of τ b that a stationary block b must have if it
is to apply r.
Similarly, let us define a variable change rule r as a tuple {u, I, E, ab, k}. The
usage u of r can take on either the value “always”, denoting that r can potentially
apply at any time step, or “disassembly”, indicating that r should only be applied
by a stationary block at the time step when it begins to move again (this is useful
in detecting the disassembly of a temporary substructure). The internal conditions
I are a tuple {s, µ, C}, which specifies restrictions on the block b that may apply r.
Specifically, s denotes the size of b; µ is a boolean variable that specifies whether
or not b must be stationary, and C is a set of memory conditions on the variables
in b. Notably, any of the internal conditions may be unspecified; for example, if
s is not specified, then a block of any size may apply r. Similarly, the external
conditions E = {s, µ, C, N, l} specify the conditions local to b that must hold if b is
to apply r. As with I, the variables s, µ and C in E optionally place restrictions
on the size, movement status (i.e., stationary or not) and memory of blocks b′ in
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the vicinity of b. Blocks are considered to be “in the vicinity” if they are within a
hexahedral neighborhood, centered around b, whose dimensions are specified by N ;
this neighborhood may be smaller than the full neighborhood of visibility that is
allowed for a block (15× 15× 4 units). The minimum number of blocks b′ (within
the neighborhood defined by N) that must satisfy S, µ and C in E is given by l,
which can also take on the special value “majority”, indicating that more than half
of the blocks b′ within the neighborhood must satisfy the conditions, regardless of
their total number. Finally, in what can be viewed as r’s antecedent, the variable
to be changed is specified by ab, and its value will be set to k, if r applies. It should
be noted that in the automatically generated variable change rules (see Figure 4.6),
many features, such as smaller neighborhood dimensions N , are not used.
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